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Zusammenfassung

Die Bruchfläche grosser Erdbeben umfaßt inhomogene Strukturen, die bisher
hauptsächlich in teleseismischen Untersuchungen nachgewiesen werden konnten. Häufig
werden begrenzte Bereiche auf einer Bruchfläche beobachtet, die durch eine starke Konzen-
tration des freigesetzten seismischen Moments und durch grosse Dislokationen gekennze-
ichnet sind. Diese Bereiche werden als ”asperities” bezeichnet, die offensichtlich starken
Einfluß auf den Bruchverlauf des Hauptbebens ausüben. Beschaffenheit und Eigenschaften
der Strukturen in einem Herdgebiet, die verantwortlich sind für die Bildung solcher ”asper-
ities” und deren eventueller Bedeutung für Schadensverteilungen in zukünftigen Erdbeben,
sind Gegenstand aktueller geowissenschaftlischer Untersuchungen.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden ”asperity”-Strukturen auf der Bruchfläche des
Mw=8.0 Antofagasta Erdbebens vom 30. Juli 1995 im Norden Chiles identifiziert. Es
handelt sich hierbei um ein typisches Subduktionsbeben mit Aufschiebungscharakter, das
in der seismogenen Zone zwischen der abtauchenden pazifischen Nazca-Platte und der
überschiebenden südamerikanischen Platte stattfand. Durch die Zusammenarbeit der
Deutschen Task Force für Erdbeben und dem sich während des Bebens bereits vor Ort
befindlichen CINCA ’95 Projektgruppe, konnte ein bis zu 44 Stationen umfassendes seis-
mologisches Netzwerk zur Registrierung der Nachbeben errichtet werden. Vor allem die
seeseitige Erweiterung des Netzes durch 9 OBH Stationen trug zur hohen Präzision der
Hypozentrenbestimmung der Nachbeben bei, die sich hauptsächlich auf der Bruchfläche
und damit im Küstenbereich um die Stadt Antofagasta und der nördlich gelegenen Hal-
binsel Mejillones verteilten. Die Tiefenverteilung des starken Nachbebenclusters, das auf-
grund seines Charakters eine Unterscheidung von der in der Wadati-Benioff-Zone tiefer
gelegenen Hintergrundseismizität ermöglichte, erstreckte sich etwa zwischen 10 und 50 km
Tiefe.

Aus dem aus manuell bestimmten Hypozentren bestehenden Datensatz wurden für
die vorliegende Studie insgesamt 1302 Nachbebenereignisse ausgewählt, die sich auf der
Bruchfläche des Hauptbebens sowie dem nördlich angrenzenden Gebiet unter der Hal-
binsel Mejillones befinden. Die zentralen Methoden zur Untersuchung der Nachbeben, die
hier angewendet werden, sind die Kartierung des b-Wertes aus der Gutenberg − Richter
Beziehung und die empirisch berechnete Verteilung der von den Nachbeben abgestrahlten
seismischen Energie. Beide Parameter zeigen deutliche Variationen auf der Bruchfläche,
ergänzen sich in ihren Aussagen und liefern Hinweise auf Lokation, Ausdehnung und Gren-
zen von Strukturen, die für die Entstehung von ”asperities” verantwortlich sein können.
Auf der Bruchfläche des Antofagasta Bebens wurden mit Hilfe dieser Methoden zwei
getrennte ”asperities” erkannt, deren Grösse, seismisches Moment, mittlere Dislokation
und Spannungsabfall berechnet wurde.
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Diese Zusammenhänge konnten vor allem durch den Vergleich der publizierten
Kartierungen zur teleseismisch gewonnenen Herd-Zeit-Funktion des Bebens, der Verteilung
der isostatischen Restanomalien des Gravitationsfeldes, der Geologie und der räumlich
verteilten vp/vs Verhältnisse, gewonnen aus einer Lokalbebentomographie unter Ver-
wendung des selben Datensatzes, geklärt werden. Von zentraler Bedeutung ist dabei
das Ergebnis, dass hohe b-Werte positiv korrelieren mit hohen Raten der seismischen
Momentenverteilung, hohen Werten der isostatischen Restanomalien, niedrigen seismische
Energien der Nachbeben und hohen Werten der vp/vs Verhältnisse. Aus der räumliche
Kongruenz zwischen isostatischen Restanomalien und den im Bereich des Untersuchungs-
gebietes in der oberen Platte befindlichen jurassischen Batholithe und dem Nachweis des
Kontaktes dieser Batholithe mit der seismogenen Zone, konnte die Schlußfolgerung gezo-
gen werden, daß die geologische Struktur die Bildung der ”asperities” verursacht.

Das damit erstellte Modell ermöglicht eine Aussage über die Vorgänge in der seismogene
Zone vor, während und nach dem Hauptbeben. Unter der Annahme der Gültigkeit des
”asperity”-Modells wird gefolgert, daß vor dem Beben Spannungen dort akkumuliert wer-
den, wo sich die jurassichen Batholithe mit der durch Auftriebskräfte nach oben gedrückten
Nazca-Platte ”verhaken”. Bei Durchgang einer Bruchfront entsteht im ”vorgespannten”
Bereich der Batholithe die grösste Momentenfreisetzung und Dislokation. Konsequenter-
weise zeigen diese Bereiche der Bruchfläche einen höheren Zerstörungsgrad des beteiligten
Materials, was sich in einer relativ grösseren Anzahl von kleineren Bruchvorgängen in der
Nachbebenserie äußert. Dadurch lassen sich diese Bereiche mittels hoher b-Werte der Nach-
bebenserie identifizieren. Die addierten seismischen Energien, die durch die Nachbeben
abgestrahlt werden, sind dort hoch, wo sich die Übergänge zwischen hohen und niedrigeren
b-Werten befinden. Diese Übergänge scheinen identisch zu sein mit den äusseren Umrissen
der Batholithe; loten also folglich Materialgrenzen aus.

Die beschriebenen Resultate weisen eindeutig auf die inhomogene Struktur der
Bruchfläche des Hauptbebens hin. Daß die Bruchfläche aufgrund dieser Inho-
mogenitäten von einer planaren Fläche abweicht, konnte durch die Untersuchung von
295 Herdflächenlösungen aus der Nachbebenserie bestätigt werden. Die summierten
Momententensoren dieser Herdflächenlösungen weisen wesentlich höhere CLVD-Anteile
für den südlichen Abschnitt der Bruchfläche auf als dies für die Momententensoren der
nördlichen Bruchfläche der Fall ist. Die südliche Bruchfläche beherbergt die zuvor identi-
fizierten ”asperity”-Strukturen. Der CLVD-Anteil eines Momententensors ist zwar immer
noch deviatorisch, beweist aber einen signifikanten 3D-Deformationszustand. Dies steht
in Einklang mit den hohen vp/vs Verhältnissen im Breich der ”asperities”, die durch
intrudierende Fluide nach dem Hauptbeben interpretiert werden. Die verschiedenen Mech-
anismen der Herdflächenlösungen weisen zudem auf die Segmentierung der Herdfläche und
auf ein leichtes ”slip-partitioning” hin.



Summary

Fault planes of large earthquakes incorporate inhomogeneous structures. This can be
observed often in teleseismic studies through the spatial distribution of slip and seismic
moment release caused by the mainshock. Both parameters are often concentrated on
patches on the fault plane with much higher values for slip and moment release than their
adjacent areas. These patches are called asperities which obviously have a strong influence
on the mainshock rupture propagation. Condition and properties of structures in the fault
plane area, which are responsible for the evolution of such asperities or their significance
on damage distributions of future earthquakes, are still not well known and subject to
recent geo-scientific studies.

In the presented thesis asperity structures are identified on the fault plane of the
Mw=8.0 Antofagasta earthquake in northern Chile which occurred on 30th of July, 1995.
It was a thrust-type event in the seismogenic zone between the subducting pacific Nazca
plate and the overriding South American plate. In cooperation of the German Task Force
for Earthquakes and the CINCA’95 project a network of up to 44 seismic stations was set
up to record the aftershock sequence. The seaward extension of the network with 9 OBH
stations increased significantly the precision of hypocenter determinations. They were
distributed mainly on the fault plane itself around the city of Antofagasta and Mejillones
Peninsula. The pronounced aftershock cluster, which could be well distinguished from
deeper background seismicity, had a depth range of approximately 10 to 50 km depth thus
the deeper limit of the seismogenic zone could be well determined.

From the database of manually determined hypocenters, 1302 events were selected for
further studies in this thesis. They all were located either on the fault plane itself or in
the adjacent area to the North beneath Mejillones Peninsula. The principle methods to
be applied to the dataset were the mapping of the b-value from the Gutenberg − Richter
relation and the spatial distribution of the empirically determined aftershock radiated
seismic energy. Both parameters show significant spatial variations on the fault plane,
are complementary in their results and help to constrain location, size and boundary of
the structure responsible for asperities. Two distinct asperities could be identified on the
Antofagasta fault plane. The size, seismic moment, avarage slip and stress drop were
calculated for each asperity.

The mapped parameters were compared to the teleseismically determined source time
function of the mainshock, the isostatic residual anomalies of the gravity field, the geology,
and the spatial distribution of vp/vs ratios obtained from a local earthquake tomography
derived from the same dataset, reveals new insight on the relations between proposed
structures and observed variations in mapped parameters. The positive correlation of high
b-values with high mainshock seismic moment release, high isostatic residual anomalies, low
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aftershock radiated energy, and high vp/vs ratios is an important result to give information
on the physics behind these parameters. The spatial congruence between the isostatic
residual anomalies, the location of the jurassic batholiths in the upper crust, and the
evidence, that these batholiths are in contact with the subduction interface it is concluded,
that the geological structure is the major cause for the asperities.

Based on these findings, a model could be developed describing the processes in the
seismogenic zone before, during and after the mainshock. Assuming the asperity-model
is valid, stresses are accumulated where the batholiths interact with the subducted Nazca
plate, which is driven upward by buoyant forces. When the rupture front of an earthquake
is going through, the pre-stressed areas of the batholiths show the largest slip and moment
release. As a consequence, the material in these areas suffers a high degree of damage,
documenting itself in a relatively larger number of small ruptures and cracks. Therefore
these areas can be detected by high b-values in the aftershock sequence. The aftershock
radiated seismic energies are high at the transition of high to low b-values. Theses tran-
sition zones seem to be identical with the outer limits of the batholiths and thus line out
changes in material.

The described results clearly indicate the inhomogeneous structure of the mainshock
fault plane. Caused by this inhomogeneous structure, the surface of the fault plane deviates
from being planar, which could be evidenced by investigating 295 aftershock fault plane
solutions. The summed moment tensor solutions of focal mechanisms in the southern
part of the fault plane possess a much higher CLVD than the equivalent moment tensor
solutions in the northern part. This is attributed to the asperity-structures located in the
southern part of the fault plane. Although the CLVD component of a moment tensor is
still deviatoric, it refers to a deformational state with a significant 3D component. This is
in accord with the high vp/vs ratios found in the area of the asperities which are interpreted
in terms of fluid intrusion after the mainshock. An additional result is the segmentation
and slight slip partitioning of the mainshock fault plane obtained from the interpretation
of the different types of aftershock focal mechanisms.



1. Introduction

1.1 Inhomogeneous fault planes and their implication to
seismic hazard

Fault planes of large earthquakes incorporate inhomogeneous structures which have a per-
sistent influence on the rupture propagation itself. Regarding these interactions between
fault structures and main shock rupture, one key question which should be considered in
modern seismic hazard assessment is whether this can affect the damage distributions in
urban areas caused by large earthquakes. A second consequential question is then whether
the influencing fault structures are of any importance for future earthquakes.

The two large earthquakes which will be addressed in this thesis are the Mw=8.0, 1995,
Antofagasta earthquake in the Northern Chile subduction zone, and the Mw=6.9, 1997,
Cariaco strike slip earthquake in Northeastern Venezuela. Regarding the key questions,
the two earthquakes have in common, that the damage distributions they caused might be
related to the locations of influencing fault structures near or in the vicinity of the major
cities and towns of the areas concerned. The studies and related results presented in this
thesis concentrate on the Antofagasta earthquake whereas the Cariaco earthquake will be
discussed only briefly to confirm important findings of the Antofagasta case study.

The complexity of rupture planes had been observed in far field body wave traces of
large earthquakes as for example the 1940 Imperial Valley, the 1964 Alaska, and 1976
Guatemala earthquakes (Trifunac & Brune, 1970; Wyss & Brune, 1967; Kanamori &
Stewart , 1978). These large earthquakes all showed a complex energy or moment release
resulting in the division of the main shock rupture into more than one sub-event. Kanamori
& Stewart (1978) discussed the heterogeneous mechanical properties of the source area as
differences in strength, pore pressure, slip characteristics or a combination of these factors
as a cause for multiple events and emphasized the important effect of complexity on the
strong ground motion.

Seeking physical interpretations for the observed heterogeneity of the fault planes seis-
mologists introduced the asperity and the barrier model (Lay & Kanamori , 1981; Lay
et al., 1982; Madariaga, 1979; Papageorgiou & Aki , 1983; Das & Kostrov , 1988; John-
son & Nadeau, 2002; Das & Aki , 1977; Aki , 1979, 2002; Ruff , 1992). Both models try
to explain heterogeneity in a theoretical way, making the assumption that asperities are
patches of higher stress concentrations before the main shock rupture; barriers are defined
as patches of higher strength on the fault plane. Here in this thesis, the asperity model
was adopted as a first step to discuss the observations. However, the obtained results led
to the conclusion that only a mixture of both models is able to account for all observed
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phenomena (Aki , 1984; Scherbaum, 1994) and often it seems to be more a question of
verbal preference, which conception is used.

The previous examples show that the identification of rupture plane complexity was
mainly done through investigation of teleseismic seismograms. This implies that struc-
tural inhomogeneities at the source are studied through low frequency information which
reduces the resolution for small scale structures and their locations with respect to the fault
plane. The same problem seems to arise for the investigation of large earthquakes with the
help of geodetic data. Often the resulting displacement fields are smooth exhibiting only
one center of major displacement. Simultaneous invertion of geodetic and seismological
data (Ihmlé & Ruegg , 1997) evidenced the importance of the integration of independently
derived results to obtain a more detailed picture of relevant structures.

Thus, recently emphasis is put on the acquisition of local seismological data to inves-
tigate source related phenomena. The advancement of seismological instrumentation, e.g.
dense station spacings and the use of different sensor types covering a wide frequency range
of seismic signals, envisaged high resolution data sets, amiable also to the application of
statistical methods. The attempts to be made then were to find appropriate parameters,
sensitive to map the proposed inhomogeneities in a source area with a suitable resolution.
This is also one target in this thesis. Further it will be varified whether source parameters
like moment release, stress drop and slip values related to the inhomogeneities can be rea-
sonably estimated. As a future target the investigation of probable interactions between
fault related inhomogeneities producing high moment release and soil dynamics should be
proposed.

Due to the high quality of data sets, the seismic b-value of the Gutenberg-Richter (GR)
relation (Gutenberg & Richter , 1944) has been proven to be a promising parameter to
map out spatial variations in seismogenic areas (Wiemer & Katsumata, 1999; Wiemer
& McNutt , 1997; Wyss et al., 1997). First attempts to look for physical explanations of
the b-value were made in laboratory experiments and mining induced seismicity (Mogi ,
1962; Scholz , 1968; Urbancic et al., 1992) showing that the b-value is sensitve to changes
in applied stress, to differences in crack density and to the degree of heterogeneity of the
materials involved. However, on a macroscopic scale there is still a lack of clear connec-
tions between identified inhomogeneities, geological structures, and the physics behind the
spatial b-value variations.

This resulted in the major target of this thesis which is testing the usefulness of the
b-value as a significantly varying parameter to indicate structural settings which influence
the rupture process of a large destructive earthquake. Once this ability is evaluated, it will
be varified to what extent the b-value mapping can give the sizes of involved structures to
estimate further source parameters. Another major issue is the correlation of the achieved
b-value map to other spatially distributed parameters in the fault plane area to constrain
ideas about the nature of the identified inhomogeneities. The additional investigated
parameters are mainshock moment release (Delouis, 1996), isostatic residual anomalies
of the gravity field (Götze et al., 1994), aftershock radiated seismic energy (Es), and
vp/vs ratios from a local earthquake tomography study (Husen, 1999). The significant
correlations found here also help to examine the individual aptitude of the parameters
mapping out seismogenic structures. Summed moment tensor solutions of aftershocks will
give an idea about a possible ”topography” on the fault plane indicating the deviation of
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the main shock rupture from a pure shear mechanism.

As mentioned before, the aspired high resolution requires dense data sets and an appro-
priate magnitude of completeness. Aftershock sequences have proofed to be an excellent
tool possessing these requirements as many events can be registered in a relatively short
time. In addition, temporal networks often have a large number of stations with respect
to the size of the investigated area. The results obtained here will also contribute some
ideas to what extent the post-seismic aftershocks can mirror co-seismic characteristics of
the mainshock.

1.2 Aftershocks and the German Task Force for Earth-
quakes

Aftershock sequences

Aftershock sequences follow large earthquakes and are characterized by high activity
rates which decay in time. The sequences can be generally described by the Gutenberg-
Richter relation (see Chapter 3) for earthquake occurrence and by the modified Omori law
(Utsu, 1961), which accounts for the decay:

n(t) =
c

(K + t)p
. (1.1)

In this equation n(t) is the number of events per unit time at time t. c, K, and p
are constants which depend on the rate of activity in the earliest part of the sequence,
on the total number of events, and give the rate at which the activity decays (Kisslinger
& Jones, 1991; Lay & Wallace, 1995). Kisslinger & Hasegawa (1991) found that not all
sequences can be described by a single value of these parameters, but that more often
several decay rates are needed to describe one aftershock sequence. Kisslinger & Jones
(1991) investigated 39 aftershock sequences in California to find that the p-value can vary
geographically and might be controlled by temperature. Guo & Ogata (1995) were able to
establish a positive correlation between p- and b-values from the GR relation for aftershocks
in Japan. The authors propose a further correlation of each parameter with the fractal
dimesion of aftershock hypocenter distributions. Therefore aftershock sequences, also due
to their large number of events, provide a tool for mapping spatial and temporal variations
of parameters which are expected to contribute to resolve structural inhomogeneities in
the fault plane area.

Aftershocks are the reaction on the impact of the mainshock in the fault plane area
and therefore can help to deduce information on the mainshock itself. For many large
earthquakes, aftershocks have been used to constrain the mainshock fault plane because
for a long time it had been quite difficult to obtain this important source parameter from
the inversion of teleseismic data only (Henry & Das, 2001). Although the fault plane of
a large earthquake seems to expand with time, and aftershock activity outside the plane
is frequently apparent, the activity in the first stage of the aftershock sequence seems to
give a good estimation of the fault plane size.
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In a number of case studies it could be observed that low aftershock activity seems
to correlate with areas of high mainshock slip (Mendoza & Hartzell , 1988; Beroza, 1990;
Scherbaum, 1994). Considering the model of highly stressed asperities as a mechanism for
the mainshock and assuming that asperities are areas of high slip, then the aftershocks
should occur in response to the stress transfer from the asperities to the surrounding
regions (Beroza & Zoback , 1993). However, the Antofagasta case study in this thesis
points out that this statement might be too general for all aftershock sequences.

These properties of aftershock sequences stated above underline again their importance
in gaining knowledge about the earthquake process in general. The acquisition of high
quality data sets is necessary to take advantage of this capabilities. Usually such kind of
data is availabel in countries running permanent networks with dense station spacings. In
recent years portable stations for temporal networks have come into use providing a means
to collect data also in remote areas. This is especially important for developing countries
where seismological data often is very rare or simply not available. As aftershocks can also
help to constrain information on local site conditions (Scherbaum, 1994) in many countries
the investigation of aftershocks will be the major source for first steps in the reduction of
vulnerability.

The German Task Force for Earthquakes

The German Task Force for Earthquakes was founded in March, 1993, with the main
aim to achieve a data base of high quality standards in all participating disciplines. The
Task Force committee is a multidisciplinary group comprising geosciences, construction
engineering, social sciences and economy. The primary goal of the committee is earth-
quake disaster reduction and mitigation by applying an interdisciplinary concept. The
major task of the active groups (seismology, geodesy, hydrology, engeneering) is to arrive
in the epicentral area after an earthquake as soon as possible to start data acquisition
immediately after the large earthquake had happened. Especially in seismology valuable
information can be lost in the early days after the main shock as the aftershock activity
decays rapidly with time. Already during the mission the data is sighted and pre-analyzed.
After the mission a detailed analysis in each field has to be carried out. Regional aspects on
geography, climate and society etc. should be taken into account and should be gathered
in an informational pool together with scientific results. This pool should then consti-
tute the basis for advice on preventive measures. So far 13 missions had been attended
by the groups of seismology, geodesy, hydrology and engineering in earthquake disasters
worldwide (Table 1.1).

Up to now, two outstanding seismological catalogues of aftershock sequences could be
produced in terms of number of registered events, precision of hypocenter calculation and
resolution of the data set: the catalogue of the Mw=8.0 Antofagasta earthquake which
was derived by collaboration with the SFB CINCA’95 project (see also Chapter 2) and the
catalogue of the Mw=6.9 Cariaco earthquake which are examined in this thesis. The final
catalogues contain more than 2000 and 1300 events respectively for further application of
different seismological methods. With both catalogues, regional seismic tomography was
performed leading to very high accuracy in hypocenter locations (Husen, 1999; Grosser
et al., 2001). This leads in both cases to very high resolutions in determining small scale
structures of the involved fault segments in the range of 2 - 5 km. This is comparable
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List of Task Force missions

year earthquake magnitude country Task Force groups
seismol. engin. hydrol. geodesy

1992 Erzincan 6.8 Ms Turkey X X
1993 Killari 6.3 Ms India X
1995 Aiyion 6.5 Ms Greece X
1995 Antofagasta 8.0 Mw Chile X X
1995 Dinar 6.0 Ms Turkey X
1997 Cariaco 6.9 Mw Venezuela X X X
1998 Adana 6.2 Ms Turkey X X
1999 Izmit 7.4 Mw Turkey X X X X
1999 Düzce 7.2 Mw Turkey X X X X
2000 Vogtland swarm 3.7 Mw Germany X X
2002 Sultandagi 6.5 Mw Turkey X X X
2002 Aachen 4.9 Mw Germany X X
2003 Bingöl 6.4 Mw Turkey X X X

Table 1.1: List of large earthquakes where the German Task Force for Earthquakes par-
ticipated in the emergency response.

to results from investigations of seismicity in California by using the double difference
relocation method leading to a resolution of 2 km (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2002). It is
expected that the two data sets from the Mw=7.4 Izmit and Mw=7.2 Düzce earthquakes
will overwhelm the previous data sets in total number of available events for further
studies. Data processing is similar for all data sets: individual hypocenter calculation
for each aftershock also considering events with small magnitudes. This procedure makes
the data sets a most valuable base to get information on fault size, orientation and fault
structure. These data sets would be suitable also for studying the behaviour in time
of the aftershock series and their subsequences which could lead to additional physical
understanding of observed processes (Dieterich et al., 2000).



2. Seismotectonic Framework of Study Area

This chapter gives a brief overview on the tectonic evolution in the study area, where the
Mw = 8.0 1995 Antofagasta earthquake occurred. As the general aim is the identification
of asperities on the main shock fault plane, emphasis will be put on geologic and tectonic
structures that could possibly act as stress concentrators, causing the development of
asperities in the seismogenic zone. Information on back ground and historical seismicity
will be given including the Antofagasta main shock and aftershock sequence. The data
compilation, which led to the data basis used for this work, will be described in the last
section of the chapter.

2.1 Geological and tectonic setting

The study area in northern Chile (70◦W to 71.5◦W and 23◦S to 25◦S, Fig. 2.1) is part
of one of the longest coherent subduction zones known worldwide. This convergent plate
margin is produced by the movement between the oceanic Nazca plate (NA) and the
continental South American plate (SA). The main characterizing features are the deep sea
trench (maximum depth of 8000 m in front of the study area, Fig. 2.1), the Wadati Benioff
Zone (WBZ) and the impressive Andean orogen, all being consequences of the convergent
movement. The shallow part of the WBZ, which hosts the seismogenic zone, shows a dip
angle of approximately 20◦. Dip angles change within the intermediate and lower part
of the WBZ (Fig. 2.2). The entire WBZ, down to about 300 km depth, can be traced
by high seismic activity as monitored during various seismological projects with networks
covering the Andean arc from the deep sea trench to the Eastern Cordillera between 20◦S
and 25◦S (Asch et al., 1996; Schurr et al., 2003).

Two important parameters, namely convergence angle and convergence rate, control
the stress and strain pattern along the edge of the overriding plate and the seismogenic
zone and determine the type of igneous activity observed in the upper crust (Jarrard ,
1986; Scheuber et al., 1994; Pichowiak , 1994). These parameters show strong variations
in time caused by several changes in plate configuration since the mid Jurassic (160 Ma
ago). Plate tectonic reconstructions based on pole rotation and magnetic anomaly data,
showed that the Aluk plate subducted beneath continental SA about 100 Ma ago followed
by the Farallon plate in late Cretaceous (70 Ma ago)(see small sketch in Fig. 2.1). In
late Eocene/early Oligocene (35 Ma ago), the Farallon plate broke up into the Nazca and
Cocos plates, producing the recent plate tectonic configuration (Zonenshayn et al., 1984;
Pardo-Casas & Molnar , 1987).

The angle of convergence obliqueness influences the deformational regime of the overrid-
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Figure 2.1: The study area in northern Chile. Hatched area marks the proposed fault
plane of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake. The arrow represents the recent convergence
direction of the present setting of the Nazca and South American plate. The convergence
rate is taken from Norabuena et.al., 1998 and 1999. The small sketches in the upper right
corner show the plate tectonic setting 100 Ma and 70 Ma ago (after Zonenshayn et al.
(1984) ).

ing plate at the margin and can cause strike-slip movements parallel to the plate boundary
(Scheuber et al., 1994). Convergence obliqueness probably has stimulated the development
of the prominent Atacama Fault Zone (AFZ) which is a major tectonic structure of the
Coastal Cordillera (Fig. 2.1). It is running parallel to the coast from La Serena to Iquique
in northern Chile for ∼ 1000 km, cutting through the Jurassic-early Cretaceaous arc sys-
tem. Kinematic studies show that the AFZ took up strike slip movements probably from
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the beginning of early Cretaceous times, developing a ductile to brittle left-lateral fault
system (Scheuber et al., 1994, 1995; Taylor et al., 1998). Taylor et al. (1998) postulate
that the Coastal Cordillera Fault System is forming a strike slip duplex in the area of the
outer forearc, incorporating the AFZ and a system of north-northwesterly trending smaller
left lateral strike slip faults cutting the continental crust into blocks. The ages dated for
active periods of the AFZ show that magmatic and tectonic activities are contempora-
neous in the Coastal Cordillera (Scheuber et al., 1994) and magma ascent probably was
related to major faults and fault systems. This co-existence of magmatism and formation
of faults and the proposed scale of crustal blocks supports the assumption, that the major
faults located in the Jurassic-early Cretaceous arc system, such as the Atacama fault,
are throughgoing faults that pervade the entire continental crust of the overriding plate.
Therefore, they might be considered to influence seismicity patterns not only in the upper
crust but also in the seismogenic zone or its adjacent areas.
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Figure 2.2: The Wadati Benioff Zone (WBZ) in the Antofagasta region as outlined by
seismic activity, recorded with the combined CINCA’95 - Task Force network. The after-
shock sequence of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake can be clearly recognized by the dense
clustering of hypocenters in the shallow WBZ between 10 and 50 km depth. More diffusive
clusters are noticable between 80 and 150 km depth and around 250 km depth, beneath
the Altiplano/Puna plateau. A lack of seismicity is seen beneath the active magmatic
arc in the Western Cordillera (WC). CC=Coastal Cordillera, LV=Longitudinal Valley,
PC=Precordillera.

The center of igneous activity of the North Chilean convergent margin has migrated
from the coastal area to the east during the Andean Cycle (Coira et al., 1982). It formed
four magmatic arc systems whose tectonic settings and strain regimes were influenced by
the changes in convergence parameters (Scheuber et al., 1994). These four arc systems
are located in the Coastal Cordillera, the Longitudinal Valley, the Precordillera and the
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Western Cordillera (Fig. 2.2). Most important for this study is the structure and geol-
ogy of the arc system in the Coastal Cordillera as it is forming the upper contact of the
seismogenic zone of the present subduction interface. This Jurassic-early Cretaceous mag-
matic activity (200 - 90 Ma ago) in the Coastal Cordillera was characterized by extensive
volcanism, plutonism and the intrusion of huge batholiths (Scheuber et al., 1994). Igneous
rocks of this time constitute 77% of the Coastal Cordillera. The formations of the El
Cobre Batholith and the Coloso Coastal Gabbro Complex (Pichowiak , 1994) determine
the geological structure in the area of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake (Fig. 2.3). The
batholith is supposed to be a deep reaching structure which might pervade the crust of
the overriding SA plate reaching the interface.

Figure 2.3: Map of Preandean
and Andean magmatic rocks in
the region of the 1995 Antofa-
gasta earthquake from Pichowiak
(1994). Crossed areas (+) represent
Diorites to Granodiorites which
form the deep reaching batholiths
in this region like the El Cobre
Batholith. The rather small areas
of Andesites-Qtz-Tholeiites of the
La Negra formation are denoted by
vees (∨). Dotted areas are low-
to high-grade metamorphic rocks
and intrusives of Late Proterozoic
to Paleozoic age like the Coloso
Coastal Gabbro Complex.

Results from seismic profiling encompassing the area of the Jurassic-early Cretaceous
arc (Wigger et al., 1994; Patzwahl , 1998; Patzwahl et al., 1999) suggest high average
seismic velocities of ∼ 6.6 km/s beneath the Coastal Cordillera which is in accord with
a high percentage of igneous rocks in the crust. However, north-south variations in the
seismic velocity structure are apparent along the margin. Seismic profiles perpendicular
to the coastline at 21◦ S, 22◦ S and 23.25◦ S (Patzwahl , 1998; Hinz et al., 1995) reveal
several zones of high and low seismic velocities which are attached to or forming part of
the interface. One of these profiles north of Mejillones Peninsula is shown in Fig. 2.4
(top). The identified zones are interpreted as either underplated material eroded from the
upper continental plate, or as oceanic material deposited on top of the actual interface.
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On a profile crossing Mejillones Peninsula at 23.25◦ S (Fig. 2.4, bottom) these zones
are absent. As one possible interpretation Patzwahl (1998) proposes an increase of an
additional load from north to south caused by continental rocks hosted in the overriding
crust that ”squeeze” the interface and its adjacent areas. Such additional loads could
be represented by the large batholiths and plutones identified in the geological map (see
Fig. 2.3). Local tomography studies realised with the aftershock sequence of the 1995
Antofagasta earthquake (Husen, 1999; Patzig , 2000) also show structures of high seismic
velocity. A very pronounced extended structure of 7.0 to 7.5 km/s appears around 24◦ S
which seems to pervade the upper crust and interface (see Fig. 2.5).

-71˚ -70˚ -69˚

-24˚

-23˚

-22˚

-21˚

Figure 2.4: Modeling results of east-west seismic profiles at 21◦ S and 23.25◦ S (small
sketch at the right shows geographical locations of the profiles), focusing on north-south
variations in the velocity structure of the upper crust and the interface. Zones 1-3, marked
on the northern profile, are missing entirely in the southern profile.

Retreat of the continental front, lack of sediment coverage on the continental slope and
the deep sea trench, and the pronounced horst and graben structure of the downgoing
oceanic plate led a number of investigators to suggest an erosional character for the north
Chilean margin (Scheuber et al., 1994; von Huene et al., 1999; von Huene & Ranero, 2003;
Hinz et al., 1995). High resolution images from swath bathymetry of the continental slope
and the deep sea trench were interpreted by von Huene et al. (1999); von Huene & Ranero
(2003) (see Fig. 2.7). They propose that debris from a steepened midslope is sliding into
the trench, filling the graben before they subduct beneath the frontal prism. This elevates
the pore fluid pressure and consequently reduces friction at least in the shallow part of
the interface (0 to ∼ 20 km depth). How this situation continues downslope or whether
friction increases rapidly with depth towards the seismogenic zone, is still an unresolved
question. Yet no satisfactory conclusion for the friction related seismic coupling (Scholz ,
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Figure 2.5: 3D tomographic cross section at 24◦ S showing absolute vp velocities from
Husen (1999). The profile exhibits a massive high velocity structure (vp 7.0 to 7.5 km/s),
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Figure 2.6: Model to explain subduction erosion at the north Chilean margin from von
Huene & Ranero (2003). The horst and graben structure and a slight kink in the sub-
ducting plate at 10 km depth are obvious. MP denotes Mejillones Peninsula.

Reflection seismic data (Hinz & others, 1998) reveal a first steepening of the subducted
oceanic plate at about 10 km depth. Here the observed angle already adopts a value of
∼ 20◦ which is the same as the dip angle of the adjacent seismogenic zone. At 10 km
depth, the horst and graben structure is still visible (Fig. 2.6). A peculiar feature of the
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continental slope is the Antofagasta ridge (Fig. 2.7). It is a morphological high, situated
on the midslope area at 24◦ S and interpreted to be similar to the Mejillones Peninsula,
(von Huene et al., 1999). Both features, Mejillones Peninsula and the Antofagasta ridge,
are discussed by Delouis et al. (1998) and von Huene & Ranero (2003) as the edges of
seaward tilted blocks of the continental crust.

A

B

C

D

Figure 2.7: High resolution swath bathymetry of the continental slope and deep sea trench
(B) off the coast of Antofagasta and Mejillones Peninsula (D) from von Huene et al. (1999).
The letter A denotes the Antofagasta ridge (see text for further explanation). East of
the trench the horst and graben structure (C) is well established in the ocean bottom
topography.

The gravity map (Götze et al., 1994) shows a pronounced gravity high of up to 100 mGal
along the coastline of the Antofagasta region, forming an elongated chain of anomalies.
These anomalies are attributed to igneous bodies of high density within the upper crust
of the forearc region and are observed not only locally in northern Chile but characterize
the entire Pacific coast of South America. The co-existence of elongated gravity highs
above seismogenic zones with high level background seismicity is reported also from other
subduction environments, e.g. the Sunda Arc, Alaska Peninsula and Japan (Wells et al.,
2002). Investigations of the isostatic residual field in northern Chile exhibit high residual
values (up to 150 mGal) in the same coastal area with some extension to the east, thus
covering the range of the Coastal Cordillera (Götze & Krause, 2002). This belt of positiv
isostatic anomalies had been interpreted as a superposition of local and regional mass
distributions. In the Antofagasta area they are caused by the uplifted Jurassic batholiths,
namely the El Cobre Batholith and the Coloso Coastal Gabbro Complex (Pichowiak , 1994)
(see Fig. 2.3), which intruded into the Formación La Negra (Götze & the MIGRA group,
1996; Götze & Krause, 2002). These batholiths will play an important role again for the
interpretation of the results gained in this thesis (see Chapter 3, Fig. 3.23). Table 2.1
gives a summary of the previously described and observed structural inhomogeneities in
the Antofagasta region which might be of importance for the development of the rupture
plane of the 1995 earthquake.
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seismics geology gravimetry bathymetry tomography
north-south vari-
ations of velocity
structures in
the upper crust
along the mar-
gin, high and
low velocity
zones disappear
beneath Mejil-
lones Peninsula,
Fig. 2.4

identification of
plutonic struc-
tures, namely
the El Cobre
batholith and
the Coloso
Coastal Gabbro
Complex, Fig.
2.3

gravity highs
of up to 100
mGal as chain of
anomalies along
the coastline,
isostatic residual
anomalies of up
to 150 mGal in
the same area,
Fig. 3.23

confirmation of
the erosional
character of
the convergent
margin, iden-
tification of
Antofagasta
ridge at 24◦ S,
Fig. 2.7

pronounced
areas of high
seismic veloci-
ties, extended
structure at 24◦

S, Fig. 2.5

Table 2.1: List of observed structural inhomogeneities in the area of the 1995 Antofagasta
earthquake which might have influenced the rupture process.

2.2 Seismicity and the seismogenic zone

Subduction zones usually are characterized by a high level of seismic activity over a wide
range of magnitudes. Most of the large subduction earthquakes occur in the upper part of
the WBZ between approximately 10 and 60 km depth. This seismogenic zone is the contact
zone between the subducting and the overriding plate, where coupling is supposed to be
stronger than anywhere else along the WBZ. The parameter of seismic coupling (Cs) seems
to play a key role in producing large magnitude earthquakes with high moment releases.
Scholz (1990) defined the strength of seismic coupling as the seismic moment rate released
by seismic events (Ṁos) divided by the seismic moment rate calculated from geological
(Ṁog) data Cs = Ṁos/Ṁog. In terms of rate and state dependence of an earthquake rupture
process, Cs depends on friction in the seismogenic zone. Friction, on the other hand, is
related to the force Fi, which is normal to the interface (Scholz , 1990; Uyeda & Kanamori ,
1979). Seismogenic coupling can vary in space and time throughout the seismogenic zone,
having increased values on patches called asperities. This is the main assumption for the
asperity model developed by Lay & Kanamori (1981) for large earthquakes in subductuion
zones. This will be addressed in Chapter 4 in detail. Modeling attempts by Dmowska et al.
(1996) and Taylor et al. (1998) showed that heterogeneous coupling, which is interpreted
in terms of asperities, can result in complex distributions of co- and post-seismic stress
changes. So far, not very much is known about the heterogeneity of coupling in the
North Chile subduction zone aside from the general assumption of various authors that
it is strongly coupled (e.g. Jarrard (1986); von Huene & Ranero (2003) among others).
Most of the geodetic investigations, where GPS or InSAR data is used to achieve slip and
deformation rate, assume a 100% coupled seismogenic zone.

The lower limit of the seismogenic zone in the area between 20◦ S and 25◦ S is quite
well constrained from investigations of local seismicity (Comte & Suárez , 1993; Comte
et al., 1994; Delouis, 1996; Delouis et al., 1997). The authors derive a lower limit at
approximately 45 to 50 km depth for northern Chile. Tichelaar & Ruff (1991) used
teleseismic data and achieved a depth range between 36 - 41 km for the lower limit of the
seismogenic zone in an area north of 28◦ S, and 48 - 51 km for the area immediately south of
this latitude. All these investigations are based on the assumption that events with thrust
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mechanisms are attributed to the seismically coupled zone and that the downdip limit is
determined by a change in the stress field yielding mechanisms different from thrust. The
study of Delouis (1996) delivered a fairly precise picture of the changing stress field along
the WBZ between 22◦ S and 25◦ S, subdividing the seismogenic zone in a shallow part
from 20 to 35 km and a deeper part from 35 to 50 km depth. The depth distribution of
the aftershock sequence investigated in this work shows a change in character at 50 km
depth from tightly clustered events to a more diffuse and sparse distribution below 50 km.
This can be taken as a confirmation of the lower limit of the seismogenic zone at 50 km
depth. The identification of the upper limit of the seismogenic zone is more difficult, but
most authors conclude it to be at ∼20 km depth in the Antofagasta region (Delouis, 1996;
Husen, 1999; von Huene & Ranero, 2003).

The entire WBZ of the study area (23◦ S to 25◦ S) can be traced by seismicity recorded
after the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake down to ∼300 km (Fig. 2.2). However, the charac-
ter of the spatial distribution of hypocenters changes along depth. Besides the pronounced
cluster of the aftershock sequence in the shallow part (0 - 50 km), a more diffuse cluster,
located beneath the Precordillera appears between 80 and 150 km depth. Another cluster
around 250 km depth, is situated beneath the Puna plateau. A zone of considerably lower
seismic activity can be found adjacent to the aftershock sequence in ∼50 and 80 km depth.
This gap in Fig. 2.2 does not exist in seismicity recorded between 1990 and 1991 (Delouis,
1996). The observation refers to possible stress changes along the WBZ caused by the
main shock event (Taylor et al., 1998; Dmowska et al., 1996). The suggestion is supported
by SAR and GPS data. Xia et al. (2003) observed a change in deformation directions in
the 50 to 80 km depth range within three months after the mainshock. Obviously as a
consequence, an earthquake of Mw=7.0 occured in 1998 in the area at 55 km depth (see
also Fig. 2.9) (Chlieh et al., 2004). A second zone of reduced seismicity is located between
150 and 200 km depth. This zone is attributed to the recent volcanic arc and thus a more
or less stable feature of the WBZ.

Dmowska & Lovison (1992), Dmowska et al. (1996) and Taylor et al. (1998) succeeded
to show that strongly heterogeneous slip, attributed to asperities in subduction zones,
influences the occurrence of outer rise, downdip and upper plate seismicity in various stages
of the seismic cycle. The authors found that the distribution of these stress changes depend
on parameters like slip obliquity, dip angle of the slab, width of the seismogenic zone, and
friction along the interface. These circumstances can produce increase or decrease in
stress or might create stress shadows. Such a stress shadow could serve as a probable
explanation for the almost total lack of upper plate seismicity above the seismogenic zone
in the Antofagasta area. This lack of seismicity in the upper crust of the forearc region
seems to be a local effect which changes north of ∼ 20◦ S according to Martinod et al.
(2002), where crustal seismicity is abundant again.

The map of historical seismicity (Fig. 2.8) in northern Chile (17◦ S to 30◦ S) exhibits
three very large earthquakes: the Arica event in 1868, the Iquique event in 1877 and
the Taltal event in 1922. Kausel (1986) assigned an Mw=9.0 and Mw=9.1 to the Arica
and Iquique events respectively, estimated from macroseismic information. According to
Comte et al. (1994) the seismic cycle in this area is, approximately, between 100 and 120
years which makes the Iquique fault plane area of 1877 a seismic gap. Several authors
(Delouis et al., 1997; Sobiesiak , 2000; Xia et al., 2003) propose that the 1995 Antofagasta
earthquake caused an additional stress on this 1877 gap, which might bring it nearer to
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Figure 2.8: Historical seismicity in northern Chile and adjacent areas. The assumed rup-
ture planes are given together with their year of occurrence and proposed magnitude (after
Kelleher (1972); Kausel & Campos (1992); Delouis et al. (1998)). Red circles visualize the
background seismicity between 1990 and 1995 (a), and between 1996 and 2002 (b) (taken
from ISC catalogue).

failure. The southern limit of the estimated fault plane of the 1877 event is located in
the northern part of Mejillones Peninsula. The 1995 Antofagasta event started in the
southernmost part of Mejillones Peninsula. This led to the suggestion, that Mejillone
Peninsula acts like a structural ”barrier” on earthquake rupture propagation (Delouis
et al., 1997; von Huene et al., 1999). The seismogenic zone between southern Mejillones
Peninsula and the northern tip of the 1922 Taltal fault plane seems to rupture in smaller
portions, releasing energy in magnitude 7 to 8 earthquakes. A very peculiar event is
the 1950 intermediate depth normal fault earthquake of Mw = 8.0 about 100 km east
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agency longitude latitude depth Mw Ms origin time

NEIC -70.31 -23.34 45.6 km 8.0 7.3 05:11:23.6
Harvard -70.74 -24.17 28.7 km 8.0 05:11:56.9

local -70.48 -23.43 36.0 05:11:23.7
ISC -70.21 -23.30 42.6 7.4 05:11:23.37

Table 2.2: Hypocenter determinations for the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake calculated by
different agencies.

of Antofagasta, having aproximately the same fault plane size as the 1995 Antofagasta
event. Kausel & Campos (1992) determined the source parameters by modeling long
period body waves which resulted in a source time function with two major subevents.
The first subevent was localized at 80 km and the second one at 95 to 100 km depth
which puts this earthquake at the lower limit of the 50 - 80 km depth zone with changing
postseismic deformation after the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake as mentioned above (Xia
et al., 2003; Chlieh et al., 2004). Kausel & Campos (1992) speculated, by taking into
account cyclic coupling and decoupling of the north Chilean seismogenic zone, that this
1950 tensional event should have been followed by a large thrust event in the shallow WBZ
which could have been the 1995 Antofagasta event. In consequence the recurrence interval
of large thrust events in the seismogenic zone of northern Chile must be influenced not
only by N-S directed stress changes parallel to the margin but also by stress changes along
depth of the intermediate WBZ.

Spatial and temporal variations apparent in local seismicity of events with magnitudes
M>5 can be seen in Fig. 2.9. Between 1990 and 1995 (Delouis, 1996; Delouis et al., 1997)
the events are grouping around the fault plane of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake (Fig.
2.9a). The large aftershocks, which occurred between August and December 1995, are
concentrating on the upper left corner of the fault plane. This could be proposed as stress
concentration after the large main shock (Fig. 2.9b). Fig. 2.9 c) and d) display the fault
plane solutions of the Harvard and PDE catalogues between 1996 and 2002. The assigned
numbers to some events show that these are pairs of solutions given for one event, where
the PDE and Harvard determinations might define the fault planes of these events. It is
interesting to note that after 1996 fault planes of adjacent hypocenters rupture again into
the fault plane area of the 1995 event. This might refer to the beginning of healing of the
1995 rupture.

2.3 The Mw = 8.0 July 30, 1995 Antofagasta earthquake

On July 30, 1995 a strong thrust earthquake occurred in the seismogenic zone beneath the
northern Chilean city of Antofagasta at 05:11:23.5 origin time (Harvard catalogue). Table
2.2 compares various hypocenter determinations calculated by different agencies. We used
the NEIC location and the centroid moment tensor solution (CMT), calculated by Harvard
(Dziewonski et al., 1996), to achieve a first idea about the rupture propagation.

As NEIC determines hypocenters by using first motion phase arrivals, their solutions
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Figure 2.9: Fault plane solutions for M>5 events (a) between 1990 and 1995, (b) between
August 1995 and December 1995, (c) and (d) between 1996 and 2002. All events are taken
from Harvard and PDE catalogues. See text for further explanation.

are related to the start of the rupture. The CMT solution is the simultaneous inversion
of two long period wave trains and thus yields the center of deformation. Plotting both
solutions (see Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.10) reveals that the rupture started underneath south-
ern Mejillones Peninsula at ∼ 46 km depth and propagated simultaneously southward and
upward towards the trench. The southward propagation is corroborated by the directivity
obtained from seismogram inversion of teleseismic recordings (Ruegg et al., 1996) and by
body-wave modeling (Delouis et al., 1997), which gave a N200◦E southward propagation
direction at 2.8 km/s. The earthquake was a multiple event composed of at least three
major sub-events according to the source time function of Delouis (1996) which will be
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used for the sudies in the present work (see also Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 4.5 in Chapter 3
and 4). Nearly 85% of the total moment was released in the first two sub-events on the
northern half of the fault plane (Delouis, 1996). The extention of the fault plane was
estimated in this work using the aftershock distribution, leading to a value of 15445 km2

(Table 4.1). The dip of the fault plane is also constrained by the aftershock distribution in
depth to ∼ 19◦ towards the east. For comparison and discussion of fault plane parameters
of various authors see also Table 4.3 in chapter 4. The CMT source mechanism for the
main shock (Dziewonski et al., 1996) is due to thrust faulting with a dip of 22◦ of nodal
plane A for the best double couple (see also Table 5.4, chapter 5).

Some particular observations can be stated for the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake:
Despite its large moment magnitude of Mw=8.0 (NEIC, Harvard, ISC), only three fatal-
ities, 58 injured (ISC), and relatively minor damage to buildings was reported. A rather
small tsunami wave had been generated with a maximum hight of 130 cm (Ruegg et al.,
1996) at Antofagasta and 55 cm at Valparaiso (ISC). Ruegg et al. (1996) and Delouis et al.
(1997) suggest that radiation of seismic energy at very low frequencies could serve as an
explanation for the previous observations. The authors identified two peaks in displace-
ment spectra at 65 and 130 s (Ruegg et al., 1996), which could have caused the small
Ms(7.3)/Mw(8.0) ratio. From a VBB record of a station at the city of Iquique, they
further suggest a slow start of the rupture process. Only a view coseismically induced
surface features were identified by Delouis et al. (1997) in a field survey after the main
shock which were mainly related to the Atacama fault system. Besides these scarps and
vertical offsets of some centimeters, Ortlieb et al. (1996) found permanent coastal uplifts
of 30 to 40 cm at southern Mejillones Peninsula, 2 to 5 cm at Antofagasta and 12 to 22
cm at Caleta Coloso.

2.4 Aftershock sequence and joint CINCA’95 - Task Force
network

The CINCA’95 project (Crustal Investiagtions on- and offshore Nazca/Central Andes) was
set up to investigate the continental margin of northern Chile within the framework of
the SFB 267 (Collaborative Research Center 267) ”Deformation Processes in the Central
Andes”. The experiment was carried out between July and October 1995. Several Ger-
man and Chilean institutions participated in the onshore field campaign (Free University,
Berlin; GFZ Potsdam; Universidad Catolica del Norte, Antofagasta; and Universidad de
Chile, Santiago). On bord the German research vessel RV Sonne the Federal Institute for
Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR, Hannover), and GEOMAR (Kiel), were respon-
sible for the marine part of the experiment. During the initial phase of the active field
program, the Mw = 8.0 1995 Antofagasta earthquake happened on 30th of July. Immedi-
ately after the earthquake the decision was taken to change the planned network layout
for 22 PDAS stations of the CINCA project in favour of a temporary network to regis-
ter the aftershock sequence. The German Task Force for Earthquakes contributed to the
newly defined aim with 13 additional REFTEK stations. A very important aspect of the
network was its seaward extension with 9 OBH stations (Ocean Bottom Hydrophones) of
GEOMAR, Kiel. As a considerable amount of aftershocks was located directly underneath
the coast and the offshore continental slope, the OBH’s played a major role in improving
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Figure 2.10: Aftershock sequence, infered rupture plane, and fault plane solution of the
Mw = 8.0 1995 Antofagasta earthquake. Triangles give station locations of the joint
CINCA’95 / Task Force network. The stars mark the hypocenter determinations for the
main shock by NEIC and Harvard (CMT). The lower part of the picture shows a verti-
cal depth profile perpendicular to the rupture plane, where the cluster of the aftershock
sequence can be clearly distinguished.

the precision in aftershock hypocenter determination.

The final configuration of the combined on- and offshore network covered an area of
approximately 250 km in NS direction and 200 km in EW direction (Fig. 2.10). The
thirty-five land stations had a spacing of ∼ 15 km around Antofagasta and ∼ 20 km in
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the southern part and on the outskirts of the network. All onshore stations were equipped
with Mark L4-3D seismometers which are three component 1 Hz type of sensors. The OBH
positions had a spacing of ∼30 km between 22.7◦ S and 24.3◦ S. Each OBH was operated
with a single hydrophone, positioned 1-2 m above the seafloor. In the city of Antofagasta, 6
additional Kinemetrics ALTUS K2 strong motion recorders were installed for investigating
engeneering purposes. These instruments were operated in triggered mode to register
only the stronger aftershocks. All other on- and offshore stations registered contineously
with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The landbased network was operated for 52 successive
days starting with the deployment of the first PDAS stations on 8th of August. They
were followed by the first REFTEK stations on the 10th of August. The strong motion
instruments were installed in Antofagasta on the 11th of August (Asch, 1995, internal
report). The marine part of the network started to record on the 11th of September for
a period of 15 days and was re-deployed for another period of 13 days (Husen, 1999). A
detailed list of station names and sites is given in Husen (1999).

The aftershock sequence, as recorded with the previously described network, constitutes
the basis for the investigations of the Mw=8.0 Antofagasta earthquake carried out in this
work. During the two months of operation, the network recorded approximately 15000
events with a daily average of 200 to 300 events. The final catalogue for further studies
holds ∼7500 events, which satisfied the criterion of being triggered by at least 15 stations.
For 1728 events (Husen, 1999) we were able to determine precise hypocenter locations.
1302 events of this sub-catalogue were used to derive the spatial b-value distribution as
shown in Chapter 3. These 1302 events confine the area of highest hypocenter density in
the seismogenic zone of the subduction interface. Based on this hypocenter concentration
in the seismogenic zone, the conclusion was drawn, that the aftershocks do constrain the
mainshock fault plane and that hypocenters of adjacent areas downdip the WBZ are events
that belong to the usual background seismicity. Delouis et al. (1997) interpret a sharp
east-west alignment of aftershocks at approximately 23.3◦ S in the first 20 hours after the
main shock, recorded by the Chilean permanent local network, as the northern limit of
the main shock fault plane. In our data set such an east-west alignment of aftershock
hypocenters is also apparent just a little further to the south at ∼ 23.4◦ S. Taking these
alignments as a northern boundary of the fault plane, consequently the hypocenters north
of the boundary do not belong to the fault plane anymore and might be caused by stress
transfer from the rupture plane to the adjacent area in the north (Fig. 3.20, Chapter 3).

The histogram in Fig. 2.11 I shows the distribution in time of the 1302 aftershock
events. It consists of two seperate observation periods A (19 days) and B (18 days) with
618 and 684 events respectively. The increase of events per day in the first week after the
11th of August is probably due to the ongoing deployment of stations. On the 18th of
August the number of events reaches the average value of 38.4 events/day for the remaining
period of 30 days. A typical decay in time of an aftershock sequence, according to the law
of Omori, cannot be observed in this part of the sequence. There could be three reasons
responsible for that:

• According to the histogram, the network started full operation on the 18th of August,
which is 19 days after the main shock on 30th of July. Thus the expected strong
decay with large magnitude events might have vanished already.

• The histogram displays a data set which consists of events, meeting a certain quality
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Figure 2.11: Histograms for the aftershock time sequences used in this study. I: Distribu-
tion of events per day, II: events per half day.

criteria for further studies and thus is a filtered data base, at least for magnitudes
< 1.5.

• It could be possible, that if the decay rate is small, it cannot be resolved in the time
sequence presented. Such longterm decay rates are observed especially following
large earthquakes, resulting in an elevated level of background seismicity, which
might last for several years.

The histogram of M>4 events taken from the ISC catalogue between 1990 and 1998 (Fig.
2.12) shows that obviously none of the listed explications apply. Here the Antofagasta
aftershock sequence has a pronounced peak in number of events followed by a rapid decay
of not more than half a year where the activity drops back to normal background activity
defined by the rate in the years before the 1995 Antofagasta event. Despite this fast
decay the period of the network operation lies well within the elevated rate of activity.
Therefore the form of the histograms for sub-sequence A and B (Fig. 2.11) should result
from a kind of ”zoom”-effect which might cover the decay-effect. However, the histograms
display different magnitude ranges; so including smaller events as in sub-sequence A and
B could yield different decay rates than looking at large events only.

The second histogram in Fig. 2.11 II shows the same data set of 1302 aftershocks but
for number of events per half day. This gives a higher resolution to detect sub-aftershock
sequences that might be triggered by larger aftershocks. Two such events can be identified
in sequence B: the peak on the second half of the 19th of September can be attributed
to an aftershock of ML=4.6 followed by an Omori-like decay in activity on the 20th and
21st of September. The peak on the second half of the 21st was probably caused by an
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catalogue. Note the sharp peak created by the aftershock sequence of the Antofagasta
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Force network.

ML=5.1 event. No significantly larger aftershock could be linked to the unusually active
period from 25th to 27th of September. The mean magnitude of this period is ML=1.8.

Several interesting features can be noticed in a 3D hypocenter distribution of the two
sequences A and B. Both show a major spatial seperation of the aftershocks into two
branches of activity, splitting up at a depth of ∼40 km. The hypocenters give the impres-
sion that they are following track lines up to a depth of 25 km depth, where the centroid
solution of the main shock is marking the center of the rupture (Fig. 2.13). The shallow
activity seems to be more dispersively distributed. In the later sequence B, the southern
branch of activity shows sharp contours on the upper edge but the area between the two
branches now shows more diffusively distributed events. At depth the strong clustering of
hypocenters continues. Such temporal variations in the spatial distribution of the after-
shocks are also documented in aftershock hypocenters determined by Delouis et al. (1997).
According to their images, the hypocenters of the first 20 hours after the main shock show
more dispersion than the aftershocks in a later time sequence.

2.5 Data compilation and processing

2.5.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing procedure began with the download of the data from the station storage
devices to SUN workstations in the Antofagasta field headquater. This involved a visit
to each station every 6 days. A data volume of 2.4 GByte was recorded every day and
archived on CD-ROM. In case of the OBH stations, the data was stored on DAT devices
and downloaded to SUN workstations on board the RV SONNE (Husen, 1999).

Already during station deployment, approximately 300 events were analysed and
hypocenters determined to achieve an idea about the spatial development of the after-
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aftershock hypocenter distribution
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southern ”branch” of activity in the
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shock activity. A preliminary minimum 1D P -wave velocity model of 8 layers was used
for this procedure. It resulted in an adjustment of the landward network configuration by
transferring stations, previously installed in the north, to the southern end of the network.
Locations for the OBH were chosen according to this preliminary event distribution.

To facilitate hypocenter determination, event detection had to be provided. For this
purpose all continuous data streams had to be homogenized. This was done by applying an
LTA/STA trigger algorithm to the data of the landward network, followed by a coincidence
check within a time interval of 35 s, which is the maximum travel time difference between
two stations (Asch et al., 1996). In addition, a minimum of five stations had to record the
event to be selected, what resulted in more than 15000 determinable events. To reduce
this amount of data to manageable size and at the same time to raise the quality of the
data set, the minimum number of stations to have recorded the event was set to 15. This
resulted in 4426 events (Husen, 1999) which constitute the final catalogue with a volume
of 13 GByte. OBH, PDAS and REFTEK data had to be merged. This was done by
grouping the records for each event and convert them into a common format which was
the PDAS format. The final catalogue is archived on 22 CD-ROM’s.
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weight P -onset uncer-
tainty [s]

S-onset uncer-
tainty [s]

full (0) 0.05 0.1
3/4 (1) 0.1 0.175
1/2 (2) 0.15 0.25
1/4 (3) 0.2 0.3
0 (4) > 0.25 > 0.35

Table 2.3: Table of weights to be assigned to P - and
S-wave onsets and their meaning of uncertainty.

2.5.2 Hypocenter determination

The software package of GIANT/PITSA was used to identify the P - and S-wave first
arrivals, to determine the hypocenter locations and to calculate a local magnitude for
each event. Focal mechanism solutions were given if certain quality requirements were
satisfied. The actual phase picking was done in PITSA (Programmable Interactive Toolbox
for Seismological Analysis, Scherbaum et al. (1999)) using HYPO71 (Lee & Lahr , 1975)
for locating the earthquakes. Rietbrock (1996) integrated PITSA into GIANT (Graphical
Interactive Aftershock Network Toolbox) which provides an environment to visualize i.e.
station distributions, combined traces and fault plane solutions, all manageable under an
X-windows environment.

The accuracy of a hypocenter determination relies a good deal on how well P - and
S-wave first arrivals are picked. In order to achieve a precise data set, emphasis was put
on the picking routine by establishing a picking convention. This involved the attribution
of a weight to each picked phase, reflecting the detectebility of the phase onset expressed
as an uncertainty in time. Five gradual weights were used which are listed in Table 2.3

In addition, an onset-type, impulsive or emergent, as used also in global seismology,
and the direction of first motion (up or down) was attached to P -wave first arrivals of good
quality. As the onset of the S-wave often interferes with the P -wave coda, onset-type and
first motion direction were usually not assigned to S-wave first arrivals unless a definately
undisturbed onset was apparent. To improve the detectability of the S-wave first arrivals
in general, the horizontal traces of the seismograms were rotated and integrated. This 2D
type of rotation around the Z-axis makes the horizontal components (NS and EW) of the
station coordinate system coincide with the transvers or radial component of the source
coordinate system. Consequently, to perform rotation, a pre-determined location of the
event must exist. That is why the time consuming manual work of picking had to be done
twice for over 1700 analysed events. Integration is equivalent to the application of a filter
to subtract disturbing higher frequencies from the lower frequent S-wave signal. Very
important for the accuracy of hypocenter locations is how well the used velocity model is
reflecting the real velocity structures in the investigated area. As mentioned before, a first
minimum 1D velocity model was constrained in the Antofagasta field headquater, based
mainly on information from reflection seismic profiling (Wigger et al., 1994). With this
velocity model first routine determinations of earthquake locations were carried out. After
a certain amount of fairly good solutions were available, Husen (1999) calculated a final
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1D velocity model for P - and S-waves (Fig. 2.14). For this iterative inversion process he
used the software of VELEST (Kissling et al., 1995), incorporating i.e. station corrections
and the prominent discontinuity at 15 km depth, as identified previously by Wigger et al.
(1994) and Patzwahl (1998). This final 1D velocity model was used for all hypocenter
determinations for the events used in this work (see i.e. Fig. 2.13 and histograms of Fig.
2.11). Absolute error estimations for the event locations were possible by using mine blasts
in the area of the network. This led to an absolute accuracy of +/- 0.5 km in epicenter
determination and 2.5 km in depth determination (Husen, 1999).

Figure 2.14: Final 1D velocity model for P and S phases from Husen (1999)

2.5.3 Calculation of fault plane solutions

The fault plane solutions of over 300 aftershocks (see also chapter 5) were calculated using
the program FPFIT by Reasenberg & Oppenheimer (1985) based on the polarities of P -
wave first arrivals. This program is implemented in the GIANT software, which offers an
operation under X-windows environment and connects it to PITSA, where the polarities
are assigned to the respective P -phases. Polarities are marked by a ”U” for ”up”, and a
”D” for ”down” (see Fig. 2.15), describing in this way the direction of the very first P -
wave motion in the seismogram of the Z-component. Following the geophysical convention,
”up” is denoted positive and means compression at the focus. In terms of the ”beach ball”,
compressional quadrants are shaded white. Thus ”down” is denoted negative and means
dilatation at the focus. Tensional quadrants are shaded dark. The ability to determine a
polarity with adequate certainty implies that the seismic trace shows a good signal/noise
ratio. As a matter of fact, this leads to a first selection of high quality data for the
calculation of a fault plane solution.

According to the options in FPFIT, the following rules were applied to the acceptebility
of a fault plane solution:

• A fine search of 1◦ in strike, dip and rake had to be performed to determine the best
fitting fault plane solution.
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IPD0 P:−−−D0

Figure 2.15: Example of the three components of the seismic wavetrain at station AME as
displayed by PITSA. P:D0 denotes the ”picked” (observed) P -wave first arrival, asigning
to it a ”down” polarity and full (0) weight. IPD0 denotes the calculated P arrival.

• No multiple solutions were accepted; only solutions with a rather stable unique result
were taken for further investigations.

• Nodal planes had to be well ”fixed” by stations near the denoting lines.

• The dispersion of the P- and T-axis (marked by a small p and t respectively in the
resulting fault plane solutions as shown in Fig. 2.16) had to be small; solutions with
largely varying P- and T-axis were not accepted. P- and T-axis are given at a 90%
confidence level.

In Fig. 2.16 four calculated fault plane solutions are shown considering the above
mentioned rules. The small map in Fig. 4.1 gives the geographical locations of the fault
plane solutions and shows their position with respect to the network layout. The northern
thrust fault example at the coastline of Mejillones Peninsula (solution A in Fig. 2.16) shows
that most of the stations on the eastern compressional quadrant have the same angle of
incidence. This is due to the position of the hypocenter at the western margin of the
network. Such a problem arises for many fault plane solutions studied here. Nevertheless
the solution can be qualified as fairly stable, as there are stations near the nodal planes
which fix them (e.g. CAC, PA2 in Fig. 2.16). Dispersion of the T and P axes is small which
also supports a rather stable solution. The strike slip example on Mejillones Peninsula
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(solution B in Fig. 2.16) displays a stable solution satisfying all quality criteria, although
this is an event with a small magnitude of ML=1.58. Solutions C (thrust) and D (dip
slip) in Fig. 2.16 are also good examples for fairly stable solutions despite of their GAPs
larger than 180◦.

A

B

C

D

Figure 2.16: Four examples of calculated fault plane solutions. They have been accepted
for further investigations according to the quality criteria as explained in the text. Small
p’s (blue) and t’s (green) denote the possible P- and T-axis locations, based on a 90%
confidence level. Black dots mark positive polarities and thus give the tensional quadrant
in the fault plane solution. Unfilled dots mark negative polarities and compressional
quadrants respectively. Station names are given by three letter code.

FPFIT includes estimations for parameter uncertainties and solution quality which is
based on a letter code a), b), c) and d). The definition of the classes a) to d) is according
to the variations of the solution in strike, dip and rake. Thus the strike, dip and rake
of class a) solutions vary between 0 and 20◦, b) between 20◦ and 40◦ c) more than 40◦.
Unfortunately this information is not stored in the GIANT database and thus gets lost
after a new fault plane solution is calculated.

The variations in strike, dip and rake are the result of a misfit score, limited by the 90%
confidence interval of a one-norm misfit function which assignes higher weights to stations
more distant to the nodal planes and lower weights to stations near the nodal planes. This
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Figure 2.17: Locations of the four
fault plane solutions in Fig. 2.16.
White triangles give station loca-
tions with three letter codes to
identify the stations used for calcu-
lation.

weighting is based on the theoretical P -wave radiation amplitudes and accounts for the
fact, that first arrival amplitudes are much smaller near the nodal planes of a fault plane
solution. Combined with a bad signal to noise ratio it makes sense to give more weight
to larger amplitudes of stations further away from the nodal planes. This does not apply
very well to the presented data, as 1) only good signal to noise ratio data is used for the
calculation of fault planes, and 2) the quality of a fault plane solution depends also on
stations located near the nodal planes to ”fix” them.

We believe that the fault plane solutions presented here have variations in strike, dip and
rake of no more than +/- 10◦. Nevertheless, the discrepancy of the minimum 1D velocity
model and a particular velocity structure at different sites and the specific geometry of a
subduction zone environment will have influence on the stability of a fault plane solution.

2.5.4 Determination of magnitudes

For each investigated event of the aftershock sequence a local magnitude ML is calculated,
based on the definition by Richter (1958):

ML = logA − logA0 (2.1)

where logA is the logarithm of the 0 to peak amplitude. The function −logA0 is a
correction term to account for the different epicentral distances ∆, and is scaled for an
earthquake of ML=3 at R=100 km to have a zero to peak amplitude of 1 mm measured
on a Wood-Anderson seismograph (Richter , 1958; Bakun & Joyner , 1984).

Bakun & Joyner (1984) parameterized the −logA0 function from Richter’s relation,
taking the amplitude A out of synthetic Wood-Anderson seismograms from CALNET
(Central California Network) horizontal component data. They applied the relation
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ML = logA + [nlog(R/100) + K(R − 100) + 3] (2.2)

where n is the geometrical spreading factor (taken here as n=1), R is the hypocentral
distance and K is the attenuation coefficient defined as

K =
πfln10

Qvs
(2.3)

with Q as the quality factor in the region covered by the hypocentral distances, vs=3.5
km/s as shear wave velocity, and f as frequency. This formula of Bakun & Joyner (1984)
is implemented in the GIANT software for ML calculation, including the parameter values
adopted for California which leads to K = 0.00301 +/- 0.00036 km−1 for n=1. When iden-
tifying P and S-wave arrivals in the seismograms in PITSA, the peak to peak value of the
largest S-wave amplitude on one of the horizontal components is ”picked” for each station
(see example in Fig. 2.18). From each amplitude a magnitude is calculated according to
Eq. 2.2. Then all magnitudes for one event are listed and a mean magnitude value is
derived by summing up all station magnitudes dividing through number of participating
stations.

x

x

Figure 2.18: Example for determining the largest apparent S-wave amplitude on the
horizontal components to calculate the magnitude of an event at a particular station.
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The calculated local magnitudes for the used data base as shown in the previous sec-
tions, range from 0.8 to 5.1, where only three events occur with magnitude 0.8 and only
one magnitude of 5.1 in the second part of the data base (see also Fig. 2.11). The mean
magnitude of sub-sequence A is 2.1 and for sub-sequence B it is 2.0. According to the
epicentral and hypocentral distances occurring in the data set (Fig. 2.19 a) and b)), the
ML magnitude seems to be appropriate for the CINCA’95 network, as the distances range
from 0 < ∆ < 370 km when considering only the earthquakes within the seismogenic
zone. Nevertheless, the relation for ML after Bakun & Joyner (1984), and especially its
parameter K, are adapted to crustal conditions in California, and therefore the use of this
relation needs some verification in case of the northern Chile data.

When plotting the individual station magnitude values for one event, the distribution
deviates to some extent from a Gaussian type distribution. The histograms rather show
discrete peaks which may be interpreted in terms of a distinct heterogeneous structure
in the upper crust influencing the wave attenuation. Fig. 2.20 shows three examples of
events with different magnitudes and depths.

For some events, an increase in magnitude with increasing hypocentral distance R could
be observed (see Fig. 2.20 c)). As crustal conditions in the North Chilean subduction
environment should be different from crustal conditions in California, the first idea was
to vary the quality factor Q and to substitute Q = 680, as used in the formula of Bakun
& Joyner (1984), by higher Q-values. These attempts were not successful, although tests
with Q-values up to 8000 and a vs velocity of 4.0 km/s were used to account for the
plutonic structure and the proposed high Q-values for the coastal region (Haberland &
Rietbrock , 2001). In a next step the radiation pattern of the aftershock focal mechanisms
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Figure 2.20: Magnitude histograms and magnitude distribution with hypocentral distance
R for three (a), b), and c)) events with different ML and depth ranges.

in combination with the subducting slab geometry were examined. In this procedure the
picked zero-to-peak amplitudes were corrected with the calculated horizontal component
S-wave amplitudes from the radiation pattern of a specified event. This reduced the effect
of magnitude increase with distance considerably and led to the assumption that for the
events considered, focal mechanism characteristics dominate over attenuation features.
The events observed with the described magnitude increase are of thrust mechanism and
reside more in the very shallow part of the subduction zone nearer to the trench. As only
a few events with this characteristics were noted, the formula by Bakun & Joyner (1984)
was applied without doing further corrections to the magnitudes. The correction term
−logA0 calculated with the presented data according to Bakun & Joyner (1984) is shown
in Fig. 2.21 in comparison to Richters (1958) original attenuation curve.
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3. b-value Mapping of the Fault Plane Area

Assuming that the seismic b-value is spatially varying in a significant way, it was chosen
to persue the idea of mapping structural inhomogeneities on the main shock fault plane
of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake. The resulting map is compared to other geophysical
parameters such as the moment release, isostatic residual field and the distribution of
seismic energy to varify the physics behind the observed variations. The chapter starts
with the general definition of the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) relation. With regard to the
ongoing discussion whether b value variations in space and time are physically significant
or whether the occurrence of earthquakes is a self organized critical process, the two
approaches are described in one section.

3.1 The magnitude - frequency relationship of earthquake
occurrence

3.1.1 General definition

The magnitude-frequency relationship, as established by Gutenberg & Richter (1944),
was determined to improve the estimation of the frequency of destructive earthquakes in
California by means of a statistical method rather than rely on historical records only.
Their original formula logN = a + b(8 − M) relates the frequency of earthquakes to the
magnitude using the local magnitude ML as a magnitude scale. The more general non-
cumulative form of the Gutenberg-Richter relation is written as

log(N(M)) = a − bM (3.1)

where N is the number of events with magnitudes M ± ∆M , a describes the level of
seismic activity and b is the slope of the frequency curve (see Fig. 3.1). Ishimoto & Iida
(1939) had defined earlier a similar relationship using the the maximum trace amplitude
of an earthquake instead of the magnitude. To derive the cumulative form of Eq. 3.1,
which is more appropriate to determine the number of events above a certain magnitude
threshold, Eq. 3.1 can be written as (Scherbaum, 1999, written comm.)

N(M ± ∆M) = 10a−bM = 10a · 10−bM = α · e−βM (3.2)

39
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where α = 10a and β = ln10 · b. This shows, that the magnitudes follow a power law
distribution in the non-cumulative relation. The number of events N(M+) for which the
magnitudes are ≥ M , a certain magnitude threshold, is defined as

N(M+) = α

∞
∫

M

e−βmdm =
α

−β
· e−βm|∞M (3.3)

=
α

β
· e−βM = α+e−βM .

This means that in the cumulative relation the magnitude distribution also follows a
power law. Eq. 3.3 can be changed into

N(M+) = 10a+−bM or log(N(M+)) = a+ − bM. (3.4)

Fig. 3.1 shows the non-cumulative and the cumulative form of the magnitude-frequency
relation as determined for the aftershock sequence and the data set used for the b-value
mapping. The data set represented in this figure is the one described in detail in the
previous chapter, which is the joint time series of sub-sequences A and B shown in Fig.
2.11.

The constant b in the magnitude-frequency relation is determined by the slope of the
graph. A steep slope corresponds to a high b-value, when the slope flattens, the b-value is
getting lower. Thus b reflects the relation between number of events with high magnitudes
to the number of events with low magnitudes in a given volume or earthquake population.

Changes in time and space of this relation are observed, obviously correlated to changes
in conditions of the environment in which the earthquake population is located. This will
be addressed in the following section 3.1.2. On the other hand many attempts have been
made, to describe the occurrence of earthquakes as a self organized critical phenomenon
(SOC), which implies a constant b-value over all magnitude ranges. The SOC approach
will be discussed then in section 3.1.4.

3.1.2 Spatial variability of the b-value

Gutenberg & Richter (1944) mainly focused on the use of the magnitude-frequency rela-
tionship (MFR) to find the number of large earthquakes to be expected in a certain time
span. At first, a spatially varying b-value was not considered. The slope of the MFR was
rather suggested to be constant and b to have a value around 1. Deviations of the MFR
from a constant value were attributed to limitations in seismic monitoring at that time
when smaller magnitude events hardly could be registered in a complete manner for larger
areas, neither in California nor in any other region worldwide. However, complete data
sets spanning over a large magnitude range are required to investigate spatially chang-
ing b-values. Therefore spatial and temporal b-value variations were first reported from
laboratory experiments where controlled conditions guarenteed data sets with a sufficient
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Figure 3.1: The cumultive and non-cumulative form of the Gutenberg-Richter relation
for the data of the Antofagasta aftershock sequence used for the b-value mapping. Two
statistical methods are applied: a) the maximum likelihood estimate and b) the weighted
leasts squares method. The respective parameters b, a, and Mc are given in the figures.

number of events. Most of the knowledge about the physical relations between the b-value
and parameters like stress or structural properties of materials thus comes from observa-
tions in the microscopic environment. However, they give first important insights into this
relations and will be reviewed briefly in the following:

Two important contributions in this sense are the laboratory studies by Scholz (1968)
and Mogi (1962). They investigated the dependence of the b-value on material hetero-
geneity, crack density, rock type, local stress distributions and confining pressure. Mogi
(1962) describes the frequency-magnitude distribution for elastic shocks accompanying
brittle fractures in heterogeneous material and finds that the MFR depends on both, the
structural state of the material and on the spatial variation of the stress. From experi-
menting with artificial material samples he observed that b increases with the degree of
heterogeneity, with increasing crack density, and with an increasing degree of spatial vari-
ations in stress distribution. It was possible to correlate certain ranges for b-values with
specific material properties which are listed in Tabel 3.1.

Scholz (1968) corroborated these findings to some extent but emphasizes that the
dominant dependence of b is on stress rather than on physical properties of the material.
In uniaxial and triaxial compression experiments the b-value in the different investigated
rock types showed a clear decrease with increasing stress (Fig. 3.2).

High b-values are found in the range of 0 to 30% of fracture stress whereas above 60% of
fracture stress the b-value is permanently decreasing. The high b-value area is interpreted
by the dominance of small events, as sliding takes place on pre-existing cracks. The b-values
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type of material b-value range

clastic or very porous
material

2.0 - 2.7

heterogeneous but
compact material

1.0 - 2.0

homogeneous mate-
rial under uniform
stress

0.3 - 1.0

Table 3.1: Characteristic b-values for different materials as derived from laboratory exper-
iments by Mogi (1962)

above 60% of the fracture stress indicate that events become statistically larger as stress
increases. According to Scholz’s experiments the curves describing this dependence of b on
the applied stress for a variety of rocks are all showing similarity although they are shifted
in absolute values of b. A somewhat different result was gained from the examination of a
marble. The MFR of this type of rock was characterized by high b-values throughout the
experiment which supports the results by Mogi (1962). The major conclusions drawn by
Scholz can be summerized as follows:

• The MFR of microfracturing events is a well defined property of brittle rocks with
distinct characteristics.

• b depends strongly on the state of stress and only to a lesser extent on the physical
properties of the rock.

• The MFR distinguishes between these two processes: At low stress, where crack
opening, closing and sliding are important, high b-values are found. Above 50% of
the fracture stress, new fractures are propagating, b is lower and in the range usually
observed for earthquakes decreases as stress increases.

Another important observation, concerning temporal variations in b, is the precursory
b-value anomaly before failure in a rock sample (Main et al., 1989). The authors present
a model which can explain qualitatively the major temporal fluctuations in b according
to the applied stress and crack growth under constant strain rate. The observed behavior
of stress σ, crack length X, the stress intensity factor K and the b-value can be seen in
Fig. 3.3 for elastic failure (curve 1) and anelastic failure (curve 2). They quantified the
decrease of b just before failure to a critical value of bc=0.5. This pronounced decrease
in b is positively correlated to a peaked decrease in accoustic emission rate immediately
before the main event. Although on a different time scale, such temporal variations in b
were also present in back ground seismicity several years before earthquakes with M>6
in New Zealand, which had a strong dip slip component (Smith, 1986). In this case the
author observed volumes with anomalously high b-values for up to six years before a main
shock located in the vicinity of the high b volume.

However, direct transfer of perceptions determined in laboratory experiments to macro-
scopic environments always inheres a number of problems. Therefore, in the following
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Figure 3.2: Uniaxial (upper) and triaxial (lower) laboratory experiments to show the
dependence of b on stress. See text for further explications. From Scholz (1968).

several attempts will be reviewed where authors have varified the validity of microscopic
b-value behaviour in macroscopic environment. For instance the strong dependence of b
on stress is confirmed for earthquakes in a study by Wyss (1973) on fluid pressure induced
events. He found that low b-values are an indicator for high stress in the source region. It
was also found that higher stresses might explain the relatively low b-values of foreshocks
(von Seggern, 1980) and the decrease of b-values in the crust with focal depth (Mori &
Abercrombie, 1997; Wiemer & Wyss, 2000).

Recent results on the investigation of the brittle-ductile transition in rocks and asso-
ciated seismicity (Amitrano, 2003) suggest that the b-value might be controlled by the
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Figure 3.3: Behaviour of stress σ, crack length X, the stress intensity factor K, and the b-
value during elastic (curve 1) and anelastic (curve 2) failure due to laboratory experiments.
The b-value decreases to a critical value of 0.5 short before failure occurs. From Main et al.
(1989).

variations of the internal friction angle induced through changes in confining pressure.
The internal friction angle influences the degree of anisotropy in an area as low friction
leads to quasi-isotropic states of the material and high friction to highly anisotropic states.
At a macroscopic scale this leads to a ”damage” distribution or degree of heterogeneity
which varies from diffuse to localized depending on the internal friction angle. These
results were used to explain successfully the mechanical behavior of geological structures
in the Alps by doing a statistical anlysis of the related seismicity (Sue et al., 2002).

Two further publications should be mentioned here as they are important in establishing
a link between micro- and macro-scale observations: Jin’s and Aki’s investigations on coda
Q−1 and the b-value in California (Jin & Aki , 1989) and Urbancic’s obseravtion of space-
time variations of b during rock bursts in a mine (Urbancic et al., 1992). Jin & Aki (1989)
found a convincing positive correlation with a correlation coefficient of 0.79 between coda
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Q−1 and the the b-value for seismicity in California within a time window of 55 years in
the vicinity of the station Riverside. By cross-correlating the two parameters the best
correlation was determined at zero delay time between them, which suggests a common
cause affecting both parameters simultaneously. As a first conclusion crack density in the
lithosphere was proposed to be the influencing parameter. But doing a thorough review
of similar investigations, Jin and Aki found that Q−1 and b can also correlate negatively,
which was reported from other case studies of seismic active regions. Jin & Aki (1989)
suggested a creep model to account for this more complex behaviour based on the fact
that creep can correlate either positive or negative with seismicity depending on the spatial
scale and earthquake magnitude. The concept includes the introduction of a magnitude
threshold above which the b-value representing the seismicity and Q−1 as a measure for
crack density correlate positively and below which the correlation is negative.

The rockburst in a mine and its related micro-seismicity (-2>M>0.5) before and after
the main shock was used by Urbancic et al. (1992) to investigate temporal and spatial
changes in the b-value. They found that decreasing b-values correlate with increasing
stress release estimates and that larger events tend to occur where the b-value has its
steepest gradient. Interestingly in this case the magnitude-frequency distribution had a
non-similar character for the complete magnitude range but showed self-similar behaviour
in the range between -1.1 and -0.4. Accounting for this magnitude range, the authors
hypothesize that low magnitude b-value is a good indicator for the stress state within the
rock mass. They further concluded that b-values ”provide the best estimates for stress
conditions within the seismogenic volume as they include information from both spectral-
(seismic moment) and time domains (peak amplitudes)” (Urbancic et al., 1992).

Summerizing the previously described observations from laboratory experiments and
investigations of seismicity, the two main conclusions that appear to be important for
the physical meaning of the b-value variations and which will be taken as a basis for the
interpretation of the presented b-value map are

• b is strongly dependent on stress, in such a way that b decreases with increasing
stress

• b depends secondarily on the heterogeneity of the material concerned, in a way that
b increases with increasing heterogeneity.

With the improvement of seismological networks, high quality data sets incorporating
all magnitude ranges got available. The catalogues with densely distributed seismic events
facilitated the use of mapping techniques to calculate spatial distributions of the b-value
which all showed major and minor variations of b in space and time. The previously
summerized observations about physical relations were used to interpret these mapped
differences in b. Meanwhile a number of b-value mappings in different tectonic environ-
ments like volcanic areas (Wyss et al., 1997; Wiemer & McNutt , 1997), subduction zones
(Wiemer & Benoit , 1996; Sobiesiak , 2000), tanscurrent fault systems (Wiemer & Wyss,
1994, 1997; Baumbach et al., 2004) confirm statistically significant variations of the param-
eter in the range of ∼ 0.4 to 2.0. Aftershock sequences have proofed to be suitable for this
type of studies as a large number of earthquakes occur in a relatively short time (Wiemer
& Katsumata, 1999). But recently also background seismicity of entire regions has been
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studied successfully by b-value mappings (Bhattacharya et al., 2002; Sue et al., 2002). A
mapping technique is also applied to the Antofagasta aftershock sequence which will be
described in section 3.2

3.1.3 Causes for ”kinks” in the MFR

The previously reviewed space and time variations observed in b result in a non-linear
slope of the MFR and consequently in different b-values for a population of N earthquakes
in a considered area and magnitude range. Deviation from self-similarity of the frequency-
magnitude distribution was observed for instance by Aki (1987) for earthquakes with
M < 3 recorded with a borehole seismograph station in the Newport-Inglewood fault
in California. Such a deviation from self-similarity has been reported also for seismic
moment Mo scaling with rupture length. This break in self-similarity which seperates
small from large earthquakes is found around Mo=1.0x1026 dyne·cm (Shimazaki , 1986;
Pacheco et al., 1992). Similarly for the b-value, Pacheco et al. (1992) assume that a break
in the GR relation separates events with a rupture dimension equal to the width of the
seismogenic zone from those which have smaller dimensions. Consequently, the tectonic
setting effects the MFR and can produce likewise a ”kink” in the distribution. Here a
further cause for variable b-values will be discussed: seismogenic processes obviously have
an influence on the MFR of earthquakes participating in this processes as observed in the
aftershock data set of the Mw=6.9 Cariaco earthquake in north eastern Venezuela in July
1997. The aftershock b-value map of this strike slip event which ruptured a part of the El
Pilar fault in a major transcurrent fault system, is shown in the last figure of this thesis.
As some uncertainty exists about the actual extent of the fault plane, we were looking
for hints on this subject in the b-value map. A sharp limit between intermediate and low
b-values can be seen west of the high b area beneath Cariaco. This limit was suggested to
be the western end of the fault plane (Baumbach et al., 2004). The eastern end at first was
defined as to the east of the last earthquake cluster, which would be at the hight of the
village El Pilar. For more clearity, the epicentral distribution of the aftershocks is shown
in Fig. 3.4 again.
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Figure 3.4: Epicentral distribution of the Cariaco aftershock sequence. Colored limits
mark the sub-sequences studied for their power law behaviour. See Fig. 3.5.
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Now an individual MFR was calculated for different sub-sequences 1, 2, 3 (marked with
different colors in Fig. 3.4 and 4, where 4 is the entire data set with events also outside the
map viewed in Fig. 3.4 Using the earthquakes of the inner fault strand (1), the respective
MFR in Fig. 3.5 shows a ”perturbation” at the higher magnitude end towards lower b-
values. This perturbation persists but is less pronounced in the MFR for sub-sequence
(2), encompassing events on sub-parallel fault strands. The best power law fit is achieved
with the sub-sequence of (3), comprising the event clusters at both ends of the fault plane
and the southern cluster, off the fault. Using the entire data set (4) is provoking a ”kink”
in the MFR again. Thus the events of sub-sequence (3) presumably do reflect the ”real”
aftershocks; events which might have a common source in the local stress field.
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative and non-cumulative frequency-size distributions for four sub-
sequences of the Cariacao aftershock data set as marked in the epicentral distribution
of events in Fig. 3.4

This observation on the Cariaco data set is less clear for the Antofagasta data set.
Excluding the northernmost aftershocks from the data set results in a less pronounced
”kink” in the MFR but the quality of the MFR in Fig. 3.15(3) cannot be reached. How-
ever, it can be noted that either the more precisely the selected earthquake population par-
ticipating in the MFR represents the definately ruptured fault plane itself, or the selected
events represent the population under similar stress conditions, the more the frequency-
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size distribution approaches a power law. This would mean that 1) the b-value map of an
aftershock sequence can help to constrain the actual extent of the ruptured part of the
fault and 2) the frequency size distribution is related to a seismotectonic process. This
seismotectonic process might be defined by a local stress field which determines exactly
the ruptured fault plane. The aftershocks precisely in this part show another behaviour
as the aftershocks outside of this zone belonging to areas of transient stresses.

3.1.4 The GR-relation and the process of self-organized criticality

The spatial b-value variations discussed in the previous sections are found on very local
scales either in laboratory studies or specific geographical areas. This implies that the
GR-relation comprising earthquake populations on such local scales is not self-similar.
On local scales the GR-relation rather reflects small scale processes and conditions in the
area concerned. At a first glance, this is a contradiction to the model of self-organized
criticality (SOC) which a number of authors applied to explain general features on the
occurrence of earthquakes (Bak & Tang , 1989; Ito & Matsuzaki , 1990; Turcotte, 1997).

In self-organized complex systems macroscopic structures evolve spontaneously, form-
ing spatio-temporal patterns. These systems have to be dissipative and have to have
an infinite amount of degrees of freedom (Bak & Tang , 1989; Hainzl , 1998). Criticality
of such a system is given if it is developing towards a critical state at which the conti-
neous phase transitions follow power law spatial and temporal correlation functions (Bak
& Tang , 1989). Scale invariant behaviour is observed if self-organized critical systems are
near a critical point which is defined as the phase transition between ordered and disor-
dered states of equilibrium (Main, 1996; Hainzl , 1998). It means that the macroscopic
structures of the system have no characteristic length and show the same appearance at
all magnifications. Isotropic scale invariance is called self-similarity, meaning that the
structures appear similar in all directions and at all scales (Main, 1996).

So provide that the seismogenic process is a self-organized critical phenomenon, the
GR power law defines the critical state of the system and the size distribution of the
earthquakes is related to geometric self-similarity. The assumptions to be made are that
the system is large and that tectonic plate motion as a driving force, feeding energy to
the system, is slow (Bak & Tang , 1989).

Simple SOC models are able to reproduce the GR-relation with a b-value of approxi-
mately 1 for large catalogues with several thousand earthquakes such as the catalogue for
i.e. Armenia or Northern California (see Fig. 3.6. The deviation from the the GR-law at
higher magnitudes has been explained by statistical fluctuations (Hainzl , 1998) or finite
size effects as they cannot become lager than the brittle seismogenic zone (Pacheco et al.,
1992; McCloskey , 1983).

However, simple SOC models fail to reproduce more realistic characteristics of spatio-
temporal seismicity patterns like intervals of reduced seismic activity before a large earth-
quake (quiescence), fore- and aftershock sequences. Hainzl et al. (1999) and Hainzl
et al. (2000) introduced a homogeneous spring-block slider model similar to the Burridge-
Knopoff model (Burridge & Knopoff , 1967) but implementing additional elements with
a dashpot and a parallel spring to account for transient creep on a fault. Artificial cat-
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Figure 3.6: The magnitude-frequency distribution of earthquakes of a) the Armenian
catalogue (Armenienkatalog 1996), and b) the catalogue of Northern California (NCSN-
catalog 1998). Note the different types of deviation from the GR-relation (straight lines)
at higher magnitudes. From: Hainzl (1998).

alogues produced by this model clearly exibit phases of quiescence, reproduce fore- and
aftershock activity and show smaller b-values for foreshocks than for aftershocks, which is
also observed in natural seismicity (Wyss & Habermann, 1988).

Also to account for the aftershock phenomenon, an interesting approach was made by
Christensen et al. (2002) to verify a unified scaling law for earthquakes, connecting the
GR-relation, the Omori law for aftershock decay, and the assumption that fault systems
and the spatial distribution of earthquakes are fractal. Using the Southern California
catalogue from 1984 to 2000, the authors calculated the probability distribution PS,L(T )
for interoccurrence times (e.g. waiting times) between successive events for different cutoff
magnitudes (magnitude of completeness) and grid cell sizes (Fig. 3.7 a)). The range of the
power law region, where the graph displays as a straight line, varies with cutoff magnitude
and cell size, leading to the appropriate scaling relations for size S of the earthquakes
(which is the GR-law written as N(S > s) ∝ s−b) and cell size L. The Omori law is
written as N(T ) ∝ T−α. Unifying the two scaling relations in PSL(T ) ∝ T−αf(TLdf S−b),
considering only interoccrrence times with T > 38s and rescaling the coordinates of the
graph in Fig. 3.7 a), yields the unified graph in Fig. 3.7 b). This graph demonstrates that
all data points coincide on a single curve. The authors experimentally fitted the indices
to obtain α ≈ 1 (Omori law), b ≈ 1 (GR-law), and df ≈ 1.2 (fractal dimension).

The most striking perception of this investigation is the fact, that obviously aftershocks
and mainshocks can be equally simulated by the unified scaling law. Thus the aftershocks
are only the short term distribution of the general earthquake occurrence. Consequently
the driving mechanism for both phenomena should be the same and the commonly prac-
tised declustering of catalogues to distinguish aftershocks from mainshock activity becomes
unnecessary.

In a most recent publication by Davidsen & Goltz (in press) the authors also investigate
waiting time distributions for catalogues in California and Iceland applying the same
method proposed by Christensen et al. (2002) and Bak et al. (2002). They find separate
power law distributions for intermediate and short waiting times where the transition point
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a) b)

Figure 3.7: a) The probability distribution PS,L(T ) of interoccurrence times T with mag-
nitude greater than S. The symbols correspond to different cutoff magnitudes m = 2, 3,
4. The colour coding represents the grid cell size L=0.25◦, 0.5◦, 1◦, 2◦, and 4◦. b) The
data in a) rescaled by TαPS,L(T ) as a function of cTS−bLdf with c = 10−4 (see text for
further explenation). From: Christensen et al. (2002).

of these two regimes is proportional to the size of the considered area. But in contrast to
Bak et al. (2002) they come to the conclusion that the full distribution is not universal but
depends on the complexity of the geological structure and the size of the considered area.
The authors state that this is due to the spatial distribution of epicenters which does not
form a simple mono-fractal (Davidsen, 2004, pers. comm.).

The previous examples describe the attempts to incorporate observed variations like
foreshocks and aftershocks into the general appearance of seismicity patterns and explain
it by SOC behaviour. However, Main (1995) and Main (1996) resumes that strict SOC
behaviour is not seen in all models. Rundle & Klein (1993) for instance introduced a
division of states into subcritical, critical, and supercritical as shown in the respective
magnitude-frequency distributions in Fig. 3.8. The types of critical states correspond to
structural differences and variations in the driving force in such a way that a) a subcritical
state is observed when strong heterogeneities exist, b) a real critical state when weak
heterogeneities and intermediate plate driving forces are apparent, and c) a supercritical
state when weak heterogeneities and fast driving velocities are acting. It is interesting
to note, that the different GR-relations calculated for the Cariaco aftershock sequence
(Fig. 3.4), section 3.1.3 have a similar appearance to the proposed subcritical, critical,
and supercritical states.

The introduction of the different critical states (Main, 1995; Rundle & Klein, 1993) can
be taken as a first attempt to combine observed local b-value variations with statistical
models that reproduce the general features of earthquake occurrence. Where the local
mapping of b-values wants to reveal changes in physical parameters which influence the
rupture process of one single earthquake, the idea of SOC for instance is rather focused
on the assumption that the earth’s crust as a whole is at a critical state (Bak & Tang ,
1989). In this sense the local b-value mapping and methods from statistical physics are
like a ”small scale” and ”large scale” approach to investigate spatio-temporal seismicity
patterns. A detailed link between both is still missing.
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Figure 3.8: Theoretical frequency-magnitude distributions for different conditions, from:
Rundle & Klein (1993). They correspond to a) subcritical, b) critical, and c) supercritical
behaviour.

3.1.5 b-value and the fractal dimension

Among the geological phenomena which are said to be scale invariant are the frequency-
size distributions of rock fragments, faults and earthquakes (Turcotte, 1992). This is part
of the SOC concept as described in the previous section. A fractal distribution requires
that the number of objects larger than a specified size has a power law dependence on
the size. This is equivalent to the definition of the Gutenberg-Richter relation which thus
describes a fractal relationship between the number of earthquakes and the characteristic
size of the rupture. For the earthquakes the fractal scaling implies that

N = CA−γ (3.5)

where N is the cumulative number of earthquakes with rupture areas greater than A
occurring in a specified area and time i.e. (Rundle et al., 2003). C and γ are constants
with D=2γ as the fractal dimension (Kanamori & Anderson, 1975). It was demonstrated
that the latter equation is entirely equivalent to the Gutenberg-Richter relation with

γ = b =
D

2
(3.6)

(Aki , 1981; Turcotte, 1992). Recent mappings of both parameters, of the b-value and
the fractal dimension D, in northeast India confirms the dependence of both parameters on
heterogeneity related to different geological environments. The results show that isolines of
higher b-values are comparable to isolines of high D-values (Bhattacharya et al., 2002). In
this study the authors determine D by using the correlation dimension, which measures the
spacing of a set of points defined in this case as distance between epicenters of earthquakes.
Bhattacharya et al. (2002) prefer the correlation integral technique to the box-counting
algorithm for estimating the correlation dimension.
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3.2 Mapping the b-value of the Antofagasta aftershock

sequence

3.2.1 Data processing

For the b-value mapping of the Antofagasta aftershock sequence the program ZMAP of
Wiemer & Wyss (1994) was used which is a software tool to investigate and visualize
statistical seismicity parameters like seismicity rate changes, magnitude of completeness,
decay rates of aftershocks (p-values) etc. of an earthquake catalogue for a given area. The
mapping technique applied to the data set is based on a grid with a certain cell size to be
chosen according to the hypocenter density in the area to be investigated. At each grid
node a b-value is calculated with a constant number of earthquakes. This means that at
each grid node (x, y) the Ni nearest epicenters are selected. This constant number Ni thus
leads to circles around the grid nodes with varying radii, with r(Ni) being the maximum
distance of an earthquake from the ith grid node. So the relation between size of the
circles and density distribution of the earthquakes can be written as ri ∼

1
DE

(Wiemer &
Wyss, 1994; Wiemer & Benoit , 1996). As mentioned before, cell size and Ni have to be
chosen appropriately as there is a trade off between the significance of a b-value anomaly
and the resolution of the map. To calculate a b-value at a grid node with a small number
of earthquakes leads to less significant features but gives a higher resolution in the mapped
region.

As shown previously, the calculation of an individual b-value is done by using those
data points of the MFR which follow a straight line. Consequently there is a lower limit
towards the small magnitude end of the graph and an upper limit towards large magni-
tudes. This upper limit can depend on the length of the observation interval which will
be addressed again in the following sub-section. The lower limit is determined by the
magnitude of completeness Mc. It defines a lower magnitude threshold; so it is assumed
that all earthquakes in the catalogue with M ≥ Mc are registered completely. In ZMAP
the Mc can be either estimated visually or automatically. In case of the automatic option,
Mc is the maximum of the derivative of the frequency-magnitude distribution which is the
non-cumulative curve in Fig. 3.1. As the Mc strongly depends on homogeneous earth-
quake reporting, it varies for most catalogues in space and time. This is due in general to
network configurations (reporting at network boundaries or outside of the network will get
poorer), changes in network design and station distribution, or to changes in seismicity
rates provoked by physical processes in the crust.

The error estimation of the b-value is usually done by using one of two common fitting
techniques which are the maximum likelihood method (mlh) and the weighted least squares
method (wls) or χ2fitting. Both methods are integrated as options to use in the ZMAP
program. While the maximum likelihood method is based on the assumption of constant
standard deviations, the weighted least squares method allows for varying standard devi-
ations (Press et al., 1988). Bender (1983) compared various fitting techniques in b-value
calculation to find out that mlh for continuous magnitude data and wls are both equally
suitable for the b-value estimation. Bender (1983) and Marzocchi & Sandri (2003) studied
the influence of the bin width in magnitudes on the estimation of the b-value. They could
show that magnitude grouped data with an interval size δM = 0.1 behaves as continious
data. This is the magnitude interval size also used in ZMAP. Utsu (1965) proposed that
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b is given by

b =
loge

M − Mmin
=

0.4343

M − Mmin
(3.7)

which Aki (1965) identified as equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimate for b.
Shi & Bolt (1982) found the standard deviation of b as:

δb = 2.3b2δ(M ) (3.8)

where

δ2(M ) =
n

∑

i=1

(Mi − M)2

n(n − 1)
(3.9)

and n is the sample size. This estimation for the standard deviation is used in ZMAP.

The mapping procedure is carried out in the following steps:

• plotting the catalogue in the area to investigate, define interactively the area to be
used for the calculation of the spatial b-value distribution (usually the area with the
densest hypocenter distribution, hypocenters with larger uncertainties outside the
network can be excluded)

• estimation of the magnitude of completeness Mc for the entire sub-catalogue to be
used (this can be done also automatically and interactively by the program)

• determination of grid cell size and Ni (constant number of nearest earthquakes to
be used to calculate a b-value at each grid node) by try and error, optimizing grid
cell size and Ni to get a coherent map of b-values

• mapping the spatial distribution of b by computing a b-value at each grid node for
the entire selected area using the maximum likelihood method as standard error
estimation for b

In case of the Antofagasta aftershock sequence a grid cell size of ∼ 11 x 11 km (0.1◦

≈ 11 km) and a constant number of Ni=100 was used for the b-value mapping. The
average Mc is 1.8 for the sub-catalogue to represent the final mapping result. The final
map calculated according to this parameters is shown in Fig. 3.9 As a first independent
control for the stability and resolution of the areas of high b-values, the events with ML

> 4 are plotted in the map. It can be noted, that the epicenters of those events are most
abundant in the northern low b-value area on Mejillones Peninsula, or line out the area of
high b-values as to be seen around the southern area of high b-values. Here the epicenters
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Figure 3.9: Spatial distribution of b-values calculated from the Antofagasta aftershock
sequence (small white dots are epicenters of the aftershocks). Large grey dots denote
aftershocks with M ≥ 4.0. They either line out areas of high b-values (red) or are located
within areas of low b-values (blue).

are located in a rim of intermediate b-values of ∼ 0.8. This observation will be addressed
again in sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.3.

The magnitude-frequency relation for the entire catalogue including all aftershock
events for performing the b-value map in Fig. 3.9 has a b-value of 0.73 ± 0.03 (see Fig.
3.10 A)). The other two graphs in Fig. 3.10 give the GR relation for the area with the
lowest b-values in the map, which is determined to 0.54 ± 0.03 (Fig. 3.10 B)), and for the
area with the highest b-values respectively, determined to 1.08 ± 0.08 (Fig. 3.10 C)). For
additional explanation, see also Fig. 3.11.

To examine the statistical significance of the lowest and highest b-values existing in the
map, a significance test proposed by Utsu (1992) is applied. It examines the probability
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Figure 3.10: The magnitude-frequency relation for the Antofagasta aftershock sequence.
Graph A gives the relation for the entire catalogue used for the b-value map in Fig. 3.9. B
and C show the relation for the area of lowest and highest b-values respectively occurring
in the map.

P that the two earthquake populations, n1 and n2, which determine the values bmin and
bmax, are different (Utsu, 1992; Wiemer & Benoit , 1996). The relation taken from Utsu
is written as:

P = exp(
−dA

2
− 2) (3.10)

where dA is defined as:

dA = −2nln(n) + 2n1ln(
n2bmin

bmax
+ n1) + 2n2ln(

n1bmax

bmin
+ n2) (3.11)

The difference of the b-values at a 99% confidence limit corresponds to P = 0.01. The
corresponding probabilities found here for bmax and bmin is P = 0.00034. Further tests
with neighbouring areas have been performed (see Fig. 3.11 for respective areas). In Table
3.2 (next page) the probabilities for the differences are listed.

As previously mentioned, the magnitude of completeness Mc is important for the homo-
geneity of the catalogue to be used for the b-value mapping and thus for the reliability of
the result. Therefore Mc will be examined here in more detail for the used data set. Fig.
3.12 shows the spatial distribution of Mc for the entire catalogue in a broader map view.
It can be noted that the there is a change in Mc from north to south ranging from Mc ≤
1.5 to ∼ 2.4 at the southern end of the rupture area. The small area of Mc > 2.5 lies off
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areas to be
compared

b-values of the
areas

probability P

bmin/bmax 0.54/1.08 0.00034
bmax/b1 1.08/0.62 0.008
bmin/b2 0.54/0.91 0.004
b2/b3 0.91/0.59 0.012

Table 3.2: Probabilities P for events participating in a b-value determination to be depen-
dent on each other. To identify the respective areas, see Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Black and white image of the b-value
map. Marked by white circles are the areas which are
compared according to Utsu’s probability test wether
the populations of earthquakes are independent. See
Table 3.2 for respective probabilities.

shore. Mc increases contineously from the north to south. At ∼ 24.7◦ S on the coast (70.6◦

W) the map shows a jump in Mc from 2.0 to 2.5. Off shore this discontinuity is even more
pronounced going from ∼ 1.8 to ∼ 2.5. This deterioration in Mc in the southern part of
the study area seems to be caused by an observed decrease in number of events towards
the south which at the same time is linked to a decrease in station spacing. Especially
offshore there are no OBH anymore in this southern part and the onshore station density
is significantly reduced.

Mc can also vary in time as examined in Fig. 3.13. The test was performed with a
moving window having a sample size of 50 events per window and an overlapping of 5
events with each step. The gap in time between 95.66 and 95.69 corresponds to the time
interval between sub-sequence A and sub-sequence B (see also Fig. 2.11). Each triangle
gives a value for Mc. In general the values are distributed around the average Mc of 1.8
although fluctuations are somewhat broader for sub-sequence B and are more constrained
for sub-sequence A. The first two values of sub-sequence A are probably due to ongoing
deployment or change in network configuration and thus might be considered as outliers.
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Figure 3.13: Magnitude of completeness Mc with time, examined by a moving window
of 50 events sample size and an overlap of 5 events. A and B refer to the catalogue
sub-sequences (see also Fig. 2.11). Each triangle marks a value for the Mc.

Fig. 3.14 examines the resolution of the b-value map in Fig. 3.9. As previously
described, the radius r, which results from a constant number of events of Ni=100 at each
grid node to be used to calculate b, is used to control the resolution. The map view in
Fig. 3.14 thus shows, that the resolution is quite homogeneous from 23.2◦ S to 24.3◦ S
with r between 10 and 20 km. r=20 km is only apparent on a small outer rim of a good
resolved area of r ∼ 12 km. The area of the pronounced aftershock cluster at 23.4◦ where
the main shock rupture began, is characterized by a higher resolution of r ≤ 10 km.

The standard error for each b-value at a grid node calculated according to Eq. 3.9,
ranges from 0.03 to 0.11. This latter value is a single one for the grid node at 23.8◦S and
70.5◦W which is the area of lower b-values between the two northern and southern high
b-value patches. All other values are δ b ≤ 0.09.

In Fig. 3.15 the a-values, which give the level of the seismic activity at each grid node,
are shown as a funtion of the latitude. For comparison, the upper diagram in Fig. 3.15
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Figure 3.14: Spatial distribution of
the resolution for the b-value map in
Fig. 3.9. The resolution is given by
the radius r in km resulting from the
constant number Ni=100 event per
grid node to calculate a b-value.

shows the b-values again. The general conduct of both, a- and b-values, is the same along
the rupture area from north to south. Both, a- and b-values are lower in the north and
higher in the southern part of the rupture zone.

For completeness of the examination, Fig. 3.16 shows the b-value map calculated with
the weighted least squares method (wls)(left) and calculated with the maximum likelihood
method (mlh). Both maps reveal the same features: a pronounced high b-value patch
around 24◦S and another patch of elevated values north of it, both seperated by a strip
of lower b-values. Further to the south, b seems to stay high. The northern end of the
rupture area in both maps is characterized by the lowest b-values occurring in the map.
Although the general character of the map is retained, there is a difference in the absolute
b-values of approximately 0.1 b in some areas. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3.17
where the variation in b along strike is given for the maximum likelihood method (yellow
graph) and for the weighted least squares method (green graph). The highest b-value at
∼ 24◦S is almost identical in both methods. A difference can be noted mainly between
23.6◦S and 23.8◦S. The streak of lower b-values (∼ 0.7 in the wls map) and the seperation
between northern high and southern high b-value patch, is better resolved in the wls map.
(Find Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17 on page 56.)

3.2.2 What can produce bias in b ?

As mentioned before, the lower limit in the MFR from where calculation of b starts is
determined by Mc. The upper limit depends on the length of the observation period
which determines whether the largest earthquake corresponding to the investigated sam-
ple is included or not. It can be observed, that in many case studies there are difficulties
to estimate the proper limits in the MFR. This is often due to the fact that reliable seis-
mological catalogues qualified for the application of statistical investigation methods are
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available for not more than the last twenty years except for some specific catalogues in
California or Japan. However, estimated recurrence times for large earthquakes comprise
often several hundred years. Thus in many cases the observation period based on instru-
mentally acquired data is quite short in comparison to the seismic cycle. The problem
that arises is well known in seismic hazard studies when historical earthquake data should
be linked to modern instrumentally recorded data. Stepp (1973) established a method to
combine historical data of the Puget Sound area with instrumentally derived earthquake
catalogues for reducing the bias in the b-value estimation caused by too short observation
periods. Using intensity classes instead of magnitudes as the intensity reporting was more
complete over the 100-years examined time interval, the author calculated a minimum
time interval for each intensity class in which a stable mean rate of occurrence could be
estimated through minimizing the error of estimation. The determined intervals, over
which the earthquakes in the different intensity classes were reported completely, were
then used to create an artificially homogeneous data sample which was used to calculate
a corrected b-value for risk assessment in the respective area.

A similar problem can arise when an area is monitored by a temporal seismic network
as used for the investigation of aftershock sequences (Scherbaum, 1999, written comm.).
Assuming that the investigated regions have nx events with magnitudes ≥ Mx and the
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Figure 3.16: The weighted least squares method (left) versus the maximum likelihood
method (right) for calculating a b-value map.
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graph) and mlh (yellow graph). For comparison, a histogram of the number of events with
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observation period is T in years. This is equivalent to a number Ni of events at each grid
node to be used for the estimation of a b-value, so Ni = nx The most probable number
of events NP with magnitudes ≥ M which will be observed in T corresponds to the long
time average of this number of events, multiplied by the probability that these number of
events occur during the observation period T . Thus it can be written:
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NP (M+, T ) = N(M+, T ) · P (m ≥ M,T ) = N(M+, T ) · (1 − G(M,T ))

= T · α+ · e−βM ·(1−e−(Tα+e−βM )), (3.12)

where α+ and β are known from equation 3.3 and G(M,T ) is the distribution of the
maximum magnitudes in T . The estimated frequency per year is then

NP (M+, 1) = α+ · e−βM · (1 − e−(Tα+e−βM)). (3.13)

Considering this frequency per year, a distorted frequency-magnitude distribution can
be written as

log(NP (M+, 1)) = log(α+ · e−βM ) + log(1 − e−(Tα+e−βM)). (3.14)

With α = 10a, α+ = 10a+ and β=ln(10)b, 10b = eβ it results

log(NP (M+, 1)) = a+ − b · M + log(1 − e−(Tα+e−βM )), (3.15)

or

log(NP (M+, 1)) = a+ − b · M + log(1 − e−(T ·10a+−bM ))

= a+ − b · M + log(1 − 10−(log(e)·T ·10a+−bM )). (3.16)

This means that for short observation periods the frequency-magnitude distribution is
not linear. For large enough T the non-linear term is getting zero and the distribution
can be described by the Gutenberg-Richter relation. For a synthetic data set of nx=100
events, an observation period of T=3 months and Mx=1.0 it is

log(nx ·
12

3
) = a+ − b · 1.0 ⇒ a+ = log(nx ·

12

3
) + b · 1.0 = 2.6 + b (3.17)

For the parameters used in the b-value map, which are Ni = nx = 100, an observation
period of 1.5 months adding up sub-sequence A and B, and Mc=Mx=1.8, the result is
a+ = 5.2 + b.
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- b = 0.5 b = 1.0 b = 1.5

M=3 -0.00002 -0.2 -1.0

M=4 -0.02 -1.0 -2.5

M=5 -0.2 -2.0 -4.0

Table 3.3: Bias in b in case of a M=3,4, and 5 event for b=0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 respectively.

The previous equations and the example show that the influence of the observation
period T has universal character from the statistical point of view. This means that the
bias caused in b by shorter periods of T is not related to any length of a seismotectonic
process causing different type of earthquake populations like earthquake swarms, volcanic
clusters, aftershock sequences or a whole seismic cycle. To cheque the influence for shorter
observation periods, the data set of the final b-value map used for interpretation (Fig. 3.9),
was splitted up into the sub-sequences A and B and a individual MFR was calculated for
A and B respectively. In Fig. 3.18 the cumulative and non-cumulative MFR’s for A and B
are plotted, estimated by the weighted least squares method. The b-values of A (0.7) and
B (0.75) do not differ very much from the overall b-value of 0.73 although both sequences
are half as long as the complete catalogue. The FMR graphs for the sub-sequences do
show a ”kink” in the slope around magnitude 4.3 but it seems less pronounced than in
the overall graph for the entire data set (Fig. 3.10).
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Figure 3.18: The cumulative and non-cumulative frequency-size distributions for sub-
sequences A and B.

3.2.3 Summary of results

The resulting b-value map (Fig. 3.9) calculated by a weighted least squares method to
estimate a b-value at each node of a grid with a grid cell size of approximately 11x11 km
and a constant number of Ni=100 earthquakes, shows spatially varying b-values between
0.54 and 1.08. To test the significance of the mapped b-values, the significance test by
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Utsu (1992) was applied. Table 3.2 shows that the probabilities P to be dependent are
very small for two compared populations of earthquakes. Thus the mapped b-values in
the characteristic areas can be considered as significant. The standard error of apparent
b-values in the map ranges from 0.03 to 0.11. The mean standard error for the map in
Fig. 3.20 is δb=0.06.

Another check for the reliability of the b-value map was done through mapping the
magnitude of completeness Mc for the entire catalogue of the aftershock sequence. As
mentioned previously, Mc increases with latitude, exhibiting even a jump to Mc ∼ 2.5
at the southern end of the fault plane area. North of this discontinuity at ∼ 24.3◦S Mc

varies between 1.1 and 1.8, which can be called fairly homogeneous. Thus for further
interpretations of the b-value map in Fig. 3.9 only the area between 23.2◦S and 24.3◦S is
considered. The temporal variations of Mc (Fig. 3.13) are fairly constant with a fluctuation
around a mean Mc of 1.8. This can be attributed to a homogeneous reporting of events
throughout the inspected sub-sequences A and B of the data set.

Homogeneity of the data set is evidenced by the resolution map in Fig. 3.14 for the area
which is considered for further interpretation. Between 23.2◦S and 24.3◦S corresponding
to the area of rather homogeneous Mc, the resolution is equivalent to radii ranging from
8 to 20 km with a stable ”inner” region of r=10 km.

The frequency-size distribution for the aftershocks, which constitute the b-value map
(grey graph in Fig. 3.10) shows a slight deviation from power law behaviour with two
small kinks at M 3.7 and M 4.5. It can be observed that the number of kinks in the GR
relation for the entire catalogue used corresponds to the number of high b-value patches.
The M 3.7 magnitude seems to be a threshold for large aftershocks, which line along the
outer limits of the high b-value structures (Fig. 3.19). Events smaller than M 3.7 can be
found on the entire fault plane, events larger than M 3.7 do not appear on the high b-value
sites.

Possible interpretations for the ”kinks” in GR relations were discussed in detail in the
previous sections. The GR relations for the area of the highest b-values around 24◦S (red
graph in Fig. 3.10) and the area of lowest b-values in the north of the rupture zone (blue
graph) are rather undisturbed and changes in the slopes are not apparent. There are some
gaps in the graphs saying that events are missing for intermediate and higher magnitudes.
This might be due to the temporal gap between sub-sequence A and B (see Fig. 2.12).

For further interpretation and correlation to other seismological parameters, the b-value
map resulting from estimating b by the weighted least squares method will be used. The
preference to the wls method results on one hand from a better fit of the frequency-size
distribution to a power law according to Fig. 3.1. In case of the mlh solution the distri-
bution deviates much earlier from a straight line fit than the wls solution. Consequently
in the wls b-value map more details in b-value variations are mapped than with the mlh
method. The general conduct of b-values calculated by wls and mlh is the same as demon-
strated in Fig. 3.17, inspecting mean b-values along strike of the fault plane area. But
the absolute values differ from 0.01 to 0.1 comparing wls against mlh with the mlh values
generally being lower than the wls values.
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Figure 3.19: Distribution of different magnitude ranges on the fault plane. Note that the
larger the magnitudes are, the more they avoid the high b-value patches. Magnitude M
3.7 seems to be a threshold for large aftershocks. Events with magnitudes larger than this
threshold do not appear on the high b-value sites.

3.2.4 Description of the b-value map

As it was previously examined, the resulting b-value map for the Antofagasta fault plane
area exhibits significantly varying b-values (Fig. 3.20). From north to south, the spatial
distribution gives an alternating pattern of low and high b-values with dominating low
b-values in the northern part of the map in the area of Mejillones Peninsula. From 23.9◦S
towards the southern end of the rupture area, high b-values are dominating. These areas
of high b-values aline along the coast around 70.6◦W. Besides this southward elongated
distribution of elevated b-values, the highest b-values are apparent on two patch-like struc-
tures. The northern patch is located just south of Mejillones Peninsula, seperated by a
”channel” of 0.1◦ in width of intermediate b-values from the southern patch of highest
b-values on the map. This second patch is located around 24◦S and has a larger size than
the northern patch. This pattern suggests two assumptions:

• the division of the mapped area into a smaller northern part, dominated by low b-
values, and a much larger southern part, incorporating the two patches of pronounced
high b-values,

• a presumable segmentation of the area with segmentation borders between northern
and southern part and eventually south of 24.2◦S.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the most conspicuous aftershock cluster at 23.4◦S and
70.4◦W denotes most probably the rupture start. Consequently, most of the low b-value
area lies outside the main shock fault plane. So the northern part of the fault plane, still
characterized by low b, has a NS extension of only 12 km from 23.4◦S to 23.5◦S, where
the first high b-value patch begins.

According to the MFR the patches of high b-values are dominated by small aftershocks.
This could result from a higher degree of heterogeneity in the structure of the material
hosted in these areas, and/or lower local apparent stress. In contrast, the areas of low
b-values should be dominated by larger events, suggesting a higher level of stress and/or
a homogeneous structure of the material concerned. To gain some ideas for the interpre-
tation of the b-value map and the possible physical or seismotectonic processes behind
the spatial variations, the following section deals with correlations to other spatially dis-
tributed geophysical parameters in the fault plane area.

3.3 Correlation of the b-value map with:

The attempt to map the Antofagasta aftershock sequence by the GR-relation resulted in
a spatially varying b-value. However, summerizing the previous sections, there are several
limitations to such a b-value map. Where the centers of high or low b-value areas can
be called fairly stable, the outer limits of these areas can change considerably by using
different computational settings. Some statistical models explaining general patterns of
earthquake occurrence even doubt whether locally varying b-values are significant.

Thus it is helpful to justify such a b-value distribution by correlating it to independently
obtained parameters. In this case study the b-value map will be correlated to the main
shock source time function (STF), the anomalies of the isostatic residual field (IRA), the
distribution of radiated seismic energy (RSE) by aftershocks, and to vp/vs ratios from a
local earthquake tomography (LET) study. All four parameters have in common, that
they comprise material properties and thus are expected to contribute to understanding
the nature of the local b-value variations.

3.3.1 - the source time function of the main shock

The source time function (STF) of an earthquake represents the release of seismic moment
in time during rupture propagation. The rupture of a perfectly smooth fault would appear
as a simple trapezoid in the far field time function with a single average slip value D
(Lay & Wallace, 1995) (see also Chapter 4). But the morphology of a fault causes the
structure of the STF to be more complex (Scholz , 1990). Usually the STF is composed of
several pulsus of distinct moment or slip releases (subevents), attributed to the failure of
individual asperities. This failure of asperities radiates most of the high frequency seismic
energy during the main shock rupture and thus is important in earthquake hazard analysis
(Kanamori & Stewart , 1978; Scholz , 1990; Lay & Wallace, 1995).

The STF of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake which will be correlated to the b-value map
was calculated by Delouis (1996), and Delouis et al. (1997), using broadband teleseismic
data from the global seismic network. Station sites used were located at distances between
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Figure 3.20: b-value map of the fault plane and its suggested partitioning into a northern
and southern part. Black lines mark the suggested boundaries of the segments. Strike slip
events are plotted as they are assumed to be linked to segment boundaries (for further
explanation see also Chapter 5). White stars mark the start of the rupture in the north
(NEIC solution for hypocenter) and the center of the rupture (CMT solution).

30◦ and 96◦. The total STF consists of six subevents of which four confirm the principle
rupture modeled by four individual propagating line-sources in a final inversion (Fig. 3.21).

The first 115 s of the P -wave signal and 170 s of the SH-wave signal were used for the
body-wave modeling applying the algorithm of Nabelek (1984). Filtering of the signals
was performed by a Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies of 0.01 Hz to 0.8 Hz for
P -waves and 0.01 Hz to 0.4 Hz for S-waves. Sampling rates were 2 samples/s and 1 sam-
ple/s respectively. Before the inversion the seismograms were normalized to an epicentral
distance of 40◦ and to the same amplification (Delouis et al., 1997).

For the crustal model the authors assumed a homogeneous half space. Density at the
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Figure 3.21: Source time function for the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake as calculated by
Delouis (1996). The numbers above the peaks of the curve name the four subevents which
are resolved by a final inversion using a propagating line source. A constant rupture
velocity of 2.8 km/s was assumed.

source was set to 2.85 g
cm3 and 2.75 g

cm3 at station sites; Poisson’s ratio had a value of
0.25. The velocity for the P -wave ranged from 6.0 km/s underneath the stations to 6.6
km/s at the source. Regarding anelastic attenuation t∗ was taken as 1.0 s for P -waves and
4.0 s for SH-waves. Weighting was attributed to the signals to account for the azimuthal
distribution of the stations.

As a first step an individual inversion for seismic moment rate at each station was
performed to solve for directivity of the rupture propagation. This yielded a clear south-
ward directivity of the propagating rupture somewhat oblique to the trench. As the point
source representation is inconvenient for large earthquakes, four propagating line sources
were implemented in a final inversion procedure. The first line source starts at the nucle-
ation point of the event which is taken as the hypocenter determined by the local network
(see Table 2.2 in Chapter 2). The recovered STF is therefore subdivided in at least four
liberation episodes of seismic moment, which begin at 20, 43 and 63 s respectively after
rupture initiation. The total duration of the STF is 90 s; more than 90% of the moment
release takes place in the first 120 km of rupture propagation (see Fig. 3.21) (Delouis,
1996).

Correlation of the STF to the b-value map:

For the correlation with the b-value map it is convenient to link the starting point
of the STF with latitude 23.2◦S. This is somewhat further north to the starting point
used by Delouis (1996) at 23.43◦S according to the hypocenter determination of the local
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network. ISC and NEIC report the hypocenter around 23.3◦S (see Table 2.2 in Chapter 2).
However, the area comprising 23.2◦S to 23.4◦S will be interpreted later as a transition zone
between ruptured and unruptured part of the fault. These 0.2◦ are equivalent to a distance
of approximately 20 km which is well within error ranges for hypocenter determinations.
Correlating the STF with the b-value map using the geographical coordinates as reference
frame for both is justified by the unilateral rupture propagation with southward directivity.

The visual inspection of the correlation shows a striking congruence of the first two
maxima in the STF with the center areas of the two respective high b-value patches
(b>0.9) (Fig. 3.22). Discribing the correlation from north to south, the transition and the
northern part of the fault plane, governed by low b-values, correspond to the first 10 s of the
STF. The kink in the STF at 10 s seems to correlate to the northern limit of the first high
b-value patch, the kink at 20 s links to the southern limit of this area respectively. The low
b-value space, which seperates the northern from the southern high b-value patch, could
have a correspondence in the STF where the increase in seismic moment rate is rather
small (20 s to ∼ 24 s). After 24 s, Ṁ (t) is increasing again to maximum 2 of the STF.
The part of the STF between 40 s and 43 s features an indentation into the elongated high
b-value area towards the south by lower b-values around 0.7 to 0.75. The exact minimum
in the STF at ∼ 42 s appears to be shifted further south in comparison to the low b-value
indentation. South of approximately 24.3◦S, which lies between 40 and 43 s in the STF,
the b-value map gets rather speculative due to the lack of recorded aftershocks. In Fig.
3.14 it can be seen that the resolution of the b-map decreases drastically south of 24.4◦S.

Comparing the first three episodes of the STF (Fig. 3.22) with the wls determined
b-value curve along strike of the fault plane in Fig. 3.17, the positive correlation between
both curves is obvious. This indicates clearly that high moment release caused by the
main shock correlates to high b-values in the aftershock sequence.

As a general result of the correlation it can be stated that the largest part of the
main shock related moment release (80%) within the first 120 km of the rupture (Delouis,
1996; Delouis et al., 1997; Carlo et al., 1999) comprises the area where the two distinctive
high b-value patches are located. Within this framework, maximum 1 and 2 are perfectly
correlated to the highest apparent b-values. Even the respective northern and southern
limits of the two high b-value patches seem to be confirmed in changes in the STF. The
congruence of high seismic moment release with high b-values suggests the interpretation
that these areas are asperities, which rupture in a distinctive manner during the main
shock. The two maxima in the STF, corresponding to two subevents, can be identified
in the seismograms as seperately arriving signals (Delouis, 1996; Delouis et al., 1997).
Following the interpretation it is deduced that the spatial distribution of b-values obtained
from the aftershocks of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake identify the locations and, with
some limitation, also the size of the asperities ruptured during mainshock propagation.

Four published slip models for the Antofagasta earthquake could be found in literature:
1) the STF from Delouis (1996), as discussed in the previous paragraphs, 2) the STF
calculated by Tanioka and Ruff, which has very similar characteristics to the STF of
Delouis (1996), 3) a spatial slip distribution by Ihmlé & Ruegg (1997), where two separate
patches of high slip can be distinguished. These patches are similar in appearance to the
patches of high b-values identified in the b-value map. 4) The STF by Carlo et al. (1999)
in not as detailed as the previous ones, but shows a concentration of high slip release in
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Figure 3.22: Correlation of the STF of the Antofagasta earthquake with the spatial b-
value distribution derived from the aftershock sequence. The different episodes of moment
release in the STF are numbered (1, 2, 3). Dashed lines link features of the STF to features
of the b-value map for which distances from rupture start are given in seconds, respective
kilometers, and geographical coordinates. The small hatched area in the second patch of
large b-values locates the outcrops of the Coloso Coastal Gabbro Complex (Pichowiak ,
1994).

the first 120 km of rupture history. Comparing the STF’s of Delouis (1996), Tanioka and
Ruff and Ihmlé & Ruegg (1997) with respect to the first maximum in the functions which
is used to define the position of the center of the northern asperity, some variation in
the position of the maxima can be seen. Where the the maximum in Tanioka and Ruff’s
STF appears ∼ 4.2 s earlier in the function, the first patch of large slip in Ihmlé & Ruegg
(1997)’s begins approximately 10 km further to south of the b-value patch. This gives a
variability in position of approximately ± 20 km.

3.3.2 - the isostatic residual field

Within the framework of the SFB 267 (see Chapter 2), investigation of the gravity field
was a major target (Götze et al., 1994). Therefore a high resolution data set of gravity
measurements and also the inversion for the isostatic residual field are available for the
area around Antofagasta and Northern Chile. As the fault plane of the Antofagasta
earthquake comprises an area along the coast, gravity data from onshore as well as offshore
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measurements had to be considered. The onshore gravity data was recorded by landbased
stations with a spacing of approximately 5 km along the track lines. For computational
purposes this resulted in a grid cell size of ∼ 15 x 15 km which is similar to the grid
cell size of 11 x 11 km used to derive the b-value map. Taking into account the strong
topography onshore, the complete station Bouguer anomaly is terrain-corrected within
a radius of ∼ 167 km. A standard density value for the crust of 2.67 g

cm3 has been
applied for mass corrections (Götze & the MIGRA group, 1996). Line data from recent
marine gravity surveys during the CINCA’95 and SPOC experiments (Kösters et al., 1997;
Götze & Kirchner , 1997) were used for offshore gravity data compilation. Along track,
approximately 15 observation sites were recorded per 1 km. The marine gravity surveys
were tied to the Chilean National Gravity Network at reference stations in Valparaiso,
Antofagasta, and Iquique. The computation of the isostatic residual anomalies was done
by using a Vening-Meinesz model with a rigidity of D = 1023 Nm (Banks et al., 1977).
The isostatic regional field, representing the long wavelength effect of the crustal root
compensating the topography, was computed assuming a crustal density of 2.67 g

cm3 and
a mantle density of 3.17 g

cm3 . This means that for isostatic calculations, the crust-mantle
density contrast is approximately -0.50 g

cm3 . The reference crustal thickness is set to 35
km.

According to the computing of the isostatic residual field (IRF) (Götze et al., 1994;
Götze & Krause, 2002), two pronounced anomaly structures of up to 150 mGal evolve
in the Antofagasta section presented in Fig. ??. There are a rather small one south of
Mejillones Peninsula at ∼ 23.6◦S and a large elongated anomaly, starting north of 24◦S,
heading southward. Both anomalies discussed here, belong to a conspiceous chain of
positive isostatic residual anomalies, which can be traced along the entire South American
Pacific coastline reaching the city of Concepción in Southern Chile. The two anomalies
located in the Antofagasta section, are attributed by Götze & Krause (2002) to the uplifted
Jurassic batholiths El Cobre and Coloso Coastal Gabbro Complex (Pichowiak , 1994) which
intruded into the settings of the Formación La Negra.

Fig. 3.23 shows the isostatic residual anomaly map next to the b-value map. Despite the
discussed limitations in resolution for both maps, the correlation is remarkably good. The
northern smaller patch of high b-values coincides well with the small IR anomaly south
of Mejillones. The larger southern high b-value patch and the pronounced IR anomaly
starting north of 24◦S coincide well and have both an elongated character with southward
directivity. In general, areas of b > 0.8 coincide with areas of δgi >50 mGal in the IRA
map.

Non-zero isostatic residual anomalies occur where bodies of higher or lower densities
were used for the gravity anomaly computation. In addition, structural processes which
hinder isostatic compensation or even work against it, can produce IR anomalies. In case
of northern Chile it is most likely, that both processes play a role in the generation of the
proposed asperities (U. Meyer, 2004, pers. comm.).

If the isostatic residual anomalies are identical with the dense bodies of the intruded
batholiths, the following mechanical process can be proposed to have a major part in gen-
erating the asperities in the Antofagasta region (see Fig. 3.24): Due to density differences
a buoyant force is operating on the subducting Nazca plate in the area of the seismogenic
zone which is directed upward. The gravitational force, acting on the batholith structures
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Figure 3.23: Correlation of the isostatic residual anomalies located in the Antofagasta
region with the b-value map. Hatched lines are taken from the correlation of the STF
with the b-value map and are projected to the IR map. Note that the centers of the high
b-value patches match very well with the largest gradients in the isostatic residual field.
White isolines give the outer limits for areas of b > 0.8. They are also projected onto the
IRF. The IRF is plotted after Götze et al. (1994). See text for further explanation.

is opposing this buoyant force. As a consequence, the area where this happens gets locked.
These locked zones are forming the asperities which themselfs are part of the seismogenic
zone (Fig. 3.24). Considering this mechanical process, two substantial statements can be
made about the nature of the asperities:

• The ”loading” of the asperities is driven through the permanent convergence of the
Nazca and South American plates in combination with the opposing forces acting
on the seismogenic zone caused by the buoyancy of the Nazca plate and the extra
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load of the batholitic structures located in the upper crust.

• The material involved in forming the asperities is either very compacted material
constituted of erroded and subducted sediments and rocks or consists of the respec-
tive compositions of the batholithic structures like diorites to granodiorites or low-
to highgrade metamorphic rocks from intrusions (Pichowiak , 1994).
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Figure 3.24: Scheme of a vertical WE profile of the subduction zone at 24◦S. The small
black circles give the aftershock hypocenters. The arrows mark the opposed forces of
buoyancy of the Nazca plate and the extra load of the batholitic structures in the area of the
seismogenic zone. The numbers marked in the figure give the approximate densities of the
subducting oceanic crust, the oceanic lithosphere, and the continental crust respectively.
The batholith structures are taken from a local earthquake tomography study by Husen
(1999). See text for further explanation.

Considering now the congruence of the high b-value patches with the high IRA’s, it
can be concluded that the high b-values have some relation with the dense or compacted
material forming the asperities. Taking further into account the positive correlation of
high b with high main shock moment release, the following hypothesis can be developed:
The main shock rupture, often initiated in some distance to any inhomogeneity or asperity
on the fault (Mai , 2002), yields to exeed the strength of the locked asperity structures
which results in high moment release when the main shock rupture ”hits” the asperity.
As high moment release is identical with high slip, this action could lead to a degree of
damage which is similar to a shattering of the area. Thus a large number of relatively
small ruptures with low magnitudes could evolve in favour of larger ruptures with high
magnitudes in the affected areas. Successively this setting would cause a high b-value. It
should be most likely, that the shattered area characterized by a high degree of damage,
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is confined to the high density material. Thus it can be proposed, that the high b-values
consequently map out the damaged material zones which are evidently congruent with the
main shock high moment release and the dense bodies of the batholiths in the Antofagasta
region.

3.3.3 - the aftershock radiated seismic energy distribution

The radiated seismic energy Es is a measure of seismic potential for damage, as it is
calculated from the velocity power spectra of seismograms and thus represents the high
frequency part of the earthquake process (Choy & Boatwright , 1995). Es is related to the
seismic moment Mo through the apparent stress which is defined as τa = µEs/Mo (Wyss &
Brune, 1968) and describes the difference between the stress causing slip and the frictional
stress resisting slip (McGarr & Fletcher , 2002). In general, all three (Es, Mo, and τa) are
fundamental earthquake source parameters which allow to relate earthquakes to important
aspects such as damaging ground motion, crustal deformation, and lithospheric strength as
functions of space and tectonic setting. For instance McGarr & Fletcher (2002) and Choy
& Boatwright (1995) found systematic variations of Es and τa between compressional and
extensional tectonic settings in such a way that the parameters showed higher peak values
in compressional environments and that lowest apparent stresses could be associated with
thrust earthquakes in subduction zones.

An important observation for the discussion here is the heterogeneous spatial distribu-
tion of both parameters on fault planes as described by i.e. McGarr & Fletcher (2002)
and Ide (2002). Examining the distribution of main shock derived Es and τa on the fault
planes of five major earthquakes, McGarr & Fletcher (2002) could summerize that high
values of each parameter tend to correlate with high estimates of slip. But also areas of
high slip rates were observed to be subject of high Es and τa. However, the authors also
found that this patch on the fault which radiates the most seismic energy is not always
near the hypocenter of the main shock.

Ide (2002) studied the spatial distribution of Es of two japanese earthquakes and found
that the radiated energy was concentrated either near the hypocenter and/or the initial
rupture points of asperities. He further could identify areas of negative radiated energy
near the edges of areas with large slip. Ide (2002) calls these areas relaxation barriers,
which are characterized by a difference between elastic potential energy and frictional
work. The effect of such an area would be the deceleration of the rupture front and the
reduction of the total radiated energy.

The previous examples of mapped spatial variations in Es are all derived from main
shock teleseismic data. To find further evidence for the physics of the presented b-value
map, here the post-seismic distribution of Es derived from the aftershocks will be estimated
and mapped in the fault plane area. For this purpose, the empirical relation

logEs = a + bMs

= 4.4 + 1.5Ms (3.18)

after Choy & Boatwright (1995) was used which is an improved version of the original
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Gutenberg-Richter relation of logEs = 4.8 + 1.5Ms (Gutenberg & Richter , 1956). Choy &
Boatwright (1995) computed Es for a set of 397 global shallow earthquakes from velocity-
squared spectra of body waves and thus were able to correct the constant a in the original
GR relation. In Fig. 3.25 a) and b) the radiated seismic energy versus magnitude for the
data set of Choy & Boatwright (1995) and the respective graph of the aftershock sequence
studied here are shown.
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Figure 3.25: a) Radiated seismic energies versus magnitudes (Ms) for 397 shallow global
earthquakes after Choy & Boatwright (1995). A least-squares regression analysis of the
data yields 4.4 for a in relation 4.2. The dashed line shows the regression from the
original GR relation. b) Radiated seismic energies versus magnitudes from the Antofagasta
aftershocks.

The empirical relation (Eq. 3.18) uses Ms as a magnitude scale. The aftershocks have
a local magnitude ML and thus would have to be transformed into Ms. Trying to do
this by using the correlation relations of Gutenberg & Richter (1956), Ms = 1.27(ML −
1) − 0.016M2

L, and another one by Ambraseys & Bommer (1990), 0.80ML - 0.60Ms =
1.04, just shifted the graph on the y-scale in Fig. 3.25 b). Simply assuming ML = Ms

yields the graph in Fig. 3.25 b) which is a perfect continuation of the graph in a) for the
smaller magnitude aftershocks. To have an idea about individual values for the aftershock
energy estimations Table 3.4 gives some examples for larger afterhocks. The values derived
here are in good agreement to calculated Es for smaller global events listed in Choy &
Boatwright (1995).

For further processing the fault plane area was gridded into cell sizes of 10x10 km
which is identical to the grid cell size used for the b-value map. The individual energies of
aftershocks in each cell were summed up to obtain a radiated seismic energy density. The
interpolated version of this spatial distribution can be seen in Fig. 3.26 b).

Considerable variations of the energy are apparent in the map ranging from 8.2x10−6
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M (Ms=ML) Es [Nm]
5.1 1.1 x 1012

4.8 3.98 x 1011

4.6 2 x 1011

3.9 1.8 x 1010

3.7 8.9 x 109

Table 3.4: Radiated seismic energy Es for some large aftershocks.
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Figure 3.26: a) b-value map. b) Spatial distribution of radiated seismic energy densities
derived from the Antofagasta aftershocks (e-map). Grey dots in both figures give the
hypocenters of aftershocks with M > 3.7.

Nm to 8.2x103 Nm (Fig. 3.26 b). A concentration of high radiated seismic energy can be
noted as an elongated NNE-SSW trending feature starting north of 24◦S, ending approx-
imately around 24.2◦S. Other patches of high aftershock Es are located south of Antofa-
gasta and in the area of Mejillones Peninsula.

Comparing the b-value map to the seismic energy density map (e-map) (Fig. 3.26),
it can be recognized that the energy tends to be high where b-values are low. This is
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especially true for the northern part of the fault plane and the adjacent transition zone
underneath Mejillones Peninsula. The low b-value ”channel” seperating the two high b
patches, is at least in its onshore part marked by high energies. The southern high energy
elongated feature is situated in an area of intermediate b-values, even overlapping in some
part the southern high b-value patch. This could be due to the slightly different mapping
technique for the b- and e-map.

Combining these observations with the previously obtained knowledge about the tec-
tonic setting and the main shock moment release in the fault plane area, the following
statements can be made:

• The southern elongated high energy area (Fig. 3.26 b) orientates itself obviously
along a boundary between high and intermediate b-values which can be interpreted
also as a material boundary. This argument is valid since the high b-values are
found to map out most likely the impression of the batholiths on the fault plane.
Consequently aftershock energy density is sensitive to material gradients or tend to
be located along bodies of high density.

• High aftershock energy density can be found in transition zones marked by low b-
values. Here stresses are getting higher in the post-seismic interval due to the stress
release in the neighbouring high slip areas.

Comparing b-map and e-map again it can be noted, that the general character of the b-
map is a more plainary one, mapping areas and surfaces whereas the e-map is characterized
by the concentration of peak values in a more linear manner. This can be explained by the
fact that the spatial distribution of radiated energies is dominated by the aftershocks with
larger magnitudes (Shcherbakov & Turcotte, in press). It is varified in Fig. 3.26 through
the grey dots that give the hypocenters of aftershocks with M>3.7. They aline well with
the peak values of the energy density distribution. In contrast, the spatial distribution
of b results from the proportion of small to large magnitudes in the seismogenic volume.
Considering a material to have a characteristic relation between large and small fractures
opening under certain stress conditions, the b-value would be similar to a material property
and consequently could map the spatial extent of this material.

From these observations it can be hypothesized that the b-value distribution might be
more useful to map the spatial extent of asperities and transition zones whereas energy
densities are high in both cases: at material boundaries and in transition zones. Conse-
quently from the e-map alone, it is not possible to distinguish between those two settings.
In general the e-map could be useful in aftershock hazard as it represents the locations of
large aftershocks. The e-map further helps to evaluate the b-value map. As high radiated
seismic energy appears to be located at material boundaries, it can proof the outer limits
of the b-value mapped asperities. The energies also confirm the transitions zones charac-
terized by low b-values as they take up stress in the aftershock re-distribution process and
thus should be subject to high magnitude aftershocks.

3.3.4 - vp/vs ratios from local earthquake tomography studies

A high resolution 3D velocity tomography was carried out by Husen (1999) with the same
data set used for the presented work. This data set contains 32525 P -wave first arrivals
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and 17453 S-wave picks which made it possible to image vp/vs ratios through the final
tomographic model. The ratios were obtained by the 3D simultaneous inversion of vp,
vp/vs and hypocenter locations (Husen, 1999; Husen & Kissling , 2001).

In general, velocity ratios are functions of the structure and micro-structure of rocks and
thus can be used to characterize different types of rock (Schön, 1983). In hydrocarbon
exploration the vp/vs ratio is used as an indicator for consolidated or unconsolidated
formations and for the presence of gas or oil in these formations (Gregory , 1977). This
implies that parameters like crack density, porosity, pore pressure, confining pressure and
type of fluids influence the vp/vs ratio, which is defined as

vp

vs
= (2

1 − ν

1 − 2ν
)1/2 (3.19)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio, which is the ratio of the radial to axial strain when a
uniaxial stress is applied (Schön, 1983; Lay & Wallace, 1995). It has been observed, mostly
under laboratory conditions, that vp/vs increases with i.e. increasing crack density but also
with increasing pore fluid pressure and fluid flow in general (Schön, 1983; Eberhart-Phillips
& Michael , 1993; Husen & Kissling , 2001).

Fig. 3.27 shows spatial variations of vp/vs ratios mainly on a NS profile along strike
of the main shock fault plane. On this profile two conspicuous high vp/vs areas can be
identified above the assumed top of the subducting Nazca plate which is marked in the
figure by a grey plane with a dip angle of ∼ 20◦. Comparing these high vp/vs areas to any
of the previously shown b-value maps it can be noted that the smaller northern area is
located around 23.6◦S which coincides well with the location of the northern high b-value
patch. Around 24◦S the area of high vp/vs ratios is much larger than in the north and
seems to be congruent with the southern high b-value patch or assumed asperity. To draw
a conclusion from this correlation, the b-values and vp/vs ratios seem to be positively
correlated in such a way that the patches of high b-values on the fault plane are congruent
with high vp/vs ratios either on or above the fault plane in the upper crust. Taking into
account the correlation of high b-value patches with the locations of the batholiths it can
be hypothesized that high post-seismic vp/vs ratios have some relation with the batholitic
structures in the upper crust.

A plausible interpretation for this observation could be an increase in crack density
through shattering of the medium in the high moment release areas which are identical
with the high b-value patches, caused by the interaction of the rupture front with the
material of higher density. This shattering of the medium by high moment release takes
place during main shock rupture propagation, resulting in a high crack density at the cor-
responding sites on the fault plane. In addition more aftershocks with small magnitudes
will frequently occur on these sites and continue to contribute to the crack density increase.
Also high b-values can be found where crack densities are high and events of small magni-
tudes are more frequent than high magnitudes. This would connect the high b-values with
high vp/vs ratios, assuming increasing crack density as a cause for both. Husen & Kissling
(2001) suggest post-seismic fluid flow resulting from their study of temporal changes in
vp/vs ratios in the Antofagasta region. They see an evolution in time from low vp/vs ratios
two weeks after the mainshock to high vp/vs ratios six weeks after the earthquake. This
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Figure 3.27: Distribution of vp/vs ratios in the Antofagasta subduction zone derived from
the aftershock sequence of the 1995 event (Husen & Kissling , 2001). Note the two pro-
nounced high vp/vs areas on a NS profile just above the interface, which coincide well
with the high b-value patches in Fig. 3.20. The subducting Nazca plate is marked by a
grey grid surface, dipping approximately 20◦. The white lines help to attribute the correct
latitude to the areas.

development mainly takes place in the overriding crust above the interface, but is obvi-
ously connected to the seismogenic zone. So the conclusions of Husen & Kissling (2001)
should support the correlation found here, as captured fluids of the subducting slab might
ascend more easily through strongly fractured material. The cracks or fractures caused
by the main shock rupture could make the medium more permeable at first for to start
fluid ascend. Fluid intrusion afterwards could serve again as a trigger for new cracks and
fractures. Such fluid triggered aftershocks are also suggested by Shapiro et al. (2003). The
authors propose a diffusion-like relaxation of a pore pressure perturbation in the fractured
rocks along the subduction plane as a component of the triggering mechanism for after-
shocks. Large CLVD components of summed moment tensors of thrust type aftershocks
were found on the segment of the fault plane which hosts the proposed asperities or high
b-value patches (see Chapter 5). Taking these large CLVD’s as first indicators for fluid
driven crack opening, this could be a further support for the discussed models of fluid
intrusion.
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3.3.5 Concluding hypothesis

Summarizing the results from the correlations of mapped parameters on the Antofagasta
fault plane:

The positive correlation of the STF to the b-value map assigns high b-values in this
aftershock sequence to main shock high moment release. This is particularly interesting
as the correlation links co- with post-seismological observations. According to the classical
asperity model (see also Chapter 4), areas of high main shock moment release are called
asperities.

Correlating the isostatic residual anomalies to the b-values links the proposed asper-
ity structures to the high density bodies of the uplifted batholiths in the Antofagasta
region. This implies that the asperity structures obviously have a higher density than the
surrounding material. The hypothesis for the generation of the asperities suggests that
these dense bodies resist the contineous motion of the converging plates by inter-locking
the upper crust with the downgoing oceanic slab, accumulating stress in the area of the
seismogenic zone in the interface.

The suggestion that the high b-value patches also give the size of the asperities is sup-
ported by the radiated seismic energy distribution derived from the aftershocks. Linear
features of high seismic energy are congruent with the outer limits of the proposed asper-
ities. Furthermore the congruence of high aftershock Es with low b-value areas confirms
the transition zones of increased post-seismic stress between asperities and on adjacent
areas to the fault plane.

Considering that high moment release is identical with large slip values leads to the
assumption that the high b-values in these areas result from a high degree of damage of
the material at these sites. A high degree of damage will express itself in a larger number
of relatively small cracks and fractures and thus in a high crack density. This proposed
mechanism is confirmed by the positive correlation of the high b-value patches with areas
of high vp/vs ratios.

Conclusive statements on the b-value distribution:

Including all results of Chapter 3 the following general remark can be made: The iden-
tified ”kinks” in the GR relation for the entire part of the aftershock sequence (Fig. 3.10)
constituting the b-value map are significant in such a way that they seem to represent
sub-processes in the aftershock activity connected to the two pronounced asperity struc-
tures. This is evidenced by the individual GR relations for the earthquake populations
responsible for highest and lowest b-values apparent in the map. It can be noted that these
individual GR relations follow very well a power law behaviour in contrast to the overall
relation. One could speculate, that the number of ”kinks” in the GR relation for the
entire set is related to the number of sub-processes in the aftershock sequence where the
definition for sub-process would be the aftershock decay activity of the events belonging
either to the high b-value patches or to the transition zones of low b-values.

In the introductory sections of this chapter it has been suggested that b depends pri-
marily on the local stress field and secondarily on material properties. The observations
made by investigating this aftershock sequence show, that both dependences seem to be
relevant for the spatial b-value distribution. According to the correlations of high b-values
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in the map to the batholiths and high moment releases it is suggested, that b reflects the
degree of damage in these areas. As a certain degree of damage obviously results from
micro-structural conditions like grain sizes and friction angles, it can be called a material
property. Regarding the temporal development of an asperity during one seismic cycle, it
can be expected that relevance of either stress or material property having more influence
on b will change with time.

From the correlation of the b-value map to the different parameters described previously
it can be further evidenced that

• the spatial distribution of aftershock b-values is capable to map out fault plane struc-
tures which can be defined as asperities, influencing main shock rupture propagation,

• that the precision of the achieved b-value map is high enough to resolve the size
of the asperity structures, enabeling us to estimate source parameters like seismic
moment, stress drop, slip and apparent stress on these sites (see Chapter 4),

• the local b-value variations on the fault plane have a physical meaning, which is tied
to the degree of damage distribution in the respective volumes concerned.

Conclusive statements on the nature of the asperities:

Regarding the physical properties of the asperities it can be stated that they should be
constituted of material of higher density than their surrounding environment according to
the correlation between areas of high b-values, the isostatic residual anomalies, and the
locations of the batholiths in the Antofagasta region.

The suggested interaction of the dense batholiths with the interface and the subducting
plate creates the local stress field situation which loads the asperity transferring it to a
highly stressed area prior to the main shock (see further discussion on the final model in
Chapter 6). After the main shock the asperities are changing to areas where stresses are
released showing high slip values, a higher degree of damage and consequently high crack
densities (see also Chapter 6 for detailed discussion of the evolution of asperities during
the seismic cycle).



4. Application of an Asperity Model

In the previous chapter the results of the b-value mapping indicates the heterogeneity on
the fault plane, revealing fault plane structures which should be tested for their relevance
to the rupture mechanism. The aim of this chapter is to apply a common asperity model to
these obtained fault plane structures assuming that the areas or ”patches” of high b-values
and high moment release are asperities. The following parameters will be determined: size
SA, seismic moment MoA, average slip DA and stress drop ∆σA of each asperity and the
respective values for the ”overall” rupture plane.

4.1 General outlines of the model

The permanent descent of the Nazca-Plate beneath Southern America is applying stress
to the seismogenic zone of the subduction environment of Northern Chile (Fig. 4.1).

A
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x1

x3

x2

W E

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the Antofagasta fault plane and the simplified tectonic stress regime.
According to the cartesian coordinate system in the sketch σ33 is the stress acting normal
to the fault plane and σ31 and σ32 are acting in plane and are thus the shear stresses. The
letter A denotes the asperities and S the surface of the fault plane area.

For the model discussed here it is assumed that large parts of the seismogenic zone are
reacting on the applied stress by slipping constantly. Within this constantly deforming
parts of the seismogenic zone we find ”patches” of higher resistance against the general
motion caused by structural unconformities or varying material properties. Due to this
resistance, stress is build up in the vicinity of these ”patches” called asperities. A dis-
placement deficit is created between asperities and surrounding areas during one seismic
cycle. During earthquake rupture the asperities are reacting by showing higher moment

81
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releases, stress drops and slip values. This is causing a multiple event with a number of
subevents corresponding to the number of asperities on the fault plane.

How these heterogeneities in the source area influence stress drop and slip as source
parameters was described by Madariaga (1979) studying three numerical models. Model
a) simulates the case of a ”smooth” fault without any heterogeneities, model b) contains
asperities in the fault plane area, and model c) includes heterogeneities which brake during
mainshock rupture but unbroken areas remain between the unconformities (Fig. 4.2). This
last model is called barrier model and simulates the one proposed by Das & Aki (1977).

b) asperity modela) "smooth" fault c) barrier model∆σ

∆ u

Figure 4.2: From Madariaga (1979): stress drop ∆σ and slip ∆u after the mainshock for
three numerical models simulating a) a smooth fault, b) a fault with two distinct asperities
and c) a fault with barriers.

The corresponding far-field radiation of each model shows the influence of asperities
or barriers on wave trains Madariaga (1979). The far field P and S -waves generated by
model b) and c) exhibit double pulses whereas the pulse of model a) is single. The spectra
of P and S pulses for the relevant model b) can be seen in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Far field radiation as generated by model b) in Fig. 4.2. Solid lines correspond
to P -waves, dashed lines to S-waves. From: Madariaga (1979).

The displacements corresponding to P and S-waves in the far field are proportional to
Ṁ(t), which is the time derivative or source time function STF of M(t) = µSD(t) (Lay &
Wallace, 1995). Using a simple step funtion as M(t) creates a δ-impulse as Ṁ(t). Using a
ramp function for M(t) considering a rise time τ for the particle motion leads to a boxcar,
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then Ṁ(t) = B(t). The area beneath the STF is equivalent to the seismic moment Mo of
the entire rupture (Fig. 4.1). The areas beneath certain episodes of the STF correspond
to the seismic moments MoA of denoted sub-events of the total rupture process ( see also
Fig. 4.5).

τ

Mo

~ Mo

.
M’

t

t

M(t)=B(t)

M(t)=R(t)

a)

b)

Figure 4.4: From Lay & Wallace
(1995). a) The moment function as
a ramp function M(t) = R(t) with
rise time τ . b) The ramp function
generates a boxcar in the far field,
Ṁ(t) = B(t).

Following Burridge & Knopoff (1964) and Aki (1965) the discontinuities in displace-
ment or slip are specified in time and space as U2 = B(x1)B(x2)R(t) where B(xj) is a
boxcar and R(t) the ramp funtion. U1 and U3 are zero.

The seismic moment can be written in its general form as

Mo = µ

∫

S
dSDo = µDS (4.1)

A seismic moment is defined for each episode or sub-event in the STF of the main shock
and is related to distinct areas on the fault plane which in this study are the proposed
asperities. Then the above general relation for Mo can also be written as

MoA = µ

∫

SA

dSADA = µDASA (4.2)

where MoA is the moment released by the rupture of the asperity and SA and DA are
the size and average slip on the asperity.

Once the seismic moments MoA are determined from the source time function for each
sub-event and the sizes of the corresponding sub-areas or asperities are taken from the
b-value mappings of the fault plane area, the average slip DA can be determined by

DA =
MoA

µSA
(4.3)
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or by D = Mo

µS for the average slip on the entire rupture plane respectively.

A more complex parameter is the static stress drop ∆σ as it is known to be very
sensitive to the area size and geometry for which ∆σ is calculated. The stress drop is

given by ∆σ = Cµ(D
L ) (Kanamori & Anderson, 1975). Large differences of the order

of magnitudes were found between ∆σ for entire rupture planes of complex earthquakes
and ∆σa as a local value for sub-event areas or asperities (Rudnicki & Kanamori , 1981;
Madariaga, 1979). Considering this geometry dependence we used the classical formula
of Keilis-Borok (1959) for a circular crack to determine ∆σa on the asperities

∆σA =
7

16

MoA

R3
(4.4)

For the calculation of an average value of ∆σ on the entire rupture plane the specific
relations for strike slip and dip slip geometry were used (Starr , 1928; Knopoff , 1958;
Kanamori & Anderson, 1975):

Antofagasta

strike slip ∆σ = 4
π

Mo

w2L

dip slip ∆σ = 16
3π

Mo

w2L

(4.5)

where w is the width and L is the length of the fault. The shape factor C = 4
π is valid

in case of a burried fault (Antofagasta). C = 2
π applies for a strike slip fault which has

the free surface as upper limit of the fault plane. For Antofagasta both relations , strike
slip and dip slip (λ = µ is assumed) were used to constrain the influence of the geometry
on the result for ∆σ.

4.2 Resulting values for moment, slip and stress drop

The complete STF for the Antofagsta earthquake as calculated by Delouis (1996) was
taken to determine the total seismic moment Mo for the main shock (see Fig. 4.5). The
darkened areas in Fig. 4.5 mark the areas used to derive the seismic moments MoA for
the asperities.

The average slip D on the entire fault plane is computed using Eq. 4.1 and 4.3, where
S is achieved from the spatial distribution of the aftershocks as outlined in Fig. 2.10,
Chapter 2. The sizes SA of the asperities are taken from the mapped high b-value areas in
combination with the STF assuming the asperities to be circular sub-faults in the rupture
process (Fig. 3.22 Chapter 3). The radii of these sub-faults yield for RA1 = 14 km and
RA2 = 21 km respectively. The average slip DA on each asperity is determined according
to Eq. 4.3. The rigidity µ was calculated by µ = v2

sρ obtaining an average value for vs

between 8.5 and 45 km depth from the 1D veloctity model for the Antofagasta region
(Husen, 1999). The density ρ = 2.96 g

cm3 is taken from a density model by Götze et al.
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Figure 4.5: The total seismic moment rate, assuming a rupture propagation velocity of
2.8 km/s as calculated by Delouis (1996) of the Antofagasta main shock. Darkened areas
denote the portions of the STF corresponding to the proposed asperities as identified from
the b-value distribution.

Antofagasta
S [km2] Mo [1020Nm] ∆σ [bar] D [m]

total rupture plane 15445 9.3 12 1.3
asperity 1 615 2.1 335 7.4
asperity 2 1385 3.2 151 5.0

Table 4.1: The source parameters fault area S, seismic moment Mo, stress drop ∆σ, and
average slip D for the entire rupture plane and asperity 1 and 2 respectively, calculated
by combining STF and b-value map as shown in Fig. 3.22, Chapter 3.

(1994). This leads to a relatively high value of µ = 4.61 x 1010 N
m2 . All calculated values

are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.2 is listing the respective parameters Es (radiated seismic energy), and τa

(apparent stress). The values were calculated by using the relations

Es =
1

2
∆σDS (4.6)

from Kostrov (1974), and

τa = µEs/Mo (4.7)

according to Wyss & Brune (1968). τa is just a re-calculation of the stress drop ∆σ as
this parameter is also calculated from the empirical equation 4.4. It is listed in Table 4.2
for completeness.
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- Es [Nm] τa [MPa]
total 1.2 x 1016 0.6
asperity 1 7.6 x 1016 16.7
asperity 2 5.2 x 1016 7.5

Table 4.2: Radiated seismic energy Es and apparent stress τa as attributed to the total
fault plane and the asperities 1 and 2.

4.3 Discussion and interpretation

As mentioned previously, various authors (Aki et al., 1977; Madariaga, 1979; Aki , 1979;
Rudnicki & Kanamori , 1981; Lay & Kanamori , 1981; Das & Kostrov , 1988) found that
the introduction of asperities and barriers can help to explain the observed variations in
source parameters on fault planes. Most important was the perception that stress drop
and slip can have much higher values on small scale asperity structures than for average
values on the entire rupture plane. This general finding can be corroborated by the results
obtained for the fault plane of the Antofagasta earthquake. The values as listed in Table
4.1 show that the average stress drops ∆σA for the asperities are much higher than the
average ∆σ for the entire fault plane. The largest slip in Antofagasta occured on asperity
1 reaching more than 7 m. In comparison the average displacement along the fault is 1.3
m.

To evaluate the achieved results for Mo, ∆σ and D (entire fault plane) and MoA, ∆σA,
DA (asperities) in the case of the Antofagasta earthquake, results from other authors were
reviewed and are listed in Table 4.3.
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authors Seismic
Moment

slip rupture plane methods used

Dziewonski
et.al.,
1996

1.2 x 1021

Nm -

- global network data

Delouis,
1996

1.2 x 1021

Nm
2.5 - 3.5 m on 4 sub-areas
of the fault plane (north-
ern part)

185 x 90 km2 inversion of teleseis-
mic data

Ruegg
et.al.,
1996

a) 9.0 x 1020

Nm b) 1.5 x
1021 Nm

∼ 5m (average) 180 x 60 km2 a) VBB body wave
modelling (IRIS
and GEOSCOPE
data) b) geodetic
data

Klotz
et.al.,
1999

1.78 x 1021

Nm
∼ 3.2 m down dip (maxi-
mum) at 24◦ S, ∼ 1.4 m in
strike direction

180 x 60 km2 GPS data inversion

Ihmle
and
Ruegg,
1997

1.4 x 1021

Nm
a) from GPS data: aver-
age 2-4 m at 60-100 km
from start of the rupture,
b) from joined inversion:
5-6 m at 40 km south of
rupture start, 6-7 m at 80-
90 km south of rupture
start

195 x 75 km2 GPS data and
GPS-Rayleigh wave
joined inversion

Carlo
et.al.,
1999

1.6 x 1021

Nm
10 m (maximum) at 80-
100 km and 110-140 km
south of rupture start

- spectral inversion
of surface waves,
directivity analysis

Pritchard
et.al.,
2002

1.6 x 1021

Nm
4 m (maximum) at ∼ 24◦

S
- joined inversion of

GPS and InSAR
data

Table 4.3: List of seismic moment, slip and size of rupture plane as determined by various
authors using different methods for the Antofagasta earthquake.

The obtained results as given in Table 4.1 are well compatable with the results by Ruegg
et al. (1996) and Ihmlé & Ruegg (1997). Ruegg et al. (1996) calculated two values for the
seismic moment for the entire event using body wave modelling from VBB data yielding Mo

= 9.0 x 1020 Nm and Mo = 1.5 x 1021 Nm by inverting GPS data. Their first value agrees
well to Mo = 9.3 x 1020 Nm resulting from the integration of the total SFT by (Delouis,
1996). In general the seismic moments obtained from geodetic data are higher than those
determined from seismological data. Ruegg et al. (1996) argue that this discrepancy is
due to a considerable amount of co-seismic moment release at low frequencies. This low
frequency radiation is mainly resolved by GPS data whereas seismological data involves
more higher frequencies.

An important support for the suggested Antofagasta fault plane structure with two
prominent asperities is coming from the results of Ihmlé and Ruegg’s (1997) simultane-
ous inversion of long period surface waves and GPS data using the method of simulated
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Figure 4.6: Areas of large slip as derived from simultaneous inversion of teleseismic data
and GPS data using simulated annealing. From: Ihmlé & Ruegg (1997). The structure
characterized by two distinct areas of large slip are similar to the fault plane structure as
derived from the b-value map (for comparison, see small sketch to the right).

annealing. Their discretization of the fault plane with a grid of 15 x 15 km2 is very near
to the 11 x 11 km2 grid used for the b-value map. They obtain two areas of large slip on
the fault plane of which the northern slightly smaller area is situated 40 km south of the
hypocenter exhibiting a maximum slip of 5-6 m and a southern area with a slip maximum
of 6-7 m at 80 to 90 km south of the rupture start. This is almost identical with the results
found here by combining the b-value distribution and the asperity model. The two areas
identified by Ihmlé & Ruegg (1997) seem to be shifted southward by approximately 10
km in comparison to the asperity locations found here which could result from averaged
rupture velocities used for inversion. Most of the maximum slip values obtained from
inversion of geodetic data ( see Table 4.3) are smaller than the slip on the asperities given
by the asperity model. This might be due to the fact that obviously a large part of the
slip occured off shore in front of the coast which is difficult to resolve by geodetic data
relying on land based stations (Pritchard et al., 2002).

Fig. 4.7 shows the result for the deformation caused by the Antofagasta earthquake as
derived by Klotz et al. (1999) and Xia et al. (2003) (see also Table 4.3). The deformation
vectors are the result of an observation time of 21 months before the 1995 Antofagasta
earthquake and three months after the event. Although 21 month of interseismic loading
is depicted in this image, the deformation field is clearly dominated by the co-seismic
deformation. The arrows demonstrate, that the largest deformation can be found south of
Mejillones Peninsula with a culmination around 24◦S. This is in accord with the fault plane
structure suggested here and the largest slips occurring on the proposed asperities south
of Mejillones. The yellow arrows show the residual motions to the best fitting fault slip
model from GPS data modeling. The direction of the inter-seismic motion is in accordance
to directions of the Nazca plate motion as derived by Angermann et al. (1999). Note that
the angle of this direction of plate motion is the same as the angle of lineaments formed
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by aftershocks on Mejillones Peninsula and near Antofagasta, as can be seen in Fig. 5.9,
Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.7: Inter-seismic, co-seismic and post-seismic displacement field (green area) in
the Atofagasta region as derived from GPS measurements at 215 stations. From: (Klotz
et al., 1999). Blue arrows show the corrected displacement at each station site; red arrows
give the respective residuals. See text for further explanations.

Assuming a geological slip rate of 6.8cm/yr for the Nazca plate (Norabuena et al.,
1999) descending beneath Southern America in an slightly oblique east - west direction
and a seismic cycle of ∼ 100 years for earthquakes of magnitude 8 in Northern Chile
(Comte et al., 1994), a relative displacement of 6.8 m would be achieved during a period
of tectonic loading. Supposing that a large earthquake at the end of a seismic cycle
recovers the stress accumulation due to the relative displacement the resulting slip on the
fault plane should be in accordance to the geological slip value. The maximum values of
slip on the Antofagasta fault plane using the asperity model (5 - 7 m) is in fairly good
agreement with the expected 6.8 m of displacement due to the geological slip rate.

Papageorgiou & Aki (1983) and Aki (1984) constructed a specific barrier model
described by five parameters as fault length, width, rupture velocity, maximum slip, and
barrier interval where they achieve a linear relation between barrier interval and maximum
slip using a circular crack model for the estimation of the local stress drop. In search for
additional evaluation for the asperity distribution found in the b-value map and the stress
drop ∆σA for asperity 1 and 2, the distance of ∼ 15 km between asperity 1 and 2 (set
equal to the barrier interval in Aki’s model) and a mean value of 6.2 m of maximum slip
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Figure 4.8: The diagram relates the barrier interval to the maximum slip of a fault (taken
from: (Aki , 1984)). The diagonals give the attributed stress drop values for different inter-
vals and slips of several wellknown earthquakes. The small square marks the corresponding
value for the Antofagasta fault plane. See text for further explanation.

were inserted into the diagram taken from Aki (1984). According to the diagram this
leads to a stress drop of ∼ 250 bars which is only slightly larger than a mean value of 243
bars for the stress drop found on asperity 1 and 2.

Another corroboration of the asperity sizes on the Antofagasta fault plane is coming
from the spectrogram of a vertical component velocity record at station VNDA (Wright
Valley, Bull Pass, Antarctica) realized by Ihmlé & Madariaga (1996). In this spectrogram
higher amplitudes are attributed to two distinct areas of frequencies between 0.11 Hz and
0.16 Hz at 10 to 30 s and 0.05 Hz and 0.17 Hz at 50 to 65 s respectively. As the rupture
propagation of the Antofagasta event is known to be unilateral these areas of higher P -
wave amplitudes might be linked to the asperities as a cause for the excitation. Assuming
a rupture velocity vr = 3.0 s (Ihmlé & Madariaga, 1996) and a mean value of frequencies of
0.14 Hz and 0.17 Hz respectively this leads to spatial dimensions of ∼21 km and ∼27 km.
These values reflect relatively well the dimensions of the two asperities having estimated
diameters of ∼28 km and ∼42 km.

Recently a number of authors has developed asperity models to find scaling laws for
source parameters of small repeating earthquakes on sites of the San Andreas Fault (Cal-
ifornia) (Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Sammis et al., 1999; Sammis & Rice, 2001; Johnson
& Nadeau, 2002; Chen & Sammis, 2003). Nadeau & Johnson (1998) were able to iden-
tify the asperities associated with the sequences of the small events and found that the
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smallest asperity had linear dimensions of 0.5 m and a slip of 2cm. This implies stress
drops as large as 20000 bars (Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Sammis et al., 1999). Although
the generalization of scales is difficult, an attempt was made here to link the presented
results gained from the Antofagasta earthquake to the previously mentioned values for the
small asperity by using the relation ∆σ ∝ A−0.3 (Nadeau & Johnson, 1998) (Fig. 4.9).
The slip value determined for the main asperity of the 1997 Cariaco earthquake, northeast
Venezuela (see end of Chapter 6), was also considered in the diagram to have an addi-
tional data point. Despite the fact that there are only a view datapoints and dispersion
is obvious, the solid line having a slope of -0.3 supports the general trend of the relation
and thus the hypothesis that stress drop on asperities decreases with increasing slip area
and moment.

Summerizing the previous observations and results we can draw the conclusion that
seismic moment, stress drop and slip are heterogeneously distributed on the Antofagasta
fault plane. Certain areas are showing much higher values of the source parameters than
the entire fault planes. This is well adopted with the general hypothesis that the higher
order structures or the distribution of intrinsic physical properties on a fault can lead to
strongly varying source parameters. The values for the sizes of the assumed asperities
displaying the heterogeneity and the values for stress drop and slip are lying well within
the values cited from other publications. In this context it is interesting to note that
according to the applicability of an asperity model as described here the spatial b-value
distribution derived from aftershock sequences obviously reflects a situation prior to the
main shock.

According to the asperity model discussed here, the largest slip of up to 7m is released
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size as found by Nadeau & Johnson (1998) for small repeating earthquakes (value at the
upper end of the graph) and the values from the Antofagasta and Cariaco earthquakes
(lower end of the graph).
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on the asperity patches. The consequence must be a large deficit between asperity patches
and surrounding material which could be recovered either in a late coseismic phase, a
postseismic creep or during the longterm interseismic phase. Assuming that the model
discussed in chapter 3 resulting from the correlation of the b-values with the teleseismic
STF, the IRF anomalies, the aftershock Es and the seismic vp/vs ratios is valid, part of
the slip deficit must develop during interseismic phases as the asperities accumulate stress
prior to a large earthquake. Simultaneously the weaker material between asperities is
forming creeping sections on the fault plane which follow the convergent plate motion in
a ductile manner. However, a smaller slip deficit between plate movement and creeping
sections must also be expected as it is observed that the rupture process of the Antofagasta
earthquake starts approximately 10 to 20 km north of the first asperity which would
correspond to a location in a creeping section. The record of a VBB station at Iquique
north of Antofagasta shows a slow start of the Antofagasta earthquake (Ruegg et al., 1996)
which would be consistent to the start of the rupture process in a creeping section of the
seismogenic zone.



5. Aftershock Source Mechanisms

Structural information about the main shock fault plane infered from aftershock focal
mechanism solutions and their moment tensor transformations will be discussed in this
chapter. It is found that the character of the moment tensors changes from the northern
to the southern part of the fault plane. A deviation of the mechanism from pure shear
is indicated for the southern part which hosts the two asperities identified in the b-value
map. Furthermore the aftershock fault-plane solutions disclose the segmentation of the
mainshock fault plane and reveal some details on faulting processes in the interface zone.

5.1 Moment tensor decomposition and its relation to the
complexity of a fault plane, theory

Moment tensors are an option to describe the permanent inelastic strain produced by an
earthquake. They offer the possibility to include non-double-couple (NDC) source mecha-
nisms due to complex fault structures besides the usual double-couple mechanism due to
shear stresses released on planar fault surfaces (Frohlich & Apperson, 1992; Frohlich, 1994;
Jost & Herrmann, 1989; Kagan & Knopoff , 1985; Knopoff & Randall , 1970; Madariaga,
1983). Each of the six independent moment tensor elements Mij corresponds to a force
couple pointing in direction i and holding on the axis defined by j. Conventional fault-
plane solutions (fps) can be written in the principle axes system as a moment tensor in
such a way that their double couple is expressed by two moment tensor elements

M = Mo ·







1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0






or M = Mo · diag[1,−1, 0] (5.1)

This represents a deviatoric, traceless, and symmetric moment tensor, expressing a
strike slip event. To realise the transformation of an fps to a moment tensor representation,
the scalar seismic moment of the event has to be obtained. For this purpose the relation
of moment magnitude scale by Kanamori (1977) can be used:

Mw =
2

3
log(Mo) − 10.7 (5.2)

Assuming a population of N earthquakes in an area S, the individual moment tensors
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M1,M2,M3, ...,MN can get summed simply by adding up all tensor elements, Msum =
M1 + M2 + M3 + ... + MN (Frohlich & Apperson, 1992)

N
∑

n=1

Mn = Msum (5.3)

Once the individual moment tensors of the N earthquakes are summed, the resulting
moment tensor Msum will be transformed by rotation into the principle tension (T),
pressure (P), and null (B) axis. If Rij = cosij is defined as the direction cosines between
the initial and resulting set of axes the general procedure for rotation of the moment tensor
Msum can be described by

M′

jk
sum = Rjl Msum

li Rik (5.4)

where Ril is the rotation matrix and Rjk its transpose. So generally a moment tensor
can get transformed by summation or rotation. Considering again a population of earth-
quakes, the total seismic moment tensor Msum composed of the N earthquakes should be
the consequence of both operations (Kagan & Knopoff , 1985). All moment tensors of the
N earthquakes of the population are deviatoric and thus their traces are zero, trMn = 0.
Consequently the trace of Msum has to be zero, trMsum = 0. The determinant of each
of the N earthquakes is also zero, detMn = 0, but the determinant of the summed tensor
does not need to be zero, thus can be detMsum 6= 0. This implies that the summed
moment tensor will be deviatoric as the initial tensors are but can involve another compo-
nent besides pure double couple. This component is called the compensated linear vector
dipole (CLVD) which characterizes a source with a uniform inward or outward motion on
one plane and shortening or extension normal to this plane (Randell & Knopoff , 1970),
(Frohlich & Apperson, 1992). This means that the CLVD has one dipole of strength 2 and
two dipoles of unit strength (Lay & Wallace, 1995) and thus can be written as

M = 3−1/2 · Mo







2 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1






or M = 3−1/2 · Mo · diag [2,−1,−1] (5.5)

(Knopoff & Randall , 1970; Kagan & Knopoff , 1985). The physical meaning of the three
types of source mechanisms which can be represented as moment tensors are explained
again in Fig. 5.1, showing the most important features for each mechanism. That is the
non-zero trace for the isotropic moment tensor, the zero trace and zero determinant for
the double couple and the zero trace and non-zero determinant for the CLVD.

Where DC sources describe pure shear on planar fault planes, CLVD mechanisms are
often observed when rupture processes get more complex (Kubas & Sipkin, 1987; Kuge &
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Figure 5.1: Three types of earth-
quake mechanisms and their equiv-
alent representations as moment
tensors. See text for further expla-
nation. From: Apperson (1991).

Kawakatsu, 1993; Julian et al., 1997; Miller et al., 1998; Vavryčuk , 2001). To investigate
the state of deformational complexity expressed by the arrangement of fps of a population
of earthquakes, the summed moment tensor Msum can be decomposed to identify the
amount of DC and NDC components. Generally any moment tensor can be decomposed
into a variety of source mechanism combinations such as the decomposition into three
equivalent vector dipoles or into terms of a major and minor double couple. The decom-
position used in this investigation for Msum has got an isotropic part, a double couple
and a CLVD and can be expressed such as (Lay & Wallace, 1995):

Msum =







MT 0 0
0 MB 0
0 0 MP






=

1

3







trM 0 0
0 trM 0
0 0 trM






(5.6)

+ (1 − 2fclvd)







0 0 0
0 −MP 0
0 0 MP






+ fclvd







−MP 0 0
0 −MP 0
0 0 2MP







where MT , MB and MP are the largest, intermediate and smallest principle moments
respectively. The fclvd is called the CLVD ratio and is a measure of the size of the CLVD
component relative to the douple couple. For pure DC, fclvd = 0, and for a pure CLVD,
fclvd = 0.5 or -0.5 respectively (see also Fig. 5.1) (Giardini , 1984; Frohlich & Apperson,
1992). Alternatively the fclvd can be expressed as percentage of CLVD where fclvd has to
be multiplied by 200. The percentage of DC is (1− 2fclvd) · 100 (Jost & Herrmann, 1989).
The fclvd can be expressed as

fclvd =
|MB |

max(|MT | , |MP |)
(5.7)
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which means that fclvd is the ratio of the principle moments or eigenvalues having the
smallest and largest absolute values (Giardini , 1984; Frohlich & Apperson, 1992). If the
fclvd is positive the maximum absolute eigenvalue is the tensional principle axis (T -axis).
When the fclvd is getting negative the maximum absolute eigenvalue is the compressional
principle axis (P -axis) (Kuge & Kawakatsu, 1993).

A statistical method to determine the similarity of earthquake mechanisms in an area
can be achieved by calculating the seismic consistency factor Cs which is defined by

Cs =
Mosum

∑N
n=1 Mon

(5.8)

which is the division of the scalar moment of Msum by the sum of scalar moments of
N tensors contributing to Msum (Brune, 1968; Frohlich & Apperson, 1992). Cs is ranging
from 0 to 1 depending on the degree of similarity of the summed mechanisms. Fig. 5.1
gives a graphical explanation of fclvd and Cs.

Figure 5.2: Examples for Cs, seis-
mic consistency, and fclvd, CLVD
ratio, for different tensor summa-
tions. From: Frohlich & Apperson
(1992).

The possibility to sum up moment tensors of earthquakes in a coherent seismogenic
region and the fact that the summation is proportional to the average strain tensor as
established by Kostrov (1974), leads to a qualitative estimation of how much deformation
in the region is due to seismic activity:

εij =
1

2µV
Mij (5.9)

εij =
1

2µV

N
∑

n=1

Mon =
1

2µV
Msum (5.10)

where µ is an average value for the rigidity and V is the volume defined by the hypocen-
tres of the summed earthquakes (Kostrov , 1974; Frohlich & Apperson, 1992). If the coher-
ent seismogenic region to be investigated can be reduced to a two dimensional plane, then
the average deformation can be written as:
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mechanism total number percent mean ML ML max.

thrust 161 54.6 2.2 4.7
dip 68 23.0 2.1 4.7

strike 39 13.2 2.4 3.8
normal 27 9.2 2.2 3.9

Table 5.1: List of the four mechanism groups found within the available aftershock focal
mechanism solutions. Some general information is given regarding each group.

εij =
1

µS

N
∑

n=1

Mon =
1

µS
Msum (5.11)

where S is the area on which the earthquakes occur. The summtion of moment tensors
has been used by various authors to compare it to the total deformation in a region
obtained by tectonic, geologic or geodetic studies (Brune, 1968; Jackson & McKenzie,
1988; Holt et al., 1991). Theoretically, if the moment tensors of all aftershocks of one
sequence would be known, the deformation due to the aftershocks could be compared to
the deformation produced by the main shock of a large earthquake. Unfortunately in
reality only a relatively small number of aftershock fps or moment tensors are available,
mostly due to the lack of good quality polarity readings.

5.2 Source mechanisms of the Antofagasta aftershock
sequence

5.2.1 General constraints from focal mechanisms

Focal mechanism solutions for 295 aftershock events were obtained from the Antofagasta
data set using the software code FPFIT (Reasenberg & Oppenheimer , 1985) as imple-
mented in the GIANT software (Rietbrock & Scherbaum, 1998). The calculation itself is
based on P -wave first arrival polarity readings and a solution was accepted if at least 15
readings were available and a single solution for the best fit was given. This high quality
standard led to well and unambigiously constrained fault plane solutions. The resulting
solutions were sub-devided into four mechanism catagories, namely into a group of thrusts,
dip slips, strike slips and normal faults respectively. This was done according to the cri-
teria for each catagory as defined by Zoback (1992). The only exception is the dip slip
group. This mechanism actually belongs to the catagory of unclassified fps, but as vertical
uplift (dip at 90◦) seemed to occur quite frequently (second strongest group, see Table 5.1
below), the aftershocks showing this mechanism were put in a separate catagory. Table
5.1 is giving a brief overview about the number of solutions in the different catagories, per-
centage of the catagory to the total number of calculated solutions, the mean magnitude
and largest magnitude registered in each catagory respectively.
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Figure 5.3 a) - d) shows how the calculated focal mechanisms are spatially distributed.
A first visual evaluation mediates the impression that the mechanisms at the northern end
of the fault plane on Mejillones Peninsula are more uniformly oriented than the mechanisms
of events south of Mejillones Peninsula. The clear lack of events in the dip slip catagory
at ∼ 23.52◦ S (Fig. 5.3 b) was taken as a reference for the boundary between northern
and southern part of the fault plane at which segmenation could have taken place (see also
Fig. 5.9). The well oriented part north of this boundary governs the very small northern
section of the fault plane plus the adjacent transition zone on Mejillones Peninsula end
governs only a very small part of the rupture plane underneath the Mejillones Peninsula.
The small northern section of the fault plane is attributed to the first 10 seconds of rise
time in the STF (Fig. 4.5, Chapter 4). The proposed asperities thus are located on the
remaining southern part of the fault plane of about 180 km extent (see also Fig. 3.20,
Chapter 3, for additional information).

Although thrust focal mechanisms are present on the entire fault plane, they seem to be
most abundant in the area of Mejillones Peninsula. When plotted in a different scale (Fig.
5.9 b), the thrust mechanisms align on a garland-like structure which might be congruent
with fault strands of the Atacama fault system. The dip slip mechaninsms cluster in two
patches on the fault plane separated by the described gap and are more abundant on the
southern part. This observation is in accord with results from Delouis et al. (1997), saying
that the rupture started as a pure thrust event in the north, developing an additional
component of normal faulting towards the end of the rupture in the south. As the dip
slip mechanism is a special type of normal faulting, this general rupture behaviour in the
south might be reflected also by the concentration of dip slip aftershocks in this area.
Examining more closely the strike slips, there seems to be evidence for segmentation of
the fault plane.

In Figure 5.4 Ia) the northern dip slip group exhibits several events at its southern
limit with nearly the same orientation striking NNW-SSE assuming that the vertical nodal
planes are active. For some events the strikes seem to rotate somewhat to the west, two
events are oriented NNE-SSW. The strikes found for the focal mechanisms align well with
fault systems found in this area consisting of parallel sub-faults having orientations NNW-
SSE and NNE-SSW. Also purely N-S trending faults can be found on Mejillones Peninsula
and dip slip mechanisms showing the same strike direction. What all dip slips except two
in this group (Fig. 5.4 Ia) have in common is the uplift of the eastern block and the
lowering of the western block (see red symbols for arrow tail and arrow peak in Fig. 5.4
Ia). In attempt to interpret this finding it is supposed, that these events are related to
the upper plate which is moving westward and upward in a relative manner during the
rupture process (see small scheme in Fig. 5.4 I). Fresh scarps reported by Delouis et al.
(1997) and Delouis et al. (1998) from a field campaign after the Antofagasta main shock,
serve as an evidence for vertical uplift in the area as proposed by the dip slip mechanisms.

The strike slip mechanisms (Fig. 5.4 II) comprise several remarkable groups of events
as for instance the elongated cluster on Mejillones Peninsula (Fig. 5.4 IIa). This group is
composed of 10 almost identical strike slip events (except the event further to the east)
with their nodal planes trending NNW-SSE and WSW-ENE. The east-west elongation
of the cluster suggests that the events occur on an east-west oriented feature which is
assumed to be the northern boundary of the first segment of the fault plane seperating the
actual slipping part from the remaining non-slipping part beneath Mejillones Peninsula.
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Figure 5.3: The 295 focal mechanisms determined from aftershocks are catagorized in a)
thrust, b) dip slip, c) strike slip and d) normal fault events.

This leads to the suggestion that the east-west trending nodal plane of the strike slip
mechanisms is active. The group of five events south of Mejillones Peninsula are located
in the area of the first asperity. These events do not show any coherent orientation. The
group of events further down to the south, marked by a red rectangle in Fig. 5.4 II and
shown in Fig. 5.4 IIb) are also quite coherently oriented in opposed symmetry to the group
in the north leading to the suggestion, that the events line out the southern border of the
first fault plane segment. The red dashed line in Fig. 5.4 II is the proposed southern limit
of the segment as in both catagories of dip slip and strike slip mechanisms events aline well
along this feature. Thus the suggested segment incorporates the two asperities identified
earlier. A third segment reaching further down to the south cannot be resolved with the
data. This is due to the lack of registered events in this area or to the proposed change in
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Figure 5.4: I: Events with dip slip mechnisms. The red tail and peak of an arrow denote
the assumed direction of coherent movement for the northern group of events. The small
sketch refers to an interpretation of the dip slip mechanisms with respect to the overall
rupture process. The red dashed line suggests a southern limit of the proposed second
segment of the fault plane incorporating the two previously identified asperities. The red
rectangle marks the events zoomed in in Ia). II: Events with strike slip mechanisms. The
arrows show assumed coherent movements of the northern and southern group marked by
a rectangle. IIa) and b) shows a close up of the two groups.

general rupture behaviour which might not involve local strike slip mechanisms. Normal
faults (Fig. 5.3 d) make out the smallest catagory among all mechanisms. They are
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dispersively distributed without a coherent orientation and are thus not easily attributed
to any plausible phenomenon related to the rupture process. Probably they are due to
very local ”site”-effects in the depth on locations which do not follow any general trend.

Owing to the resolution achieved in hypocenter determination for the investigated data
set it can be assumed, that the aftershock sequence occured in the interface zone between
the upper and lower plate. Thus the events with focal mechanisms studied here do belong
to the interface area. The majority of events in all four mechanism catagories occur
between 30 and 40 km depth. The histogram in Fig. 5.5 shows the depth distributions of
the four mechanism types relatively to a hypothetical interface plane with 20◦ dip starting
at 71.5◦W (trench). In this perspective the majority of events lies beneath the hypothetical
interface plane where the maximum of thrust events occurs nearest to it. The maxima of
dip slip and strike slip events occur slightly deeper indicating a degraded internal faulting
structure of the interface zone. This observation has to be taken as a tendency as the
relative error for depth calculation of these events is +/- 2km which is the bin width of
the histogram columns. However, above the hypothetical interface plane (at 0 depth in
the normalized histogram) thrust events seem to be absent whereas dip slips, strike slips
and normal faults do still occur.
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Figure 5.5: Depth distribution of the different focal mechanism catagories. Zero depth
marks a hypothetical interface plane with a dip of 20◦ hinged at the deep sea trench.

5.2.2 Constraints from summed moment tensors

All fault plane solutions of the 295 aftershocks as presented in the previous section were
converted into moment tensors, calculating a moment for each event by using Eq. 5.2.
For doing so, it has to be assumed that the routinely determined ML magnitudes are
equivalent to moment magnitudes Mw.

The division of the main shock fault plane in a northern and southern part as estab-
lished in the previous section is also adopted for the investigation of the moment tensors.
Thus all moment tensors of events north of 23.5◦ and all moment tensors south of this
line, were summed up according to Eq. 5.3 for each mechanism catagory. The results
are four summed moment tensors for the northern part of the fault plane, one for each
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Table 5.2: Northern part of main shock fault plane

mechanism DC in % CLVD in % fclvd

thrust 73.4 26.5 -0.13
dip 89.4 10.5 -0.05

strike 87.3 12.6 0.06
normal 37.6 62.3 -0.31

total north 91.9 8.1 0.04

Table 5.3: Southern part of main shock fault plane

mechanism DC in % CLVD in % fclvd

thrust 53.1 46.8 -0.23
dip 73.6 26.3 -0.13

strike 71.7 28.3 -0.14
normal 51.8 48.1 -0.24

total south 87.3 12.7 0.06

mechanism catagory, (Msumthrust, Msumdip, Msumstrike and Msumnormal) and four
summed moment tensors for the southern part of the fault plane. The summed moment
tensor solutions for each catagory in the north and in the south respectively can be seen
in Figures 5.6 a) - c) and 5.7 a) marked by an A.

The summed moment tensors in all mechanism catagories were decomposed again
according to Eq. 5.6, which is a decomposition into an isotropic, DC and CLVD com-
ponent. As all input moment tensors, used to calculate the summed moment tensors, are
deviatoric, the isotropic components of the summed moment tensors are zero. Thus the
result of the decomposition gives the share of the DC and CLVD components in percent
for the summed moment tensors (Table 5.2 and Table 5.3). The Tables also give the fclvd

for each mechanism catagory, calculated according to Eq. 5.6. This parameter expresses
the same as the share of DC and CLVD in percent which is a measure of the deviation of
the moment tensor from a pure double couple source.

The summation of the input moment tensors and the decomposition of the summed
moment tensors was done by using programs and sub-routines by Jost & Herrmann (1989)
and Estabrook, 1999, written comm.. Details as eigenvalues, eigenvectors, scalar seismic
moments and principle axes can be found in Appendix I. All summed moment tensors (A),
their DC components (B) and their CLVD components (C) respectively are presented in
Fig. 5.6 a) - c) (northern part) and Fig. 5.7 a)-c) (southern part). This was done by using
the GMT implemented routine for plotting moment tensor solutions.

Fig. 5.6 shows the results of the moment tensor summation and decomposition into
DC and CLVD components of the three most important mechanism catagories for the
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Figure 5.6: Moment tensor representations for the summed moment tensors for a) thrust,
b) dip slip, c) strike slip mechanism catagories for the northern and southern part of
the main shock fault plane respectively. The larger symbol (A) represents the summed
moment tensor, the smaller symbols (B) the double couple component and (C) the CLVD
component. The black dashed line marks the limit between northern and southern part
of the main shock fault plane. The white dashed lines give the strike direction of each
solution.

northern and southern part of the main shock fault plane respectively. Examining the
summed moment tensor solutions (large symbols marked by an A) it is interesting to note
that the orientations of their principle axes change from the northern to the southern
part of the fault plane. The angle between the strike of Msum of thrusts in the north
and Msum of thrusts in the south is approximately 30 - 35 ◦ (Fig. 5.6 a). The same is
true for the strike axes of dip slips when comparing north to south (Fig. 5.6 b). The
Msum of the strike slips in the north does reveal the opposite pattern of pressure and
tension than Msum of the strike slips in the south. This observation is congruent with the
general interpretation of the strike slip mechanisms as given in section 5.2.1, disclosing the
segmentation of the mainshock fault plane perpendicular to the direction of main shock
rupture propagation.

The DC components (marked by a B in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7) reflect the same mecha-
nisms as the simple fault plane solutions of the individual aftershocks. In most cases their
strike directions are similar to with the strike directions of their corresponding summed
moment tensors. A remarkable difference in strike directions can be noted between north-
ern and southern summed moment tensors and DC components. The difference between
strike directions of the northern and southern thrust events yields 33◦, which is the same
for dip slip events. The strike directions for the strike slip events differ by 47◦ from north
to south, for the summed moment tensors of all catagories it is 27◦ (see dashed lines in
Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7).The CLVD components (marked by a C in Fig. 5.6) seem to provide
additional information about the local variations in the stress field. But it has to be kept
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in mind, that the CLVD’s have different degrees of significance as shown in Table 5.2 and
Table 5.3. The southern thrust events have one of the largest CLVD components (46.8 %
of the summed moment tensor) demonstrating that some NS directed pressure component
is acting on the second segment of the fault plane. The thrust events also exhibit the
strongest increase in CLVD component from 26.5 % in the north to 46.8 % in the south.
This increase in CLVD from north to south can be observed also for dip slip and strike
slip events. Only the normal mechanism catagory has a change in the CLVD component
from 62.3 % in the north to 48.1 % in the south and thus maintains its significance on
both parts of the fault plane.
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Figure 5.7: Moment tensor representations for the summed moment tensors for a) nor-
mal mechanisms. In b) all input events in the north and in the south were summed up
disregarding their focal mechanism and c) shows the summed moment tensor for all par-
ticipating events over the entire fault plane. (A), (B), and (C) as in Fig. 5.6. Hatched
area in c) marks the fault plane as derived from aftershock distribution for reference.

This is also true for the results on the CLVD component for Msum composed of all
mechanism types in the north and in the south (Fig. 5.7 b), denoted as ”total north” and
”total south” in Table 5.2 and 5.3 but the percentages of CLVD of 8.1 % and 12.7 % never
reach 20 % (Kuge & Kawakatsu, 1993) as a threshold for significance. For completeness,
Msum over the entire fault plane is given in Fig. 5.7 c). The DC component of Msum

is in good agreement with the Harvard CMT solution (Dziewonski et al., 1996) for the
Antofagasta main shock. The parameters for both solutions, Harvard CMT (Dziewonski
et al., 1996) and the determined summed moment tensor from all available aftershocks,
are given in the following Table 5.4 and Table 5.5

Both solution are representing a thrust mechanism. The CMT solution shows a dip
of the fault plane of 22◦ in east direction which is in good agreement with the 20◦ dip
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Table 5.4: Harvard CMT solution

moment tensor representation best DC

axes eigenvalue plunge AZM Mo plane strike dip rake

T 11.91 67 90 12.15 A 354 22 87
B 0.46 1 357 B 177 68 91
P -12.38 23 267

Table 5.5: Summed Moment Tensor Msumtotal

moment tensor representation best DC

axes eigenvalue plunge AZM Mo plane strike dip rake

T 0.48 x 103 66.3 53.7 0.49 A 162 67 79
B 0.14 x 102 B 8.6 25 113
P -0.49 x 103 21 260

of the interface derived from the vertical profile of the aftershock distribution. The total
Msum solution also gives a dip of about 20◦ of its fault plane but in opposite direction
which means dipping towards the west. The plunge of the CMT’s tension axis T is 67◦

measured from the horizontal towards the east and the plunge of the total Msum T axis is
66◦ towards the west. Thus the principle T and P axes of the two solutions were rotated
approximately by 47◦ (see following section Fig. 5.9). This rotation of T and P axes with
respect to the CMT axes is also apparent in the other summed moment tensors of thrust
type as shown by Msum of the thrust catagory in the south and the total Msum’s of the
northern and southern fault plane.

5.2.3 Discussion and interpretation

Summerizing in general the results obtained from the aftershock fault plane solutions
(section 5.2.1) and their summed moment tensor representations (section 5.2.2) it can be
proposed that the two methods reveal: 1) a possible faulting structure in the interface
zone or the confining areas, 2) a segmentation of the main shock fault plane perpendicular
to the rupture propagation and the division of the main shock fault plane in a northern
and a southern part. The much larger southern part hosts the assumed asperities as
interpreted from the spatial b-value distribution (Chapter 3). 3)The mean deformations
obtained through summing up aftershock moment tensors refer to a stronger complexity
on the southern fault plane section, indicating there a deviation of the rupture process
from pure shear faulting.

1) Faulting structure in the interface zone:
As already pointed out above, the tension axis T of the main shock CMT solution and
the T axis of the total summed moment tensor of the aftershocks as well as the thrust
type mechanisms differ by an angle of approximately 50◦. This is explained again in
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Fig. 5.8 offering a view from the side onto a vertical profile of the subducting slab or
interface zone. The principle T and P axes of the summed moment tensor (Fig. 5.7 a),
the supposed active fault plane, and its force couple are marked in red. Providing that
many aftershock events do have the thrust type mechanism as exhibited by the summed
moment tensor, the faulting situation could be as it is presented in Fig. 5.8 b). Under the
described circumstances a system of parallel sub-faults along the dip of the subduction
interface might have developed according to the assumed active summed moment tensor
fault plane. Parallel vertical sub-faults are marked in blue showing the same upward
directed slip as the faults with the inclined fault plane. For both hypothesized fault types
numerous aftershock focal mechanisms can be found in the thrust catagory (Fig. 5.3 a)
and the dip slip catagory (Fig. 5.3 b).

2) Segmentation of the main shock fault plane:
The aftershocks with a strike slip mechanism seem to appear rather on east-west trending
line features than being distributed homogeneously on the main shock fault plane. This
was taken as a first hint that they occur along boundaries which can be interpreted as
segmentation faults of transform character. The faulting sense of the strike slips supports
the hypothesis as it is right lateral in the north and left lateral in the south. Fig. 5.9
a) shows the infered structure which could be interpreted by this observation: a drawer-
or wedge-like segment pushed towards the trench during coseismic deformation. The
suggested transform segmentation faults might have offsets on which thrust, dip slip or
even normal fault events could occur (Fig. 5.9 a). Fig. 5.9 b) shows that the majority
of the thrust mechanisms also lie on lineaments marked by white lines in the figure. A
remarkable observation is the congruency of thrust event lineament B (Fig. 5.9 b) with
the elongated strike slip cluster in the same area (Fig. 5.9 a). Both event types make
up a group of at least 14 successive events within a range of 20 to 30 km suggesting that
the break-up mechanism as proposed for the segmentation faults can happen on a rather
small scale.

The summed moment tensors of the strike slip group support the hypothesis of the
segmentation. The change in strike direction between the northern and the southern group
(Fig. 5.6 c) has a remarkable amount (∼ 44◦) which refers to a slight slip partitioning of
the coseismic slip.

3) Complexity of the main shock fault plane:
Due to the high quality standards of seismological data comprising global, regional and
local networks, the non-double-couple (NDC) components of moment tensor solutions
have gained importance on the interpretation of source mechanisms. One special case of
NDC mechanisms is the deviatoric compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) introduced
by Knopoff & Randall (1970) to give an explanation for the source mechanism of deep
earthquakes (e.g. Frohlich et al. (1989). Meanwhile it has been established in many
publications that non-pure-shear components are also evident in shallow and intermediate
depth earthquakes, swarm activities and seismicity in volcanic regions, which might be
explained by a CLVD-type mechanism (Dziewoński & Woodhouse, 1983; Kubas & Sipkin,
1987; Kuge & Kawakatsu, 1993; Julian et al., 1997; Kubo et al., 2002; Horálek et al., 2002)
(see also previous sections). From recent investigations on CLVD components three major
explanations for their occurrence are cropping out:

• complex seismic events, consisting of two or more sub-events, occurring on non-
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Figure 5.8: a) Arrangement of the principle P and T axes of the Harvard CMT solution
(main shock) (black lines) and the total summed moment tensor of the aftershocks (red
lines) transferred to a vertical profile along the subduction interface. The force couples of
the plausible active fault planes due to the orientation of the principle axes are marked by
black and red arrows respectively. b) Description of the hypothesized aftershock faulting
along the subduction interface. The suggested parallel sub-faults marked in red and blue
can explain the occurrence of aftershocks in the thrust and dip slip catagories.

parallel fault surfaces,

• earthquakes, in which slip occurs along curved fault surfaces, and

• fluid driven opening of tensile cracks

Examining the southern main shock fault plane, it can be noted that summed moment
tensors on this part are produced by individual aftershocks having more distinctly oriented
strike directions. This would correspond to the cause for CLVD’s described in the first
item, as the individual aftershocks obviously occur on non-parellel faults.
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Figure 5.9: a) Scheme of the hypothesized wedge-like shape of the second segment of the
main shock fault plane which comprises the assumed asperities as identified in the b-value
map. The northern boundary of the segment shows right lateral strike slip mechanisms, the
southern boundary is characterized by left lateral strike slip mechanisms. b) The majority
of the thrust mechanisms seem to be arranged on lineaments (marked by white lines named
A, B, C, D). Lineament B comprises the same area as the pronounced northern cluster of
strike slip events in a). Lineament D encompasses the area which hosts the asperities. See
text for interpretation.

Providing that the observed lineament D in Fig. 5.9 b), formed by thrust type after-
shocks, lines out a curved segment boundary, then the second item also would serve as an
explanation for the observed CLVDs. As remarked previously the lineament D seems to
encompass the entire segment which hosts the two proposed asperities (Fig. 5.9).

The CLVD in general describes the deviatoric or traceless part of a tensile earthquake
fault. Thus its occurrence is often connected to the opening of tensile cracks which can
be provoked by intrusion of fluids or ductile material into already existing weak areas.
Combining the idea that high b-value areas are characterized by a higher order perturbation
due to a larger number of small fault planes, and the hypothesis derived by Husen &
Kissling (2001), that the time dependent change of vP /vS ratios are due to fluid migration,
item three would also hold as an explanation for the cause of CLVDs in the aftershock
sequence. As the high b-value areas appear on the southern part of the main shock fault
plane this could also explain why the fraction of CLVD in the summed moment tensors is
higher in the south than in the north (see also discussion in the next chapter).
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Seven CLVD components of the eleven summed moment tensors show eigenvalues
arranged as (-1, -1, 2); the northern strike slip CLVD component has (2, -1, -1) as eigen-
values and the CLVDs from total summations of northern, southern and entire fault plane
give traces of (-1, 2, -1). Their geometrical representations are given in Fig. 5.10. The
equatorial planes of the CLVDs in Fig. 5.10 refer to the compressional area (in relation
to the source) where fluids might be intruding, and tensional 2-axes could be marking the
direction of crack or fracture opening.

( 2, −1, −1 )( −1, −1, 2 ) ( −1, 2, −1 )
CLVD components
eigenvalues of

particle motion

coordinate system
x

y

z

Figure 5.10: Geometric representation of the CLVD components as found from the decom-
position of the summed moment tensors.

Summerizing the results obtained from the focal mechanism studies, several major
findings should be stressed:

• The separate studies of the four focal mechanism catagories could reveal a possible
segmentation of the main shock fault plane, the segment boundaries and the division
of the fault plane into a northern part of rather small extent (from the beginning
of the main shock rupture to the southern tip of Mejillones Peninsula) and a much
larger southern part, comprising the two proposed asperities. This southern area is
supposed to be a major segment of the fault plane.

• The average deformation of the northern and southern fault plane, derived from
summing up the individual aftershock moment tensors, inferes a rotational compo-
nent from north to south. This suggests slight slip partitioning of the seismogenic
zone.

• The information obtained from the tensional axes of aftershock moment tensors and
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the occurrence of thrust and strike slip mechanisms on identical lineaments might
resolve the small scale rupture process in the interface zone.

• The pronounced increase in percent of CLVD components of the aftershock moment
tensors on the southern segment deduces a higher complexity of this fault plane part
than in the north under Mejillones Peninsula. This might be interpreted in terms
of an introduced 3D feature caused by the geologic structures responsible for the
asperities.



6. Final model, conclusions, and outlook

6.1 Final model

Following the individual discussions in the previous chapters, a final model can be proposed
for the seismotectonic situations before, during, and after the mainshock in the subduction
interface zone where the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake occurred:

Situation before the main shock: As an initial seismotectonic situation, assumed
from the previous discussion, the two asperities, identified in this study, are patches of
stronger resistance against the convergent motion of the Nazca and South American plates.
They define areas where stresses are accumulated in the seismogenic zone prior to a large
earthquake. One asperity is located off-shore to the west of Antofagasta, which corresponds
to a depth of 20 to 30 km. A second, larger asperity is located south-east of Antofagasta
around 24◦S with its largest part off-shore, corresponding to a depth range of 20 to 40 km.
Direct evidence for the stress accumulation in this area was found by Porth (1993) whose
results of seismicity investigations show low b-values where the asperities are expected.
Assuming that low b-values are indicators for high apparent stresses, the ”patches” of high
b-values after the main shock should be ”patches” of low b-values before the earthquake,
thus lining out the areas of stress accumulation or concentration. The results of Porth
(1993) exhibit a zone of pronounced low b-values (0.4 - 0.6) in the upper crust between 20
and 25◦S and 70 to 71◦W (see Fig. 6.1).

Information about the nature and possible 3D spatial extent of the structure which
might cause the asperities, can be deduced from mapped isostatic residual anomalies
(Götze et al., 1994) and geology (Pichowiak , 1994). Provide the anomalies are caused by
the intrusive bodies of the Jurassic batholiths, and their locations are furthermore con-
gruent with the locations of the asperities, it can be proposed that the igneous complexes
pervade the overriding crust and even intrude to some extent into the seismogenic inter-
face. Here they form the patches of higher resistance to the convergent plate motion. In
other subduction zones, subducting seamounts have been discussed successfully as stress
concentrators (Barckhausen et al., 1998; Lallemand & Le Pichon, 1987; Cloos & Shreve,
1996; Cloos, 1992). But no evidence of such topographic features is given in the high
resolution bathymetry as carried out during the CINCA’95 project (von Huene et al.,
1999; von Huene & Ranero, 2003). In von Huenes and Raneros model (2003) of the outer
forearc in the Antofagasta region, the downgoing slab shows a slight steepening of the
subduction angle at ∼ 12 km depth. This change in subduction angle might give a hint to
the existence of an ”obstacle” like the batholith could be, which the slab tries to avoid by
steepening its angle. This initial situation seems to correspond at first sight to a classical
asperity model as proposed by Kanamori & Stewart (1978), Rudnicki & Kanamori (1981)
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Figure 6.1: East-west b-value section between 23◦S and 25◦S from ISC data by Porth
(1993). Note the area of low b-values (0.4 - 0.6) in the shallow part of the subduction
zone. This is congruent with the area where the proposed asperities are hosted.

and Lay et al. (1982) whose main characteristic is the varyable stress on the fault. But
if the batholiths really playing a role as stress concentrators, they are at the same time
patches of higher strength. There, the initial situation deviates from the classical asperity
model, and barriers as patches of high strength come into mind. A study of local back
ground seismicity by Delouis (1996) shows cluster-like activity in the areas of the asperi-
ties between 1990 and 1994. So stress accumulation was annotated by back ground events.
None of them triggered the large subduction event. Three events of magnitude 3.6, 3.8
and 4.1, which occurred one and two days before the main shock, with epicenters located
in the southern Mejillones Peninsula bay (Delouis, 1996), are considered to be immediate
foreshocks to 1995 earthquake (Delouis, 1996).

During the main shock: The rupture of the main shock starts underneath Mejillones
Peninsula according to the NEIC solution or the solution given by Ruegg et al. (1996) as
calculated from the local network. It is interesting to note, that rupture starts in some
distance to the first asperity and thus is not initiated at the outer limit of the asperity.
Such observations are reported also from other large earthquakes (M. Mai). The rupture
propagates southward as it is corroborated by teleseismic directivity studies (Ruegg et al.,
1996) and geodetic measurements, being a smooth rupture process for the first 20 km.
When the rupture front breaks the asperities, high moment release is indicated in the
source time function. Thus the material concerned gets shattered in this process. The
asperities alter from highly stressed strong patches to areas with high slip and high stress
drop. In the asperity model large slip is associated with asperities, low slip with relaxed
areas or creeping sections on the fault. The co-seismic slip on asperity 1 is 7.4 m and
5.0 m on asperity 2 which is in the range of expected slip considering a Nazca plate
motion of 6.1 (Angermann et al., 1999) to 6.4 cm/yr (Norabuena et al., 1998) and a
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seismic cycle for M=8.0 events of 100 to 120 years (Comte et al., 1994). Thus the rupture
process of the main shock leaves behind an altered section of the seismogenic zone which
is inhomogeneous in slip and stress drop distribution.

After the main shock: After the main shock rupture the seismic activity of the
aftershock sequence starts to develop immediately. Ruegg et al. (1996) and Delouis et al.
(1997) report aftershocks of magnitudes between Mw=5 and 7 during the first 10 days after
the main shock. A cluster of these large aftershocks is registered off-shore to the north-
west of Mejillones Peninsula (Delouis et al., 1997) where stresses seem to concentrate due
to stress transfer, triggered by the Antofagasta main shock. This is corroborated by the
aftershock derived b-value map which shows the lowest b-values at the coast and northern
part of Mejillones Peninsula. The former asperities consist now of shattered material with
a high crack density which is reflected in the high b-values in the asperity areas, saying
that events with small magnitudes are more abundant than events with high magnitudes.
Aftershock activity is highest on and in the vicinity of the asperity structures considering
only the southern part of the fault plane, even at later time periods in the aftershock
sequence. This contineous activity concentration could result in higher permeability along
and above the seismogenic interface where the asperities are hosted, thus giving way to
fluid intrusion causing increased vp/vs ratios (Husen & Kissling , 2001; Shapiro et al.,
2003). The elongated cluster of aftershocks just west of the NEIC hypocenter solution,
consisting of strike slip and thrust focal mechanisms seems to give a detailed insight into
the local rupture process of a segment border. On similar lines of aftershocks, altering
thrust and dip slip mechanisms suggest a staircase-like faulting process on the seismogenic
interface (see Chapter 5). Investigating the spatial development of the aftershock sequence,
it must be noted that in case of the Antofagasta sequence almost all aftershocks occured
on the fault plane itself even marking very well its western, northern and eastern limits.
A considerable amount of aftershocks outside the fault plane were observed only north of
it. Besides the importance of these aftershocks to gain information on the large overdue
seismic gap of the 1877 event, the eastern fault plane limit is interesting as it seems to
be congruent with the main strand of the Atacama fault system. East of the Atacama
fault, aftershock activity changes in frequency of occurrence, spatial distribution in the
depth, and dominating focal mechanism (Delouis, 1996; Delouis et al., 1997), which can
be corroborated by focal mechanisms in this study. Summerizing the observations, the
aftershocks seem to be a structural answer to the alternation of the seismogenic zone
caused by the main shock.

6.2 Significance of the identified fault plane structures for
future earthquakes

The investigated parameters and the model described above, try to resolve the structure
of the fault plane area in the Antofagasta region and its role in case of a large subduction
event. A striking pecularity of the 1995 Antofagasta earthquake was the moderate damage
reported despite the large magnitude of Mw = 8.0. There are several reasons to consider
as possible explanations. The city of Antofagasta is situated on a narrow stretch of ∼ 3
km between the Pacific Ocean and the Coastal Cordillera. The relatively thin sediment
coverage above shallow consolidated bed rock can be discussed as one of the main reasons
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for moderate damage. More severe damage was restricted to thicker sediment layers near
the foot of the mountain range and to areas with artificial deposits like the harbour area.
8 to 10 Hz were the dominating frequencies found in response spectra, calculated from
accelerograms of the networks’ strong motion instruments (5 , 1996). Considerable damage
was observed on 1 to 2 story buildings which had eigenfrequencies in the same frequency
range. In addition to this advantageous sub-surface structure beneath Antofagasta, the
radiation pattern of the main shock focal mechanism might have contributed to moderate
damage distribution. Considering the S-wave radiation pattern of a thrust mechanism on
a rupture plane with a dip angle of ∼ 20◦ almost directly beneath Antofagasta, leaves the
areas affected by the maximum displacements of the transverse components most likely
to the east and to the west of Antofagasta. Ruegg et al. (1996) suggest moment release at
low frequencies as another plausible cause for minor destruction. They found two peaks
in the displacement spectra at 65 and 130 s respectively which would also explain the
discrepancies between seismic moments determined by body wave analysis or geodetic
data.

A new constraint on the question of distructive features of large earthquakes may
come from the identification of asperity structures in the seismogenic zones where large
earthquake fault planes are situated. Looking again at the identified asperities in the
Antofagasta region, it can be noted, that Antofagasta lies outside of the northern asperity
and thus outside of an area with high slip concentration. Therefore the position of a city
or settlement away from areas of high moment and slip release might be also considered
as an important condition for decreased distruction and damage. A similar conclusion can
be drawn from results of the 1997 Cariaco earthquake case study (Venezuela), which will
be briefly described in the very last sub-section of this thesis. Here it was found that the
city of Cariaco was located above a high moment release asperity and suffered the largest
amount of damage along the active fault trace (Baumbach et al., 2004). Such observations
seem to enhance in general the question what role do play asperity or barrier structures
on the fault plane to the distribution and degree of damage observed in surface structures.
Dmowska & Lovison (1992) suggested that the identification of asperities by accumulating
background seismicity in subduction zones would be helpful to look for future high moment
release areas. Aki (1984) argues that the agreement found between local stress drops esti-
mated from strong motion data and those inferred from geological observations supports
the possibility to predict earthquake strong motion directly from geological structures of
the fault. Papageorgiou & Aki (1983) constructed a specific barrier model based on the
assumptions that strong ground motion is characterized by high frequency content related
to the details of faulting. To their oppinion, these details arise from the non-uniform
distribution of physical properties, expressed by barriers or asperities. They propose, that
the frequencies generated by these details, are higher than the corner frequency f0 and
lower than the cut-off frequency fmax, which characterize the flat part of the acceleration
amplitude spectra of strong motion. This flat part Ω(0) in their model is scaled with the
local stress drop due to asperities or barriers rather than the ”global” stress drop (Hanks,
1979) on the entire fault plane (see also discussion Chapter 4). Thus fmax in this specific
barrier model originates from source effects rather than from propagation effects or site
effects.

To better understand in what manner high frequency is radiated, Frankel (1991)
adopted a model where he found that the high-frequency spectral falloff of the mainshock,
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the size distribution of subevents and the b-value of aftershock sequences can all be deter-
mined from the scaling of strength on the fault zones. Similar to the authors mentioned
above, Frankel (1991) assumes that high frequency radiation is caused by complex fault
structures smaller than the mainshock fault plane. But unlike in previous publications
assuming a constant size for barriers or asperities, he uses a self-similar size distribution of
subevents in his model. Frankel (1991) further postulates from his results that the total
high-frequency radiation from the subevents accounts for the high-frequency energy of the
mainshock.

Herrero & Bernard (1994) also considered self-similarity for fault plane structures in
their model but did go a step further to account for physical constraints that reproduce a
given spectral law of the far field displacement. With their kinematic model, the authors
wanted to demonstrate the situation on the fault plane in front and behind the propa-
gating mainshock rupture. As a further development of this model, Bernard et al. (1996)
introduced the concept of a scale-dependent rise time related to the wavenumber and
incorporating a directivity effect. The result of this model clearly showed, that the short-
est wavelength occurring during rupture propagation are concentrated near the rupture
front whereas longest wavelength spread of the entire width of the synthetic pulse. In
this context it might be worth mentioning again, that the highest values for aftershock
radiated seismic energy, as found in Chapter 3, occurs at a proposed material boundary
between batholitic structures and the confining material.

In general, for engeneering purposes fmax is an important parameter as it controls peak
ground acceleration which is again important for seismic resistant construction (Papageor-
giou, 2003). In general it is most probable that fmax is influenced by a mixture of all
occurring effects like source effects, site effects and even effects caused by tectonic settings
(Aki , 1987; Kinoshita et al., 1992). This is still not very well studied and thus should be
an issue of future investigations.

Lifetime of asperities

Considering the significance of these interrelations (Aki , 2002) between seismogenic
structures, the rupture process and soil dynamics for future earthquakes, the question
arises, whether asperities or barriers are stationary features and might be able to cause
multiple high moment release in more than one seismic cycle. In the Antofagasta region,
we were able to correlate the isostatic residual anomalies of the gravity field to the proposed
asperities. We interpret the geological structures, the Jurassic batholiths, responsible for
these anomalies, as a possible cause for the asperities. This would mean, as the batholiths
are stable features over geological time scales, that the asperities could break repeatedly
at the end of various seismic cycles.

Regarding this result, one might speculate that other subduction earthquakes along
the South American Pacific coastline are also influenced by plutonic structures. This
suggestion is supported by comparing the peculiar chain of high isostatic residual anomalies
along the coast (Götze et al., 1994) to historic earthquakes as shown in Fig. 2.8 in chapter
2. The resulting impression is that subduction earthquake fault planes start and end where
the IRF anomalies are interrupted.

The calculation of recurrence times involve the assumption that the recurrent earth-
quakes of one magnitude level at major plate boundaries inherit a fault plane of sim-
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ilar location and dimension. This implies that at least some geological and tectonical
structures having a life time of millions of years will be repeatedly involved in rupture
processes. Considering these structures as candidates for stress concentrators capable of
forming asperities or barriers, it should be most probable that the same asperity partic-
ipates in various seismic cycles. Several authors have tried to evidence stationarity of
asperities or barriers by observing stationary stress drop and slip distributions on faults
(Bakun & Joyner , 1984; Aki , 1984; Bouchon et al., 1998), geologic features that are repeat-
edly reflected in seismicity (Lay & Kanamori , 1981; Dmowska & Lovison, 1992; Cloos &
Shreve, 1996; Barckhausen et al., 1998), or by searching for locked and unlocked parts of
faults with the help of geodetical data (Bürgmann et al., 2000).

Other observations which can be explained by stable asperities or barriers are coming
from paleoseismology. In trenching experiments it was found, that earthquakes can re-
occur several times on a given fault with the same rupture length and amount of slip
(Aki , 1984). But not only for large earthquakes stationary asperities have been proposed.
Johnson & Nadeau (2002) claim to have identified a small strong asperity patch on the
San Andreas fault, which is responsible for the observed repeated small earthquakes and
thus can be interpreted as a rather stable resistant feature on the fault.

6.3 Conclusions and outlook

The results of this thesis emphasize that the b-value mapping is a convenient method to
identify asperity structures from aftershock sequences, provide that adequate networks and
sufficiently large data sets are available. The b-value map provides information directly
from the fault plane itself which helps to resolve also small scale or higher order structures,
which other methods might not capture. In case of the Antofagasta earthquake, the
northern asperity, which is the smaller one in extent but larger in average slip, was resolved
only by the b-value mapping. Its position off-shore did cause problems to purely landbased
methods. In addition, the seaward extension of the temporary seismic network improved
the precision of hypocenters for aftershocks along the coast and off-shore, which also
improved the detectability of the asperity 1 with seismological data.

The correlation of independently derived parameters having a spatial distribution on the
fault plane (mainshock source time function, isostatic residual anomalies, radiated seismic
energies from aftershocks, vp/vs ratios from LET) helped to evaluate b as a reasonable
indicator to map location and size of inhomogeneous structures on the fault plane which
react with the propagating rupture of the mainshock. The results are shown and discussed
in detail in Chapter 3. Summerizing in short the major conclusions, the following list can
be established:

• the spatial b-value variations are significant and linked to changing physical prop-
erties on the fault plane, mapping out size and location of strongly damaged areas
which can be identified as asperities,

• high values of Es derived from aftershocks occur at material boundaries and in stress
transition zones between asperities and on adjacent areas to the fault plane,

• the uplifted Jurassic batholiths in the Antofagasta region coincide with the asper-
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ities; mass balances and the permanent subduction process are responsible for the
accumulation of stress on the asperities during one seismic cycle.

An additional important finding is, that the spatial distributions of all correlated param-
eters orientate according to the geological structure, namely the batholiths, in the area
of Antofagasta. They are derived from either the pre-, co- or postseismic stage of the
seismic cycle. With respect to aftershock sequences, this allows to state that from their
behaviour also seismotectonic situations before and during a mainshock rupture can be
deduced. The histogram of the number of aftershocks with latitude (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.17)
shows, that from aftershock hypocenter distribution alone, it is difficult to detect high slip
areas. The Antofagasta aftershock distribution demonstrates that high slip areas can also
contain a considerable amount of events.

From the obtained aftershock focal mechanisms (see Chapter 5) it can be said that
they do not only reveal how stress is redistributed in the fault plane area (Beroza &
Zoback , 1993; Scherbaum, 1994) but also confirm ”topography” on the fault surface which
is probably linked to the asperity structure.

In context with the interpretation of b-value variations, the significance of the differences
∆ b in one map are more important than the absolute b-values as they do vary according
to the method used for estimation. However it is interesting to note that the overall b-
values for the entire aftershock data sets examined are commonly between 0.70 and 0.80.
In general, future investigations of the frequency-size distribution of aftershocks either
by assuming self-organized critical or power law behaviour, should recognize the study of
small scale variations in the local areas, as they obviously have a physical meaning.

Relying on the previous observations and findings, it can be concluded that in combi-
nation with other parameters in a source region, the b-value mapping provides not only a
method to identify asperities but also helps to understand their nature. This information
could be essential for the estimation and assessment of the seismic potential (calculat-
ing re-currence times for large events only in asperities as suggested by Wiemer & Wyss
(1997)) and hazard in future earthquakes, provide it can be established that asperity struc-
tures are stationary over various seismic cycles. The correlation of the high b-value areas
with the isostatic residual anomalies let us assume that the proposed asperities are stable
for many seismic cycles.

Moreover, the proposed tectonic model for the Antofagasta area points out that geolog-
ical structures of the upper plates’ crust can play an important role on forming asperities
when these structures are capable to pervade the crust and influence the seismogenic inter-
face. Formerly only topographic features on the subducting plate were considered to create
resistance to the general convergent movement and thus provoke stress accumulation in
particular areas. It might be suggested that in many subduction zones a combination of
upper plate geologic structures and subducting seamounts or ridges are responsible for
such local stress field inhomogeneities.

The results of this thesis show once more that the investigation of aftershock sequences
reveal important facts about local seismotectonic structures. By studying a variety of
parameters, important conclusions can be drawn on structures that could influence future
earthquake damage distributions. Namely the interaction between high seismic moment
asperity structures and soil dynamic features related to engeneering concerns, should be
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investigated in the future. It needs to be checked whether damage probabilities are higher
for surface structures near or on asperities despite or because of soil interactions. An
organisation like the German Task Force for earthquakes has proven to be an excellent
tool for this purpose.

6.3.1 Final remark on further studies

The investigations carried out in this thesis with the Antofagasta aftershock data set,
namely the b-value distribution on the fault plane, the application of an asperity model
and the study of average deformations by aftershock focal mechanisms, were also applied
to the aftershock data set of the Mw=6.9 Cariaco earthquake in July 1997. The data
set was collected, pre-processed and analysed by members of the Task Force at GFZ,
Potsdam (Baumbach et al., 2004). It is remarkable that the results of these investigations
are similar to the Antofagasta results, although the Cariaco earthquake occurred in a
different tectonic environment. The El Pilar fault, which ruptured on a length of ∼ 40
- 60 km during this earthquake, is part of a wider, 100 to 200 km brought transcurrent
fault zone of parallel and oblique strike slip sub-faults which define the margin between
the Caribbean and the South American plates. The similarities of results are listed in the
following:

• The b-value varies significantly on the fault plane of the strike slip event. Although
areas of high b-values are smaller in extent compared to the high b-value areas of
Antofagasta, they are well constrained and detectable.

• Correlation of the b-value distribution with results of a 3D tomography using the
same aftershock data set, shows that the proposed main asperity apparently is linked
to an indent structure of harder material from the northern side of the El Pilar fault,
penetrating into the southern side of the fault.

• This indent structure creates a sort of topography on the fault plane which expresses
itself also in the character of summed moment tensors of aftershocks in the same area.
The moment tensors are dominated by large CLVD components, which indicate a
deviation of focal mechanisms from pure double couple mechanisms.

In addition, it could be observed, that the strongly destructed city of Cariaco is located
just above the a high b-value area, which is proposed to be an asperity with high moment
release during earthquake rupture. On the other hand the city of Casanay, approximately
15 km east of Cariaco, which is also located directly on the fault trace and most likely
with a soil type similar to that in Cariaco, reported only minor damage. This suggests
again a relation between damage distribution and distance to an asperity as observed in
the Antofagasta case study.
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Figure 6.2: b-value map of the 1997, Mw = 6.9 Cariaco earthquake which ruptured approx-
imately 60 km of the active El Pilar fault in north-eastern Venezuela. The right lateral El
Pilar fault belongs to the plate boundary system between the Caribbean and the South
American plates (see upper small sketch). The black lines on the map mark the El Pilar
fault system. The area marked by white stripes, denotes a geologically stronger material,
belonging most likely to the Caribbean plate. This material, characterized by higher vp

velocities, as determined from a local earthquake tomograghy, form an indent like struc-
ture, penetrating into the area south of the El Pilar fault. This occurs at a depth of
approximately 5 - 6 km. The asperity structure in the center of the b-value map, char-
acterized by high b-values, is situated just where the indentor starts, where the material
boundary should be located. The white dashed line is giving again the southern border
of the stronger material. White dots show epicenters of aftershocks with normal fault
mechanism.
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